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°STUDENTS PRESSING: COPS ARRESTING
MASS MEET PLANNED SEPTEMBER 1
DAY IN COURT — Students
eind spectators sit attentivelystening to what City Judge
Beverly Becalm had to say
last week in court. Most of
Judge Bouche's commentary
ran like a broken record as





being marched before him
and being subsequently fined.
In center photo students have
just been released from the
courtroom. From left, front,
art Harry James, William
Shaw, Sandra Lee, Katie Rob-
erNon and Ernestine Lee. Be-
hind are Ernestine Hill, (par-
enFing
tially bidden), Hardin Jones
an Jo Iris Smith. At extreme
right is portion of the crowd
Tri-State Defen
The South's Independent Wealy"




At the last mass meeting held
last week, officials of the Ne-
gro Progressive Youth Organi-
zation proposed a stay at home
campaign for Negro consumers
and urged them to keep out of
the stores that refuse to rec-
ognize them as full-fledged ci-
tizens.
Pb, meeting, a spontaneous
*Um arose out of the arrests
of Negro and white students for
their participation in sit-ins at
like bus terminals and lunch_inters on Main at.
The first white student to
take part in a Negro sit-in in
Memphis (several took part in
Nashville and other places) was
fined and held to the state for
conspiracy against trade and
corn merce.
Ironically, because of his sit-
in. at Silver's department store,
a Negro was served for the first
time sitting amidst whites at a
counter in Memphis.,
Bethel Park, Pa. an Amherst
College student, ordered a va-
nilla malt from the waitress at
the counter and when he .saw
that his ocmpanions were be-
ing refused service, passed the
malted milk to a Negro girl,
one of the sit-inners. The girl
had plenty of time to drink
die matt and tell the waitress
that "it was delicious," before
they were all carted away by
Memphis' finest.
The second white youth was
arrested Sunday when he was
with a group of Negro students
who gaine dentrance to a white,
church in the city and then
were arrested for their trouble.
Both of the white students
were from Amherst. Still two
other whites, claiming sympa
thy with the Negro sit-in move-
ment were escorted out of the
Negro restaurant at the Grey-
hound bus terminal last week
One, a girl, was from Mississip
John Tim Parsons, 19, from pi.
41  by NAT D 
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"TIMES LIKE THESE . . ." 1
Of course, nothing said here
is important. But have you no-
ticed how often here lately the
expression, "Times like these"
Ls used?
Folks either say, "Times like
these" , . . or, "This is a time
when . . ." or "These are
strange times. . ." . . . or a
dozen other versions of the
same theme. One is impressed
that there's something special
*Lmt "times like these."
It's getting so the term
"Times like these" is a princi-
pal ingredient of most formal
speeches . . . and surely a key
' cliche of virtually all off-the-
cuff remarks . . . whether to
black or white . . .whether in
ir weather or foul. Incidental-
Mac, a "cliche" is a worn
t, over-worked phrase or ex-
pression. And "times like these"
is worn to a frazzle. Maybe it's
al trays been like that in regard
to "Times like these." Wonder
if that's what Adam said when
h, looked up and saw Eve
sTh -iding there with an apple
u 'er his nose . . . and he had
to figure out what to do at a
t. -e like that.
lt NJGHT UP
Vie reason the whole thing
is brought up grows out of the
frequency with which so many
people use "Times like these"
In regard to the current race
situation in the South and the
'nation. It seems that "times
like these" give ample justifi-
cation for any excesses of racial
expression. So, it's becoming
good speaking form for most
4n
'erpreters or apologists on
^ subject of race to use the
'ession.
A only on matters of race
b on various other subjectsd
one hears speakers referring tol
"times like these". As a mat-
ter of fact the term is used
more frequently about other
matters than about race. For,
it is a fact that there is some-
thing more important in the
world than the race problem.
Believe it or not! ..
Just for the exercise, not that
it's important, let's take a brief
gander at a few problems of
the day which might rate a
reference beginning with the
phrase "In times like these"
. . . problems which may ex-
plain more fully than race. . .
"times like these."
MORE IMPORTANT
Now, the basis of determin-
ing whether or not a problem
is more important than the
race problem will be the ap-
parent bearing it has on peo-
ple as a whole ... over and be-
yond race.
For instance, take the cur-
rent disease of our age, "Space-
matism." (Incidentally, Mr.
Jackson, "Spacematism" is a
personal contribution to the
new language for "times like
these"). "Spacematism" is the
current concern of the high
priests of the century (scien-
tists) with the New Jerusalem
they are trying to conjure out
of space. The efforts of the
missile-men, scientists, a n d
aeronauts have caught t h e
imagination of the world. This
in turn, has shaken up a lot of
folks' religion to the founda-
tions . . . because folk are
scared of what might be shown
about Heaven. They don't want
their angels to turn out to be
little green men from outer
space. That's one of the tougher
subconscious problems of "times
like these." A growing number
of folks are getting anxious
from "Spacematism" and the
See PARK SHADOWS Page
that attended the mass meet-
ing last Thursday held at Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral. Rea-
son for the sparse crowd of
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Seal Camp Comes To
End: Children Sad
The two week Easter Seal Roosevelt Brooks; Most Uncon-
Camp for Crippled Children
ended joyfully as the children
bid sad good-bye to their coun-
sellors and friends.
The highlights of the first
week consisted of a Stunt Night
by the Counsellors; Pet Milk
Party: Splash Party and Cook-
out. Queen Lottie Gill and King
Edward Armstrong reigned
supreme at the water festival
which consisted of games, con-
tests and a grand parade. The
winner of the water races were
Stanley Branch, Rita Jones and
Donald Williams, In the bath-
ing parade, the titles received
were Neatest Girl — Diane
Thomas; Neatest Boy — Sam
Rupert: Cutest Girl — Lynn
Hancock; Cutest Boy — Eugene
Briggs; Tallest Girl — Ingrid
Hancock; Tallest Boy — Harold
Johnson; Fatest Girl — Brenda
Hart; Shortest Girl — Pruezy
Morris; Shortest Boy — James
Ware; Fatest Boy — Samuel
Ware;
"Show-Off Day" commenced
the activities of the second
week. On this day campers
displayed the arts and crafts
which were made during the
week. Parents and visitors ar-
rived and toured the camp.
The principal highlights of the
week being the talent Show and
Recognition Day. All the cam-
pers performed in the Talent
Show. The main event was a
"Womanless Wedding." Recog-
nition Day was the day campers
received awards for — Most
Talented—Margaret Jordan;
Most Cooperative — Dorothy
Goldstein; Neatest Girl — Ger-
Aldine Campbell; Neatest Boy—
Harold Johnson; Cutest Girl —
Pruezy Morris; Cutest Boy —
Jeffery Moon; Friendliest Girl
—Sandra Cannon; Friendliest
Boy — Sam Rupert; Most Talk-
ative Girl — Frazella Tidus;
Most Talkative Boy — Sam
Rupert; Quietest Girl — Mary
Todd; Quietest Boy — David
Lurry; Best Camper (girl)—
Lottle Gill; Best Camper (boy)
— Edward Armstrong; Best
Checker Player — Early John-
son; Most Pleasant Girl — Rita
Major, Most Pleasant Boy—
cerned Girl — Rosie Allen;
Most Unconcerned Boy—Ray-
mond Carter; Most Happy Girl
—Beverly Coin; Most Happy
Boy — James Lurry; Most
All-around Girl—Gloria Haynes;
Most All-around Boy — Eugene
Briggs; Miss Personality
Brenda Hart; Mr. Personality
See SEAL CAMP, Page 2
JAILBIRDS ALL—This group
of young students took part
in a sit-in at Silvers last week
and were arrested for their
trouble. John Timothy Par-
son, right became the first
white youth to take part in
a sit-in pith Negroes since
the sit-ins erupted in Mem-
phis last May. From left are
Rev. Edgar Young, Vera Hen-
derson, Hcrroll Gholston and
Parsons. Parsons was treated
rather sternly by the city,
being held to the state on
conspiracy charges. He is a
sophomore in Amherst col-
lege in Amherst, Mass. —




Police said Harrison Williams,'
57, of 265 Oklahoma, stabbed
his common-law wife numerous
times in the face and about the
body with a pocket knife two
weeks ago. Homicide Lt. A. E.
Gilligan said Williams had
come home late and was accus-
ed by Ideal Carter, 47, of being
out with another woman. Wil-
liams said she threw lye water
in his face. He was held to the
state on a not guilty plea t6
murder.
BURGLARY
Roylee Elmore, 25, of 1537
Marlin began running when he
was observed by policemen in,
the 400 block on Buntyn. The
officers chased him down and
found his pockets loaded with
$44 in change and bills. Elmore
confessed he has been involved
in a series of burglaries and
implicated Willie Wilson, 1324
Michigan as being his partner
in some.
SLUGGED AND ROBBED
Arthur Woods, 58, owner of a
hardware store on McLemore,
told police that two Negro
youths slugged and robbed him.
The two entered his store about
3:30 p.m. One grabbed Woods
as he was reaching for a base-
ball glove they had asked his
permission to see, and the other
hit him with something "that
felt like a blackjack." One
youth held him down while the
other took $100 from hi. bill-
fold.
John Saddler picked three
men out 9f prisoners' row in
City Court and identified them
as the ones who attacked him
on the night of Aug. 19 and
stole his billfold containing
$12. Judge Boushe ordered Ar-
thur Dean, Eddie Johnson and
Al Selmon to the state on rob-
bery charges. Johnson pleaded
guilty, Dean and Selmon plead-
ed not guilty. The robbery took
place at Mississippi and Edith.
SIT-INS STILL SITTING
Police and the City Attorney's
office asked Atty. General. Phil
Canale for grand jury consid-
eration of indictments for con-
spiracy to interfere with trade
and commerce against all Ne-
gro sit-in demonstrators. Art
Shea, assistant city attorney,
said he thought it was time to
"clamp down" on the demon-
strators, as police are now get-
ting repeaters when they make
arrests of demonstrators. Sev-
eral have been arrested as
many as three times. At press
time a total of 30 persons had
been arrested for "sit-ins" and
"ride-ins."
The body of a Negro man
found in Wolf River at the foot
of Auction last Tuesday after-
noon was identified as that of
Harvey Swift, 81, of 469 N.
Fifth, a laborer with LG&W.
IA. Gilligan said identification
was made by Mrs. Mattie Belle
Swift, Swift's wife, from three
keys and a keyholder found on
the body.
Says Students Should
Have More Adult Support
By BURLEIGH HINES, jr.
Rev. R. Elton Cox, NAACP
official train North Carolina
came on strong at the mass
meeting held last week at the
Mt. Olive CSIE Cathedral. And,
as time wore on, the Reverend
Cox got even stronger as word
by blistering word he brought
forth a "true •bill" indictment
against the city of Memphis for
its segregated practices.
Pausing between sentences
only long enough for the "A-
mens" and inspiring hand claps
to settle, Rev. Cox tore into the
complacency of the Memphis
Negro adults, who he said .
should be backing the sit • in
students wholeheartedly.
"Old man segregation is dy-
ing!" Rev. Cox shouted. He
said only the segregationist!
bigots are standing around in
white uniforms trying to help
him.
ON DEATH BED
"But he's on his death bed I
and they know it," he said.
Going further Rev. Cox laid
pretty low the Negro business-
men as he turned his guns on
Memphis. "This is a time wflen
New LeMoyne
College Dean
Floyd L. Bass ,chairman of
the division of education at
LeMoyne, is the new dean of
the college. Announcement of
Mr. Bass' promotion was made
by President Hollis F. Price.
Elevation to the deanship of
the college marked the second
major achievement for Mr.
Bass this summer. The Doctor
of Education degree was con-
ferred upon him Friday by the
University of Colorado. He
completed all requirements
for the Ed. D. degree during
the middle of August.
Dr. Price said Dr. Bass will
continu" to serve this year as
chairman of the division of
education. Dr. Bass succeeds
Dr. Martin L. Head as dean
of the school.
A native of Terre Haute, Ind.
Dr. Bass. came to LeMoyne in
1948 to teach biology and chem-
istry. He was elevated to chair-
man of the division of educa-
tion in 1952.
He holds the bachelor of act-
ence degree and the master's
degree in science from Indiana
State Teachers University. He
studied for the doctorate on
Hay Whitney and United Ne-
gro College Fund fellowships.
He is married to the former
Miss Hazel Huddleston of La-
Porte, Ind: She is librarian at
Patterson elementary school
and holds the bachelor of sci-
ence degree from LeMoyne
and the master of arts in li-
brarianship from the Univer-
sity of Denver.
They have four children:
Floyd. jr., IS. Eileen, 11; Marc.
16. and Lisa, seven months.
the Negro businessmen should
come together and get behind
this fight that these kids are
waging," he said. The preach-
ers, lawyers, doctors, dentists,
etc. should make themselves
heard, he said.
"This is a time when all uncle
Toms should be lined up against
the wall," he said. "Now, re-
member, I didn't say what
should be done to them," he
Farmer Kills
3 Sons, Self
GUELPH, N. D. — (UPI) —A
one-armed farmer apparently
shot his three sons Monday,
burned their bodies in a hay-
stack and then took his own
life.
The children's dog was also
shot and burned.
Dead were John Beck, 47, and
his sons — John jr., 13; Robert,
11, and Allen- Dasid, 8.
Coroner Dr. Ellie Oster and
Sheriff George Morgan termed
the deaths apparent triple mur-
der and suicide.
The grisly incident occurred
in a field about a mile from the
Beck home where the farmer's
wife waited for her family to
return for lunch. It was Mrs.
Beck, the sheriff said, who
found the bodies.
said and smiled. "I just said
they should be lined up against
the wall."
Rev. Cox, in arguing strenu-
ously on the good of the sit-ins,
said a few other "Ins" should
be added. He said Negroes
should begin immediately to
participate not only in sit-ins,
but stand-ins at theatres, wade.
ins at tax supported beaches,
swim-ins at public supported
pools pray-ins at churches, drive
ins at all snack bars, watch.
ins at drive-in theatres, motor-
ins at motels along America's
highways, apply-ins for non-tra-
ditional jobs, read-ins at public
libraries, and even bury-ins at
tax supported graveyards.
Rev. Cox, national field sec-
retary of the Youth and Di-
vision of NAACP and here on
leave from the Pilgrim Congre-
gational church in High Point,
N.C. said "We cannot continue
to live in a segregated world
and expect to live eternally in
an integrated heaven."
Others on the program were
several student speakers repre-
senting the sit-ins and Dr. Vas-
co A. Smith, Rev. S. B. Kyles,
the moderator; Rev. J. L. Net-
ters, 0. D. Dotson, Jesse H.
Turner, Rev. W. L. Varnado,
and Rev. D. S. Canningham, all
but the latter two arrested for
riding on the front seats of
buses last week.
A sparse crowd of some 300-
400 witnessed the meeting. Rea-
son for the small number was
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As You grow older, your system be-
gins to dry out. This is true of your
digestive system, and it may lead to
constipation. Stieursivi, taken daily
with plenty of water, produces a
smooth gel that pros ides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimu-
lation to help end your constipation
worries.
SutrisN is the all-segetablc lax-
ative aid that moistens hard, dry food
wastes and forms it for easy. regular
ScIttITAN is entirely dif-ferent from harsh chemical rills,
salts, bran or oils, Take Shittrrarf
daily with water and enjoy regular
elimination or your money back-
Sat Sept 3 1960i
Arrested Sit-Ins'
For the past two weeks, gobs
and gobs of Negro high school
and college students have been
protesting segregated lunch
counters in the largest and most
Negro - patronaged stores in
Memphis by staging sit-in dem-
onstrations.
 Four young ladies were ar-
rested last Sunday afternoon at
Trailway bus station after they
ignored a policeman's "get
out." The demonstrators had
been instructed not to leave the
building unless they had been
told of a bomb threat. All four
testified in city court that the
police did not tell them they
had received a bomb threat.
They said, "All the police did
was tell us to 'get out'."
At press time, a total of 30
persons had been arrested for
sit-in demonstrations and tak-
ing front seats on buses. Most
of those arrested have been




othy Parsons of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania who has been
touring southern states study-
ling the sit-ins movements was
arrested Thursday afternoon at
Silver's along with four other,
students.
Two waitresses testified In
court that Parsons sat at the)
lunch counter and ordered a
milk shake and a couple of
hamburgers. After the Negro
students walked in and took
seats he sat between two of
them and shared his sandwich-
es. The police were called andall five were taken to jail.
The four Negroes were fined
$51 each on a disorderly conduct
charge. Parsons was fined $51on the same charge and heldto the state on a charge of con-spiracy to interfere with privatebusiness, at the request of ArtShea, assistant city attorney.
Parsons' $500 bond, was paidimmediately by attorneys A.W. Willis and Russell B. Sugar-mon, jr. He is a sophomore atAmherst University in Am-herst, Massachusetts,
NO CONCESSIONS
A spokesman for the NegroProgressive Youth Organization,staging t h e demonstrationssaid, "We have passed thepoint where we are going tomake concessions. Concessionsshould have been made in 1954
THANKS
I wish to take this means of expressing my
appreciation to all the many friends and well
wishers who supported me in my candidacy for
Membership on Shelby County Quarterly Court.I shall always be grateful for the loyalty so
many Memphians have expressed both before
and after the election.
ATTORNEY A. W. WILLIS
Lorraine Hotel And Motel
Cordially Invites yew Potrenege
Daily Pates  Specious Parking Court
Privets Tile Baths end Skewers
Telephone - - • - Radii
Coffee Shop
Downtown Location, 1 Block off South Main
Mr end Mrs. Walter Bailey, Owner-Manager
406 Mulberry - JA 5-6834, JA 5-6835
when the first decision was
handed-down by the Supreme
The Tri-State Defender has
learned that these non-violentl
sit-in demonstrators have been
working around the clock. They
start out at 6 a.m. and some-
times it is as late as 3 a.m.
before they return home.
One protester said, "We are
working for a major goal and
jail means nothing. We will
keep on sitting in."
"We are not trying to make
the businesses close up, that is
not our aim. If they rather close
up than sell us a cup of coffee,
let them close," said one in the
group.
The students have been ar-
rested at Trailway bus station,
Greyhound bus station Shain-
berg's (Black and White
Stores), Ohman House at 64
Jefferson, Woolworth's, Lowen-
stein's, Silver's, and Walgreen's
drug store at Main and Madison
and in the Sterick
Assistant Police Chief U. T.
Bartholomew last week an-
nounced a new measure to deal
with sit-in demonstrations in
Memphis. ''We're going to let
five emergency squad cars
handle the sit-ins from now on.
Sit-in demonstrations have pull-
ed so many regular squad cars
out of service, it was deemed
advisable to use the emergency
cars," said Bartholomew.
The emergency squad cars
are equipped with everything
from tear gas to machine guns.
The squad has been operating
from 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. They
now will be on duty from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. "They can han-
dle any situation that might
arise," Bartholomew said.
After t h e police official's
statement, the students said
they would keep their non-vio-
lent demonstrations going. Some
of the demonstrators have been
arrested as many as three
times.
To Gain
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Class-,
room desegreation will spread
farther into the south in Sept.,
but a major new showdown
looms in the running conflict
between federal and state
authority in school operations.
Knoxville, Tenn., Houston,
Tex., and four more cities in
Virginia are scheduled to
integrate classes for the first
time.
This is the sixth September
school opening since the his-
toric 1954 Supreme Court school
decision. The new points of
desegregation will bring to
more than 750 the number of
school districts that have
dropped racial policies in 17
states and the District of
Columbia since the high Court
ruling.
LEGAL BUCKS
The path toward full com-
pliance with the Supreme Court
mandate is still paved with
litigation, however. Legisla-
tures of 15 states have adopted
more than 250 new laws design-
ed to prevent or control
desegregation. The controversy
In Fall Term
has produced at least 200 court
cases of which approximately
50 still are pending.
The major legal action at
present involves the N e w
Orleans schools which have
been ordered desegregated this
September.
Gov. Jimmie H. Davis, elect-
ed recently to succeed Gov,
Earl Long, /seized the New
Orleans schools and ordered
them opened Sept. 7 on segre-
gated basis. That is one day
ahead on the opening — on a
desegregated basic — ordered
by a federal court.
FILE SUIT
A group of New Orleans tax-
payers has filed suit in federal
court asking for a year's post-
ponement of desegregation.
Should the request be rejected,
the suit asks that Davis be en-
joined from interfering with
the federal mandate and that
the state be restrained from
enforcement of segregation
laws.
Knoxville schools open Aug.
31 with the first grades dese-
'Civil Rights
Out--Morton
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — I might find solace in the GOPNational Republican Chairman Platform's "emphasis on states
rights. Southerners see o u ri Thruston Morton said Monday
that civil rights is "out" as an
issue in the 1960 Presidential
campaign.
"Southerners don't like the
civil rights section of either
(party's) platform," so there
can't be any issue, Morton told
a meeting of Southern GOP
leaders.




' Continued From Page i
hereafter!
LOOMING PROBLEM
Another looming problem for
"times like these" is the disap-
pearance of the "one-crop sys-
tem" • especially for the
South. When the South started
serving some monarch other
than King Cotton the keys to
the kingdom were lost. One-
genus farmers, and barefoot
clod-hoppers, (black and white)
started leaving t h e cotton
patches and coming to the pave-
ment of the cities. And on the
way they lost not only the mud
on their feet and the hay in
their hair . . but also a lot of
old time religion, willingness
to work hard for a living, and
backwoods ideas about a wom-
an's place in society. Losing all
that and more. a lot of the ex
plowboy's and farm girls feel an
uneasy sense of spiritual and
moral nakedness in a staring
world.
Other mighty fearful prob-
, lems in "times like these" in-
clude fear that some fool with
a God complex will drop a nu-
clear bomb or push a rocket
button in a mad lust for power.
Auto Liability Now Available
REGARDLESS TO PAST ACCIDENT RECORD
your Driving Li  has been revoked.
your Insurance has been cancelled.
your application has been rejected.
Call Adkins Insurance Agency
A Representative will call at your hems with full Aeneas.
734 Vance Ave. JA 6-5385
Concern lest some awakening
black man from Africa's dens-
est jungles will disgustedly
chunk a poisoned tipped spear
right thru the main lobby of
the United Nations building.
Fear that some overwrought
American Negro will choose
him a seat and sit-down right
smack dab in the middle of the
White House . . or that some
race-hating white will dynamite
Beak st. . . . or its likes . . .
or that some character will
manufacture a machine that
will stop school teachers from
teaching . . . preachers from
preaching , . doctors from
committing surgery . . and
babies from being boin without
clothes . . . just to mention a
few possibilities and probabili-
ties.
Y e p, my friends, there's
much to worry shout than race,
dog races, and race men . .
"in times like these." Not that
it's important. Now, whatchu-
het'
JACKSONVILLE, Fla, — A
municipal judge sentenced 83
persons Monday for taking part
in a weekend of racial strife:
that left at least 65 paromis
jured and resulted in property
damage and "drastic" police'
measures.
Shortly after the rapid-fire
hearings, a part-Indian and
struition worker attacked and
injured a white student. Rich-
ard Frank Parker, 25, who was
cited by Judge John Santora aF
a main "inciter" of the violence.'
Jacksonville appeared to be
quiet Monday but patrol cars
and police officers continued a
tense vigilance tc prevent any
further incidents. Drastic emer-
gency measures preventing loit-
ering groups remained in ef
fect.
Meanwhile the NAACP can-
celled plans to resume sit • in
demonstrations Monday.
The scene was generally calm,
except in the courthouse-jail-
1house section where Santora
hammereb out sentences to all
but one of the 83 persons charg-
ed.
"1 don't intend to pre-judge
these cases." he said. "But in
order to maintain peace and
dignity, we will have to be
more stern than we were to-
day. I hope we won't have any
more demonstrations."
Most of those charged were
fined $25 on various charges,
many for carrying concealed
weapons ranging from pistols,
pointed sticks and others for
fighting and inciting to riot.
Parker and lmus, who de-
scribed hiniself as part Chero-
kee Indian, were among 15
whites held after the hearings
because they drew prison terms
or fines.
Imus said. "I went up and
started talking to him (Park-
er). I asked him if he was a
leader of them Niggers (SIC).
He got mad and started cussing
and swiniing.
''So I hit him." said Imus. a
former amtteur boxer arrested
for street fighting in Saturday's
downtown outbreaks. "I was
just protecting my rights." A
jailer was its the cell at the
time, hut was on another side
of the room and did not see the
argument until after Imus
swung.
closer affinity to the philoso-
phies of Thomas Jefferson."
The Kentucky Senator said
Vice President Richard Nixon'si
reception last week in Birmine
ham, Ala., and Atlanta indicat-
ed the Republicans stand a good
chance of winning Dixie. "You'll
see a lot more of us down
here." he promised.
Shortly afterward, Mississippi
GOP Chairman Wirt Yerger, jr.
announced that Nixon would
make a speech here Sept. 7, be-
coming the first Republican
Presidential candidate to visit
Mississippi since Teddy Roose-
velt came—to hunt bear.
Morton said that Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller would make at least,
one campaign appearance in this
southeast on Nixon's behalf. 1
gregated. This is a so-called
stairstep plan similar to that
used in Nashville where dese-
gregation reaches the fourth
grade this year.
Eighty-three Negroes will be
eligible to attend previously all-
white Knoxville schools. Ne-
gro attorneys, who object that
the grade-a-year plan is too
slow, have not taken appeal
action.
FIRST TIME
In Virginia, Roanoke, Rich-
mond, Pulaski and Fairfax are
due to start integration for the
first time. They join Norfolk,
Arlington, Alexandria, Front
Royal, Charlottesville and the
schools of Floyd County which
have bowed to desegregation
pressures during the past two
years.
Under Virginia's freedom of
choice law, Prince Edward
county plans to resume private
classes for 1,500 white pupils
for the second year. Negroes
are operating 10 training cen-
ters for 650 Negro children.
An NAACP-sponsored suit is
pending seeking to force the
county to re-open public schools.
Houston schools also have





ATLANTA, Ga. — Christine
Smith Gilliam, film censor, has
asked the Atlanta Library
Board to whom she is responsi-
ble, for aid in deciding what
to do about "All The Young
Men" being shown here.
"All The Young Men" stars
Sidney Poitier and Alan Ladd
and is on a rather democratic
Interracial kick all the way. In
her report to the Library Board
Miss Gilliam had this to say:
"Since we are having an in-
crease in films with racial
Two Negroes, White
Arrested At Church
Three members—two Negroes Judge hfarr overruled Atty.and one white—of the Negro
Progressive Youth Organization
lion were arrested Sunday
morhing after they attempted
to attend worship services at
Bellevue Baptist church. 40
No. Bellevue blvd.
Six members of te 9000 mem-
bership congregation appeared
in city court Monday morning
as State witnesses.
One member told Judge Free-
man Marx', "We are not here
this morning to prosecute but
here because police requested
us to."
Arrested on Jefferson street,
a few blocks away, after they
had gone to the church and
were told by an usher that
they could go into the balcony
but not into the main sanctu-
ary were; Nathaniel Exum, 20. groea to leave and offeredof 84 East Trigg and William transportation to a NegroMcClair Freeman, 19 of Swan-, Presbyterian church,
14-year-old Negro was turned Helps Heal
sea, Mass the white youth. A.
Members of the church testi-
fied in court that the 
Negroes:ITCHY 
skill RASH and white youth left peacefully I .after they refused the usher's
invitation to worship in the bal-
cony.
Atty. Ben Hooks, jr., made a
motion that city prosecuter Ar-
thus Shea's recommendation of
disorderly conduct and state
charges of disrupting religious
services be dropped since the
prosecuter couldn't get one wit-
ness to testify that anyone in
the group caused a disturbance.





Fermer Gov. Earl K. Long re-
cuperated in a hospital bed
Sunday after winning a bitter
campaign that saved his politic-al life and gave him a ticket
for a sea. in Congress.
Long, ailing with s "touch of
ptomaine" and bronchial trou-ble was loaded on a stretcherthemes I would like to meet and carried to a hospital Sat-with members who serve on urday night after he beat in-the Board of Appeals for dis-1 cumbent U.S. Rep. Harold B.cussion of general policies we McSween in 'he Democraticshould follow on this type 01 primary by 6,000 votes. Primarypicture," she said in conclud- vict 17 in this Democratic statemg her report. is tantamount to election
Woman Killed 60 
Tagged For Speed, LeMoyne Students
Miles Further Aid Neglected Mute
On
DUNSMUIR, Callf.—(UPI)
Stanley Cody, of Hillsboro,
Ore., wrote a letter to a local
court explaining why his wife.
Mary. failed to answer a
speeding citation issued April
17.
"If you check your records,
you will find Mary was kill-
ed about se miles on down
U. S. highway 97 on the same
day," the letter read. "Please




Continued From Page 1
—Spencer Vessell; Most Jovial
— Dorothy McKinney; Funniest
Girl — Shirley Sherrod; Biggest
Eater — Mary Jones; Most
Helpful — Beatrice Morris. To
each award winner a ring was
given.
Ile campers enjoyed two ed-
ucational field trips to Chuca•
lissa Indian Town and Thomas
H. Allen Electric Generating
Station. The week's 'activities
were terminated with an
"Everybody's Birthday Party."
The guest of honor were the
campers born in August. name-
ly; Raymond Carter, Heraldine
Campbell, Gloria Haynes, a n d
Counsellor Tyrone Wilk.
EARN EXTRA MONEY
Nine Month Course In
Reel Efate & Auto Liability
One Night Per Week — Beginning
September 14, 1960
FOR DETAILS CALL W. A. ADKINS
734 Vanes JA 64311
When students attending the
summer session at LeMoyne
College learned that a neglect-
ed six-year-old deaf mute in
Memphis needed clothing and
other necessities before she
could be accepted by the School
for the Deaf in Knoxville, they
took up a collection of $81.25
an sent the money to Judge
Elizabeth McCain of the Juve-
nile Court.
The students made up the
collectien after they had been
advised of the child's plight
by Miss Martelle Trigg, asso-
ciate professor of the social
sciences at the college
In acknowledging the cash
gift. Judge McCain wrote Miss
Trigg: "This is to thank you
and the students at LeMoyne
for the generous check for
elfin to be used to outfit the
little six-year-old deaf mute
child. She has already been
accented by the School for the
Deaf in Knoxville and this con-
tribution for the necessities
specified by the school assures
her attendance during the next
settles! year. The money will be
used carefully and wisely Spent
in obtaining the things needed
by the little girl."
The Rev Fred C. Lofton.
Owen C,ollege minister and psy-
chology instructor has been
On Saturday both campers'
and counsellors prepared to
leave for home. They expressed'
their appreciation to the Ten-
nessee Council of Crippled Chil-
dren and Adult*, Taystee Bread
Company, Coca Cola Bottling
Co., Pet Milk Co.. and Carna-
tion Milk Co., Memphis Park
Commission. the counsellors
and directors of the camp for













granted a year's leave of ab-sence to study at the Univer-
sity of Southern California at
Los Angeles. He will do grad-
uats work in the area of person-
nel and guidance.
Rev. Lofton attended More-
house Colleee where he earnedthe AB. degree and th D.
degree from the Morehouse
School of Religion before join-
ing the Owen college facultyin 1956,
He has served as chairmanof the student Wake commit-tee which included such du-ties as handling National De-fense loans and sponsoring ly-
ceum events.
The likeable young minister
is very active in local, civic andchurch affairs and is a native
of Kinston, N. C.
Ill••••••••••••••••••14• sSAVE UP TO 31)001
: Paint & Wallpaper L
•
H.A. CARROL
I 405 Monroe JA 3-1626
Zemu — liquid or ointment — a
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re-
lieves itching, stops scratching
and s, helps heal and clear sur-

















Tell Us When . . .
You'll Get It Then
Hulbert's Printing Co.
358 Beale Street
Printing Of All Kind













Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges
LeMoyne & Booker T. Washington
Shoe Shine Parlor
Wishes to extend i's its many Student Customersa hearty hand shake accompanied by the bestSchool Year ever, 1960-1961.
As Ht. Great Educator, Booker T. Washington onc• said—Wesay te yew "It is important and right Ow all privilege* of111W be ours, but it is vastly more importeat that we be ve-nted for the esereile, 'km yrivi1(44ts."
Clean, Dye & • Shin* Sfeae
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• 1 100 of .0 PROOF
• I INSTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
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STILLING C.O., ftIVISION Of AEMS B. BfAM DISTILLING CDs CtFAMONT. KY.
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Hooks' motion and charged
Exum and Freeman with dis-orderly conduct $51 and held to
the state for disrupting e
ious servites. Their bond
l"
set at 2500.
Four Negroes attended Chris-
tian Science First Church on
Madison near Dunlap. One in
the group said that after serv-
ices. "Members of the church
walked up to us, shook our
hands, told us we were wel-
come and to come when ever
we felt like it."
Others were turned down at
Idlewild Presbyterian and First
Assembly of God. First As-
sembly of God leaders informed
the Negroes that services would
not be held as long as they
rem a ined I dl wild asked the Ne-






Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kirk, Sr.,
363 Boyd ave., have announced
the recent marriage of their
daughter, Miss Dorothy Jean
it
irk, to Dr. Charles R. Quig-
ss of St Louis. Mo. The cou-
e were married on Aug. 3.
and will be complimented at
a wedding reception given by
the bride's parents at their
home on Saturday, Sept. 3.
The former Miss Kirk is a
graduate of Booker T. Wash-
ington High school, and attend-
ed E. H Crump school of Nurs-
ing before transferring to the
School of Nursing of the Homer
G. Phillips hospital in St. Louis,
from which she will be gradu-
ated Sept. 27. She is a former
member of the Spinks Social
club.
Dr. Quigless is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Quigless of
Newelton, La. He is a gradu-
ate of Howard university, and
doing post-graduate work in
ntal surgery at Homer G.
hillips hospital.
Farm Youth
Return From Plan NAACP Clinics
Region Meet For Church Leaders
MISS KIRK MARRIED: The
marriage of Miss Dorothy
Kirk, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Paul Kirk, sr., of 363
Boyd, has been announced
by her parents. The former
Miss Kirk was married to
Dr. Charles Quigless of St.
Louis on Aug. 3. Mr. and Mrs.
Kirk will compliment the
newly-weds at a wedding re-
ception at their home on Sat-
urday. Sept. 3, one of the first
events of the Fall Social sea-
son.
Three West Tennessee farm
youngsters are back home after
a trip to Washington, D. C.,
where they attended the Re-
gional 4-H Club Camp. The
three, selected for leadership
In their communities. are: Don-
na Marva Todd and Issac Day-
is, jr., both o fMillington. and
rvin Anderson of Toone, Tenn.1
mphis Radio Station WDIA I
Id $200 to defray their ex-
penses.
The young people were ac-
companied by Miss Bessie L.
Walton, assistant state homel
demonstration agent, and W. H.
Williamson, assistant state l
sent.
Issac Davis, jr. presided over
the Camp's Citizenship meet-
in, which was the closing ses-
slur' of a busy week. Joining
'with delegates from 16 other'
Southern States, the Tennessee
4 Wers held leadership confer-
cocci and visited the White'





see's forty-four telephone COM•
panies will gather in Nashville,'
on .-lat. 6, 7 and 8. for the 26thi
annual meeting of the Tennes-
see Telephone Association.
E. D. Hildreth, president of
the association, announced that
convention activities will be
highlighted by a series of prom-
inent speakers. James L. Bo-
mar, several times Speaker of
the Tennessee House of Repre-
sentatives, will address dele-
gates on "The Role of Industry
in Public Affairs." Charles M.
Mapes will discuss "World-Wide
mmunication via Satellites."
e is assistant chief engineer
the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. Telephone men
will also hear Dr. Andrew D.
Holt, pre•dent of the Univer-
sity of Tennessee, and Lt. Col.
Cecil R. Flint, of the Arnold
engineering development center
in Tullahoma. Col. Flint will
deseribe "AEDC's" Role in
Weapons and Space Develop-
ments."
The Tennessee Telephone As-
sociation, organized in 1935, is
made up of the telephone com-
panies and cooperatives that
serve over a million telephones
in the state. Associate members
include manufacturers of tele-
phone equipment, engineering
firms and contractors.
President Hildreth will pre-
side at the annual Meeting.
He is manager of the DeKalb
elephone Cooperative in Alex-dria.
NEW YORK — A series of said, of developing interracial
social action workshops for
ministers and lay leaders has
been announced by the NAACP
Church department.
The workshops will "seek to
stimulate increased church par-
ticipation in current selective
buying and voter registration
campaigns," according to the
Reverend E. J. Odom, NAACP
national church secretary.
In addition, ministers will sur-
vey techniques, Rev, Odom
church activity in preparing
communities for desegregation.
Initial workshops are already
scheduled in connection with
state conferences of NAACP
Branches: Ohio at Youngstown,
Sept. 16-18; South Carolina at
Florence. Sept. 22-25; Tennessee
at Nashville, Sept. 29 • Oct. 2;
Virginia at Richmond, Oct. 7-9
and Texas at Wichita Falls,
Nov. 10-13.
Dr. Asks Hospitals,
Docs To Stop Feud
CHICAGO — Hospitals and
doctors are being advised to
patch up their differences since
"no divorce will be allowed by
public."
The marriage counselling
comes from a hospital admin-
istrator, John M. Danielson. and
a physician, Dr. Daniel N. Dan-
forth, both of the Evanston, Il-
linois. HoSpital Association.
Writing in the current issue
of The Modern Hospital maga-
zine, they argue that hospitals
and doctors seem to be involved
in a marriage that is recog-
nized by everyone but them!
selves.
The basic problem which
causes conflicts between hos-i
pital administrators and the
medical staffs the article points
out, is twofold: A mutual break-
down of communications and
cooperation, and the assuming
either by default or intent, of
responsibilities that pronerly be-
low! to the other group.
The two groups, in order to
preserve their freedom, the au-
thors warn, must learn to ac-
cept the public's view that they
are inseparable and must work!
together to make their union a
success.
ll,%RGE CITY
DJAKARTA — This capital of
Inlonesia republic has an esti-
mited population of 3 million
and is said to be the largest
single city in all southeast Asia.
Voee Full Pay For
J. Frfesar Hoover
WASHINGTON — (UPD—The
Senate voted Monday night to
pay FBI director J. Edgar
Hoover his full salary when he
retires.
Sen. Styles Bridges, (R.-N.
H.). who sponsored the move,
said the full retirement bene-
fits would be in recognition of
Hoover's 30 years as head of
the FBI.
DUCK STATE
Albany — —New York raises
seven times more domestic
ducks than any other state
"In a society moving at a
frightening pace toward govern-
ment and state control (of
medicine), a recognition of the
hospital - physician marriage
could well be an important fac-
tor in stopping this trend," The
Modern Hospital article states.
Like all marriages, the ad-
ministrator and physician note,
there has to be give-and-take on





Dean - Registrar Thomas I.
Willard states that from all in-
dications, the 1960 Fall Semes.
ter enrollment at Owen College
should be the largest in the his-
tory of the fast-growing insti-
tution. He expects a larger'
freshman enrollment than last
Fall's record, which was an in-
crease of 33 percent over 1958.
Facing the new students will
be several improvement and ex-
pansion features, already un-,
derway. Students attending the
college this Fall will be greet-
ed by freshly painted walls in
the classrooms, halls and of-
fices of t h e Administration
building.
The interior of the dormitories
are being painted and complete-
ly refurnished.
The library reading room is
being expanded and more shelf
space added to accommodate
the recent increase in volumes.
This is only part of the pro-
posed improvements as planned
by the Board of Trustees.
Registration at the college
will take place from September
7-13. Classes will begin Septem-
ber 9-14.
0. D. Dotson, A
Sitainer, Speaks
Mr. 0. D. Dotson, a recent
adult participant in the student
inspired sit-ins has very defin-
ite views about the Negro's
relation with the other races
of the world, in particular the
whites Here are his beliefs:
"Freedom cannot be given;
It must be purchased. A race,
Like an individual, lifts itself
up 0 lifting others up. A race
is not measured by its ability
to condemn, but to create.
"No race can hate another
without itself being narrowed
and hated The white man who
begins by creating the Negro,
ends by creating a white man.
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: The art of living is
to possess the gladness of life as
you go along. You can h a ve
many of the things you want if
you plan; a few of them if you
only dream. Some of the things
which will give the most pleas-
ure require but little money.
There are many which cost noth-
ing at all. Some things to re-
member to acquire the art of
living include: Be generous with
kindly words, especially about
those who are absent . . . When
saving for old age, be sure to
lay up a few pleasant thoughts.
Remember a penny will hide the
biggest star in the universe if
you hold it close enough to your
eye.
Dear Carlotta: This is a nrob-
lem I can't handle alone. I am
25, divorced, and living with my
mother. I have a 3-year old son
and a baby girl. My children
mean a great deal to me. This
man I am going with says he is
in love with me and I believe
him because he never goes with
other women. I know I love him
very much. The trouble is he
No race ever got upon Its feet
without a struggle, without
trials and discouragement.
"Begin to think! If you can-
not learn to think, you will be
of no use to yourself or any-
body else. In this freedom
fight, in Memphis, Tenn., I
am Dotson for the people, for
all the people of all communi-
ties and most especially, for
where Negroes live."
Mr. Dotson is co-chairman
of the Fair Employment Prac-
tice Bluff City Council and
chairman of the Fourteenth
Ward civic club.
can't stand children. Whenever
my son comes into the room he
says, "Tell him to go play some-
where." I keep telling mysell
he's just not accustomed to chil-
dren and I feel that when we
marry he will change. Please
tell me if you think this will
work out. He has asked me to
set the date, but I am a little
afraid as I don't want another
bad marriage. He is perfect ex-
cept for this one fault. What
should I do? Mom.
Dear Mom: What do you
mean "he's perfect except for
this one fault?" This is like
saying a person is excellent in
health, except for a small can-
cer. If you think you're worried
now, just go ahead and marry a
man who hates children. After
the honeymoon. when the ro-
mance is no longer shiny, you'll
have more trouble than you
dreamed was possible.
FOURTH LARGEST
NEW DELHI — India's rail-
way system is fourth largest in











Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
MOST VALUABLE — Most
valuable players in the WDIA
league for 1960 turned out to
be Willie Fuller, left, Orange
Mound Juniors pitcher and
Johnny Rudd, Belmont Sen-
iors catcher. They are holding
trophies awarded them by the
station for their superlative
play throughout the season.
Willie won his own Junior
All-Star game with a home
run, while Johnny doubled as
a pitcher.
COMPLETES BASIC — From
left, Airman Thomas H. Bed-
dingfield, Robert, H. Askew
and Robert E. Carpenter,
all Memphians, have recent-
ly completed the i r initial
course of Air Force basic










Several important openings now exist for junior
and senior college men and women in the execu-
tive training program of a large cosmetic man-
ufacturer. They are financially rewarding and
socially stimulating. We are looking for more
than just bright youngsters — we want only
those that realize it takes ambition, guts, nerve,
the ability to get along with all types of people
plus a good amount of get-up-and-go to make
a way — above average living, even with a col-
lege degree. And, we want those that know it
takes work — frequently hard work and occa-
sionally long hours — to advance to a really high
paying job.
If you know this, if you have these qualities, if
you are not afraid to work — occasionally long
and hard and discouragingly — if you are Am-
bitious enough to see beyond tomorrow, and
have the drive to take you to a top management
spot, let us know — now. Sit down and write us
a detailed letter about yourself and why you are





Sat., S•pt. 3, 1960
land AFB, Tex. Beddingfield
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry T. Beddingfieid, As-
kew the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John H Askew and Carpen-
ter is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Carpenter. Bedding-
field has been assigned to
Colorado, Askew to Missou-
ri And Carpenter to Florida.
Carpenter and Askew are
graduates of Hamilton high
school.
Ballantine Books is proud to
announce that on Sept. 29 it
will publish T 11 E PEOPLE
THAT WALK IN DARKNESS
by Dr. J. W. Schulte Nordholt.
This original and full history of,
the Negro people in the United I
States will be released in a 75c
paperbound edition for news-
stand distribution.
Dr. Nordholt is well qualified
to author such a book. A Dutch
historian, he came to this coun-
try for four years to analyze
and study Negro history. His
disassociation from his subject
except in a professional sense
lends his book a refreshing and
lucid objectivity.
Originally written in Dutch,
the book was well received by
the critics and was a best seller
in Holland and Great Britain.
James W. Ivy, editor of THE
CRISIS, after reading an ad-
vance galley of the book, made
these cominents:
This is a hook of importance
for every thinking American ,
THE PEOPLE THAT WALK IN
DARKNESS is concise a n d
readable, and the author writes




Mrs. E. L. Edwards was en-
tertained by friends at the In-
ternational student center, Fisk
university with a surprise house
warming party. Many beautiful
useful gifts were received by
Eunice who will move into her
newly decorated home on
campus this weekend. Mrs.
Edwards' daughters Andrea
and Patricia Griffin will ar-
rive in Nashville Saturday to
make their • permanent home
with their mother.
Since coming to Nashville,
Mrs. Edwards has endeared
herself to the community. She
is Administrative Secretary to
president S. J. Wright of Fisk.
Labels Rights
'Unfinished'
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (l'Pl)
— Lt. Gov, Philleo Nash said
Monday that civil rights is not a
problem of the South alone, but
an international problem,
Nash told a meeting at the
Canaan Baptist church that civ-
il rights is democracy's unfin-
ished business.
He said the people of the Con-
go were "giving segregationists
and white supremacists all over






Banks, members of this asso-ciation, Will nor be open for






NOW anyone ran bur THRECT
front U. S OOVERNMENT SUR-
PLUS DEPOTS, by mail for your
self or for resists Carr eras. `A-
noculars, ears. Jeeps, truccs, beats.
hardware, office machines and
equipment. tents, toots and tens-
of-thousands of other items at a
fraction of their original cwt.
Many items brand new For ilat
of hundreds of U. 8. Government
Surplus Depots locatrd in erety
State and overseas with pamphlet
"How Government Can Sh p 1)re rt
To You," plus procedures. HOW
TO BUY and how to i;et ',WEE
SURPLUS, mall $2 00 to SURPLUS
SALES INFORMATION SERV-
ICES. Dept. No 705, Room 70e.
Albee Bldg. Wash. 5, D. C.
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Starts SATURDAY!
September 3! One Big Week!
AT LAST THE WHOLE STORY OF THE MOST






























banon Baptist and Rev. E.
J. Wilson of First Baptist Beale
served as master of ceremon- Washington high school whereies, he was a member of the Na-
On one occasion, Rev. 0. C. o tional Honor Society and was
Grivens represented the Bap- i listed in "Who's Who in High
tist Pastor's Alliance.
This Thursday night, the
Rev. Mose Burnson of Mt.
Moriah Baptist church will de-
liver the sermon. The master
of ceremonies will be Rev. L.
S. Shelton of Person Avenue
Baptist church.
The prinicpal speaker on Fri-
day will be Rev. Frank Briscoe
of New Era Baptist church.
An outstanding program on
Sunday. Sept. 4, will climax
the celebration. It will begin
at 3:30 p. m., with Rev. W.,
P Scott of Tree of Life Bap-
tist vhurch. officiating. He will
be introduced by Rev. J. W.
Wyms of Magnolia Baptist
church.
Participants on the various
programs are Mrs. Mable Wat-
son Lorenzo Guy. Mrs. Lerline
Waller, Mrs. Maxine Matthews.
Rev. Tommy Woods. Mrs. He-
len Tiner, Miss Gloria Lynch,
Mrs.. Eunice Whittaker, Mrs.
Annie Wilburn. Mrs. Jennie
Woods, Mrs. Mildred Mattix,
Mrs. Annie Williams, Mrs.
Elizabeth Richardson, Miss
Ruby Mister, W C. Nolan;
M r s. Julian Buchannon.
Mrs. Lovie Stewart, Arthur
Martin. Mrs. Hassie Abery.
Miss Willie Ruth Mickens, Miss1
Earbara Lewis, Miss Ardia o
Ward Miss Erma Washington,1
Mrs. Elizabeth Walker. Miss
Elsie Lewis. Mrs. Fannie Pe-
ru,. John Waller. Henry Shan-
non and Mrs. Arthurene Minor.
At press time, the chairman
and co-chairman, Mrs. Gladys
tist and Rev. Eugene Waller of The members heard Ulys-
L. Hooks of Middle Baptist,1 sermon two Sundays ago. It
Early Grove Baptist; Rev. 15,)ses G. Harvey deliver his first Photog AwardsReed. C. F. Williams of Mt. Le- 1 was entitled, "When Trouble NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Gunt-





honors at theSchools of America" plans toi recent meetingenter the ministry. He is going' of the Tennes-to attend LeMoyne College this
fall and later do further study
at Payne Theological Seminary
at Wilberforce University.
Presently, he is the Sunday
School pianist at St. Andrew
AME church.
Rev. Elmer Martin is the
pastor.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
The Si. Jude Baptist church
held the ground breaking for
its $135,000 church this past
Surday Quite acrowd turned
out ,o witness the happy event.
Some of the many features of
the building will be a nursery,
ladies lounge, educational de-
partment. administrative of-
fices, dining room and kitchen,
balcony and basement.
Rev. W Herbert Brewster.
pastor of East Trigg ave., Bap-
tist church, spoke.
Rev. L. J. Peppers is pastor
of the sanctuary which is lo-
cated at 1378 Emerson.
CHR!ST TEMPLE
When the Christ Temple
members observed Annual
Woman's Day. recently. Mrs.
Freddie Jones of Mt. Nebo Bap-
tist church was there guest
speaker.
Others who appeared on the
program were Mrs. Helen Cole.
Mrs. Emma Lee Wilson, Mrs.
!Minnie Thomas, and Mrs. Cas-
sandra Harris.
i Rev. C. L. Carhee is the pas-
tor. Mrs Ruth Scott is the
church reporter.
EV. C THOMAS PAIGE
4 DEFENDER
Sat., Sept. 3, 1960
CASTALIA BAPTIST Shannon and Mrs. Mable Wat-
Dedication services for, the son were very enthusiastic
very beautiful air-conditioned
and stately new sanctuary of
Ca tails Baptist church a r e
now being held. The services
began Last Sunday with a
dynamic address, "Building
For God" by Rev. Roy Love of
Mt. Nebo Baptist church.
Since then these ministers
have appeared before the con-
gregation to give them still
more inspiration: Rev. A. R.
Williams of Greater White
Stone Baptist Rev. E. V. Mc-
Ghee of Greater Mt, Zion Bap-
Comes." Mr. Harvey, who is
a 1960 graduate of Booker T.
about the-week's services. Said
Mrs Shannon, "We are looking
forward to a week of great in-
spiration."
Rev. Calvin Mims, the pas-
tor, spoke of the progress made
thus, "Credit should be given
to the Lord. and loyal members
and friends".
ST. ANDREW AME
The St. Andrew AME church
for Young People's Day. It NashviIs in ill sthe midst of its plans 
will he observed Sunday. Sept.
11, at 3-30 p.m. 
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petition and ended up with one
first prize, one third prize and
the distinction of having 14 of
the 16 pictures placed on ex-
hibition.
The first prize trophy was
awarded to Miss Rohelia Craw-
ford colorist of the Gunter
Studio in the hand colored
portraits class. The portrait
"Sylvia" was judged the top
eniry, in the class of group
photography, Gunter's "Wit-
ness for the Prosecution" cop-
ped a third place plaque.
Gnuter, who graduted from
Fisk with the class of 1932, is
a former medical photographer
at the Vanderbilt University
Medical School's Department
of Pathology. He entered busi-
ness in 1946.
W. Gunter
Aside from holding member-
ship in the Tennessee Profes-
sional Photographer's Asscioa-
tion, he belongs to the Photo-
graphers' Association of Amen-
Ca. His winning prints were
displayed during the national
group's convention in Chicago.
CANCER TOLL
NEW YORK — On an aver-
age day 620 American men,
women and children die of can-
cer.
Rev. C. L. Dinkins
UP Guest Speaker
Rev. Charles L. Dinkins, pres-
ident of Owen college, will be
guest speaker on the 27th anni-
versary program of Union Pro-
tective Life Insurance company,
Sunday, September 25, at St.
Paul Baptist church, East Mc-
Lemore ave. L. H. Twigg, presi-
dent of Union Protective, said
that the anniversary program of
his company this year would be
geared toward projection of
Owen College as an educational
center in Memphis and to call
attention to the institution's need
for both financial and moral
support.
Anniversary theme this year
is 'Consolidating Today's Glans
for Ever- Widening Scope of
Service." District office person-
nel representing all the key
communities of Tennessee and
St. Louis, Missouri is expected to
join with home office and dis-
trict workers in Memphis to
make the occasion one of the
most outstanding since the
founding of Union Protective 27
years ago, President Twigg stat-
ed.
Dr. W. 0. Speight, sr., veteran
Memphis physician and civic
leader, will be cited for his
services as medical director of
Union Protective Life and as one
of the few surviving founders of
the company. His son, Dr. W. 0.
Speight, jr., succeded him last
year as medical director.
Coming to Memphis just over
a year ago as president of Owen
college, Dr. Dinkins has contin-
ued the development of the in-
stitution through additions of
several new courses. The col-
lege faculty is being strengthen-
ed with the addition of new in-
structors in science and business
administration.
For many years a close asso-
ciate of the late Dr. A. M. Town-
send, secretary of the Sunday
School Publishing Board, Nash-
ville, Tennessee, Dr. Dinkins
became nationally known in Bap-
tist circles. He came to Mem-
phis in 1959 to take over the ad-
ministration of Owen after serv-
ing out the unexpired term of
Dr. Townsend as secretary of
the Baptist Sunday School Pub-
lishing Board and administrator
of the Morris Memorial Build-
ing.
President Dinkins expressed
thanks to Union Protective Life
for selection of his institution to
spotlight during the company's
(ontraceptives, Law
(atholk Mag Piece
UNION CITY, N. J. — "The
fact that contraception is con-
trary to natural law is not in
itself an argument for banning
it by law," declares an editiorial
in the September issue of The
Sign, national Catholic maga-
zine, published here.
Discussing contraception and
the recent Fund for the Repub-
lic report by Norman St. John-
Stevas, The Sign draws a dis-
tinction between sin and crime.
"A sin offends God. A crime,
in addition, disturbs the public
order. It is not the function of
the state to prevent all evil or
seek all good, but only to act
in matters that affect the gen-
eral welfare.
"Accordingly, arguments
about laws forbidding the sale
or use of contraceptives should
be on the political, not the theo-
logical level," the editorial as-
serts.
The Sign says "Catholics
should give serious thought to,
the questions raised" by the St.
John-Stevas study which "holds
that Catholics in the U.S. and
England would be wise not to
support legislation that totally
bans the use or sale of con-small things may seem ever so
traceptives."popular hut in the long run
they are the things which are "It is another matter," the
tivity. policy formally endorses prin-
magazine asserts, "when public I least meaningful in human ac-
Smallness or immaturity or ciples which offend the sonsci-
im iaturity or smallness play a enses of individuals. We can
must deteriorating role in the rightly protest against making"And he sought to see Jesus ness. This smallness is true of lives of men The men who the advocacy of contraceptionwho He was; and could not he- animals and people. The dis- have been most meaningful incause of the crowd, because he tinguishing factor between am- world history have always beenwas small in stature." — Luke, mals and men is wrapped up in those men who lived lives on19:4.
This week I heard a blister-
ing attack on immaturity. Peo.
the fact that men refrain from the fullest planes. When menthe acts of smallness. are able to reach down withinIn the verse quoted for con-; themselves and call upon theirsideration .ve see a man who is better selves then there areple who outwardly gave all 01. physically small but his small-1 chances that world conditionsthe evidence of being grown ness is limited to the physical! will drastically improve. Anywire accused of being imma- aspects of his ife. But with thing to the contrary men willture. Contrary to much thinkine many of us smallness expresses, always be referred to as iro-of today it takes more than itself in terms of our moral, so- mature.merely reaching your twentiethl cis!, intellectual, cultural, and One of the greatest needs ofbirthday to make you grow.i spiritual behavior. For us this men today is wrapped up inCountless people with whom I is most unfortunate. With our the fact that men must be ablecome in contact daily have long superior mental capacities man; to resort to the best thingssince reached their twentieth every reason to act andl!within that in the hour of great-birthday but are still immature. things during our sojourn here.!eat crisis they will be able toMeurity goes a little further Peculiar about Zaacheus and reach back and find somethingthan merely passing a kw this should he true of us—in' that will sustain. Only to theyears. spite of our handicaps each of extent that we are able to sus-us will have to always live to
Emotionally there are people tam n ourselves will we be ablewho are jealous, easy to be. the best in us. Anything shorter to aid someone else to sustaincome angry or envious. All of than this will never mark us himself. This each of us mustthese make for insecurity and as men of maturity. Another do. We must grow ourselvesthus they resort to many things thing of note here is wrapped ; that we will enable others towhich otherwise normal men up in the fact that many times1grow.would not do. These things are  --
outward evidences that we have ,
tailed to grow up. The man who ! OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMShas really matured has so con- 1
ditioned himself that he is able
to rise above such petty things.
Ifiach of us is made of two
natures — human nature and
animal nature. There is an ever
present battle going in us try- 1
ing to make of us the type of
person we should be. The ani-
mal nature daily cries for ex-.
pression. The human nature
does likewise. Man, thereforei
is in a constant turmoil. lie
does not know which one to
satify. At times it is best ac-
cording to some thinking to sat-1
isfy the animal thinking and'
then again the highest in Millf 
causes him to choose the hum- 
_
an way of activity. It is at this
point that man really shows of
what he is made. '
It is easy enough for RS to
1044,4ike animals and resort tp
.the.,smaller things of life but
life for the most of us is more
pan doing those things which
Jail to bring out our best. Ac-
igearding to human standards
animals for the most part act
sad react on the level of small'-
"er things. Selfishness, greed.
hatred, and the like are the
things which promote small-
Tyro
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a part of our foreign aid pro-
gram," theeditorial continues.
'Catholics and non-Catholics
alike could lessen friction if
such matters were debated
mainly in terms of the public
interest. Differences in private
moral codes would then cease'
to be matters of political dis-





Mt. Lebanon Baptist church,
496 Trigg ave, will celebrate its
pastor's first appreciation serv-
ices beginning September 1 and
continuing through Sept. 4.
Guest ministers and churches
will be present.
On Thursday night speakers
are Rev. J. L. Netters of Mt.
Vernon and Rev. C. J. Gaston
of St. Peters Baptist.
Friday night the gathering
will hear Rev. E. W. William-
son of Olivet and Rev. A. R.
Williams of Geater White
Stone.
On Sunday afternoon Rev. W.
C. Holmes of Beulah Baptist
and Rev. B. L. Hooks of Great-
er Middle Baptist will give
talks.
Rev. C. F. Williams is pastor
of Mt. Lebanon. Mrs. Lucille
Greene is chairman of the an-
niversary program with Joe
Walton as co-chairman.
anniversary celebration. He said
that the occasion should serve to
stimulate new interest in Owen,
particularly on the part of the
laity.
Owen College Choir, under
supervision of Mrs. Dorothy
Taylor Graham, will provide
music for the anniversary pro-
gram. Rev, Samuel Herring is
pastor of the host church, St.
Paul Baptist.
MANY ELEVATORS
NEW YORK — There are
about 45,000 elevators in New
York, 30,000 for passengers.
12 Negroes Assume°
Priesthood In 1960
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. -.-
Twelve American Negroes have
been ordained Catholic priests
in 1960, the largest total for any
one year, bringing the number
of Negro priests in the United
States to 106.
The figures were released to-
day by the Society of Divine
Word Missioners here after a
questionnaire survey of the 205
Cathelic major seminaries,
monasteries, and houses of
study in the United States.
The report said the previous
high for Negro ordinations had
been 10 in 1958.
The 12 priests bring the U. S.
total over 100 for the first time.
The. new priests include four
converts; eleven are members
of religious communities; one
is a diocesan priest.
The survey indicated the num-
ber of Negro priests will in-
crease significantly in the next
years. Fifty Negro seminarians,
now are studying philosophy,
and theology and will be candi-
dates for ordination up to 1966
The survey showed that 311
of the Negro priests are mem•I
hers of diocesan clergy and 751
are members of 17 religious'
communities.




- at an economy price,
SHAPIRO-SOUTH ERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
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religious communities: Society
of the Divine Word, 33; Ben-
edictines, 14; Holy Ghost Path-
l ers' 5; Josephite missionaries,
5; Order of Friars Minor Con-
Iventual, 3; Edmundites, 2;
White Fathers, 2; Blessed
Sacrament Fathers, 2; one each.
for the Claretians, Sacred Hea
Fathers, Redemptorists, Mar.
knollers, Salvatorians, Crosi-
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nightclub and TV comedienne,i,
has her first film role, playing'
Texas Guinan in Elia Ea-an's
"Splendor in the Grass," the
Warner Bros. release starring
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty
and Pat Hingle.
The blonde Miss Diller, who
has played the top nightclub
circuit from San Francisco to
New York, recently appeared on





SAY GOOD BYE to gray
lair, w;th now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your




Leaves bair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or nib off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.10
for full results Jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
R163 N.V. 2nd Ave.
Miami as. Florida
BACK TO SCHOOL TIME
And with those wonder.
ful Quality Stamps you
can get Valuable School
Accessories.
Visit your Quality Stamp
Redemption Center
TODAY!
Remember . . . the store





During National Hot Day Month why
not let the small-fry have a lollipop
party and serve lollipop franks made
with Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour
and Jack Sprat cream style corn meal.
Suggested Menu:
Lollipop franks, pickles, carrot sticks,
celery curls, assorted pops, frozen fruit
ice on sticks (the make it yourself kind).
This party will make a hit with the
youngsters and grown-ups too — Frank-
furters on the stick with a crispy corn
meal coating.
LOLLIPOP FRANKS
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched flour
2 tablespoons sugar
1 tsp. Baking powder
I tsp. salt
I slightly beaten egg
2-3 cup Jack Sprat corn meal
7 tablespoons shortening
3-4 cup milk
1 lb. (8-10) frankfurters
Sift together Jack Sprat flour, sugar,
baking powder and salt. Stir in Jack
Sprat corn meal. Cut in shortening till
mixture resembles fine crumbs. Com-
bine egg and milk; add to corn meal
mixture, stirring till well blended. In-
sert stick into end of each frankfurter.
Spread frankfurter evenly with batter.
Fry in deep, hot fat (375 degrees) until
brown, 4 to 5 minutes. Serve with cat-




STEPS TO STARDOM are taken by youthful talent each
week on the Rig Star Stores of Memphis and the Mid-
South's talent program heard over the powerful air-
lanes of station WDIA. Big Star takes this time to show










patronage of consumers and are
Memphis listeners this sparkling
are (left to right) Stitch' Harris,
Thomas and Mr. Nosh Bond,
s
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Husband Wife Teams Excite Science World aT4s,
*Research Findings
To Aid In Treatment
GREENSBORO, N. C. —Two ed to appear before the Inter-
husband-wife teams at A. & T.
college are hard at work on
two separate research projects,
success in which could signif.
icantly alter medical treatment
for a number of human ailments
Their findings are exciting :se-
tional and international atten-
tion.
One project, "Utilization of
Methionine by the Adult Rat,
Is being conducted by Dr.
Cecile Hoover Edwards, profes-
sor of foods and nutrition and
research, in collaboration with
husband, Dr. Gerald A. Ed-
rds, chairman of the Chemis-
try Department,
THE ROYALS
The second, "Biochemical and
Immunological Comparisons of
Irradiated Mice and Rats Treat-
ed with Bone Marrow Trans-
plants," is being conducted by
Dr. George C. Royal, professor
of bacteriology and project di-
rector and his wife, Dr. Gladys
W. Royal, professor of chemis-
try and associate director for
the project.
The titles of the projects
sound complicated, but these
young and dedicated scientists
make their aims and objectives
clear and simple, enough.
While rats and mice are being
used in the experiments, both
teams believe that what they
discover will also be applicable
Orhumans.he Edwards' project, spon-
sored by the National Institutes
of Health, seeks to find how
methionine, one of the impor-
tant components of protein, le
actually used by animals.
EXPLORATIOY PROJECTS
The project is strictly ex-
ploratory and not aim to dis-
cover practical, medical appli-
cations. The two scientists seek
to find out everything they can
on the breakdown and use of
methinine in body processes.
The Edwards' feel that the in-
formation being procured might
however, be used some day
arrive at newer approaches in
medical treatment. Here is one
exa mple.
akt has already been deter-
INFIned that methionine has out-
standing qualities in helping to
repair, speedily, damaged both
tissues. With full knowledge on
the need for methionine and
how it is used in the body, the
two Dr. Edwards are in agree.
Inent that it could be used to
speed recovery of humans fol-
lewing surgery and believe that
Cone might be other important
medical applications to follow.
The project, a five year pro
gram, is now in its fourth year.
Findings uncovered, thus far.
tray lead to continued studies
on this and related problems
be the two scientists.
The Roy:al's project, sponsor-
el by the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, leans more to the
practical side. Its success could
onen a brand new vista of
scutzht towards the treatmentcertain type cases of cancer
and for animals exposed to
over doses of radiation.
CANCER RECOVERY
Already, complete recovery
of deep cancer cases may be
aecomplished by high dosages
of radiation, but such treatment
often damages severely, bone
marrow tissue, the primary
blood forming mechanism of the
b3dy.
If these damaged tissues
could be replaced by compati-
ble bone marrow transplants,
the latter ill effects might be
corrected. The result — a well
patient. The same good re-
sults could be accomplished
in those who have been ex-
posed, accidentally, to radia-
tion.
N I o HNATION A L INTEREST0
a
Both projects have excited
tional and international at
tention of other colleges and
universities, hospitals, research
institutes and scientific so
cieties. Requests for copies of
the published articles produc-
ed by the two teams have
come from as far away as
Australia and New Zealand,
from behind the iron and bam-
boo curtains, practically every
cruntry in Europe and nearly
every state in this country.
The Edwards are co authors
of twenty-papers presented be-
fore scientific societies, four
of which have been published in
full length, and the others in
abstract form, In the leading
scientific journals.
Both, the Royals and the
Edwards, will present their
newest findings Wore the
M'ifth International Congress
Nutrition set for Washing-
ton D. C., September 14 Dr.
George Royal has been invit-
national Congress of Histo-
chemistry and Cytochemistry
in Paris, August 28-September
3.
While deeply engrossed in
their research problems, both
couples live perfectly normal
lives, but agree that some of
their best thinking and study
is done at home.
FAMILY LIVES
The Royals have three chil
dren: George, III, 11; Gerald
me. 3 and Guerice. 1. He is
a graduate of Tuskegee Institute
holds the Master of Science
'degree from the University of
Wisconsin had predoctorial
work at Ohio State university
and procured the Ph. D. de-
gree from the University of
Pennsylvania.
A native of Williamston. S.
C., he joined the A. & T. facul-
ty in 1952.
Mrs. Royal, a native of Dal-
las. Tex., is a graduate of
Dillard university, ho101s the
master's degree from Tuske-
gee Institute, did pre-doctorial
work at the University of Wis-
consin and was awarded the
Ph. D. degree by Ohio State
university. She came to A & T
college in 1953.
EDWARD CHILDREN
The Edwards have two chil-
dren, Gerald, 5 and Adrienne
2. Dr. Gerald Edwards, a na
live of Durham, N. C., is a
graduate of North Carolina
college and holds the Ph. D.
degree from the University of
Buffalo. Mrs. Edwards has
B. S. and M. S. degrees from
Tuskegee Institute and the Ph.
D. degoee erom Iowa State
university. The two came to
Ada in 1956.
These four young scientists
are working hard and enjoying
it. in search of information
which will help others live
longer and happier.
EDGAR J. DAVIS of East Chi-
cago is the new grand master
of Prince Hall Grand Lodge
of Mason; of Indiana. He was
elected during the recent ses-
sion in Fort Wayne, Ind. A re-
tired mail carrier. Davis has
bees a Mason for over 30 years
and is a member of Twin City
Lodee No. 47 F.&A.M. of East
Chicago; a .33rd degree Massey
and Shriner. He Li a member
of St. AME church.
SAN FRANCISCO — (UP) —
Dick Matern, a 6-foot, 31/2-inch,
220-pound University of South-
ern California catcher and first
basemao signed with the Bos-
ton Red Sox and was assigned
to their class B Raleigh team
in the Carolina League.
• • •
MRS. CELESTE AVERY COL-
LIM. active civic and church
leader in Charlotte, N. C.. Is
a candidate for the "Miss A&T
Alumni" title, subject to a ma-
done' contest sponsored by the
A&T College General Alumni
Associatiot for the benefit of
its scholar.shio fund. Repre-
senting t h e A&T Queen City
Ahnsini Chapter in Charlotte
she is a 1955 graduate of the
college and a member of the
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
SUMMER Commencement at
Tuskegee Institute, Ala.. hon-
ored 192 graduates who re-
ceived bachelor and masters
degrees. President L. H. Fos-
ter, fourth from left, talks
with visiting African stu-
dents. Left to right: Adam
Bohona, Somaliland; Daher
Adenkoshin, Somali Repub-
lic; Charles Trout, Tuskegee,
assistant director for develop-
ment; Dr. Foster, R. A. B.
Gorman, Ghana, and N. E.




Racial tension and incidents
of violence appeared to be on
the upsurge again in the South
Monday with the opening of
public schools for the fall term
only a few days away.
Emergency police patrols cov-
ered the city of Jacksonville,
Fla , after an outbreak of name
calling, hair pulling, pushing
and shoving between whites and
Negroes. at five downtown
stores.
A white minister in Missis-
sippi. who refused to halt plans
for building a small college for
Negroes. hid out Monday at a
hospitai in Meridian. Miss., un-
der police guard. He said he
was beaten and kicked by a
mob of about 20 white men,
hut police denied any knowledge
of the affair.
ARMED GUARDS
Officials at Clinton, Tenn.,
said a full-time armed guard
has been hired to patrol the
new $25.000 Clinton high school
where 14 Negroes are among
the 925 pupils. The Clinton high
school was destroyed by dyna-
mite when integration began in
195S an.I rewards for informa-
tion about the bombers now to-
tal $60,700.
Bat in Houston, Tex.. school
Supt. Jolt; McRarland announc-
ed the. classes in the city's in-
dependent district, the nation's,
largest segregated section.'




ed refusal by the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals in New Or-
leans to accept the Houston
School Board's request to delay
3 federal court integration order
until an appeal can be decided.
HOUSTON INTEGRATION
If the Houston school district
integrates. it may lose about
t6 minims in state aid because
a state law prohibits deseerega-
tion without approval of the vo-
ters. Recently Texas voters re
4ected integration by a large
margin.
The Jacksonville trouble began
when Negroes began picketing
stores stayed upon late for big'
Aueust sales. A Negro woman
and a white woman enealed in
a hair punlling scuffle, two
white women were pushed
to the sidewalk, a window
In an F. W. Wondworth'
store was broken by t h
crowd. Carloads of city and
county police dispersed the
crowds end arrested at least
nine Nerroes.
Two of those arrested were
held and the others released.
One of them. Herbert Green,
18, was chareed with assault
Professor To Attend
Drnforth Conference
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
professor at A & T. college will
attend the 1960 Danforth Foun-
dation Associates Conference
at Camp Minawanca, Mich ,
Aug. 29-Sept. 4.
Rev. Cleo M. McCoy, direc-
tor of religinus activities at tne
cenege and a Danforth As-
streiate, will attend the meet
to be conducted on the these.
"Spiritual and Educational Ex-
plorations in Creative Teach-
ing." Rev. McCoy will con-
duct devotions at one of the
sessions.
with intent to murder after
allegedly pulling a knife.
At Meridian, the Rev. J. H.
Germany a missionary of the
Church of God of Anderson. Ind
was hospitalized with cuts and
bruises He said he was beaten
by a mob of white men while
he and four Negroes were load-
ing bricks to be used in con-
struction of a small college
for Negroes near Union, Miss.
Dr. D. T. Amacker said Ger-
many's lawyer arranged police
protection, hut local police said
they had no officers on the as-
signment
About 1,000 white residents of
the Union area held a protest
meeting last Saturday and
adopted a resolution charging
that Germany was building the
school to stir up racial strife in
hopes it would bring publicity
that woeld result in financial
donations.
Unior Police Chief George
Smith said he knew nothing
about the beating. The man
identified by Germany as the
eingleader also denied any
knowledge of the incident but
added that "somebody down at
the barbershop told me this af-
ternoon that a brick wall fell
on Germany."
RACE DEVELOPMENT
There have been new racial
developments in every sottfhern
state except North Carolina:
Virginia—An NAACP leader
saio the organization will back
up charges that the Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Co., discriminates against Ne-
gro workers. A Negro student
at Norview high school in Nor-
folk, recently integrated, began
trying out for the school's foot-
ball team. A circuit judge at
Covineton threw out part of the
state's "freedom of choice"
school plan dealing with sale
of school property.
Louisiana — Louisiana Atty.
Gen. Jack Gremillion walked
out of a hearing before the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
during one suit to keep New
Orleans schools open despite
integration and another to delay
integration for a year. ALFRED T. KYNARD was
Alabama — Federal District awarded the Doctor of Educe-
Judge Frank Johnson denied a
motion by six Negro anti-segre
gation demonstrators for rein-
statement to Alabama State Col-
lege. The six were among nine
Negroes expelled as ringleaders
in lunch counters picketing.
Tennessee—Two white teenag-
ers, Elizabeth Burg, 17, Jack-
son, Miss., and John Jefferson
Poland. 18, Panama City, Fla.,
sought strvice at a Negro lunch
counter in Memphis and were
refused They professed sym-
pathy for Negro drives against
segregation.
Another white youth. Jim
Tim Parsons, 19, Bethel Park.
Pa., was bound over to the
state on charges of taking part
in a Negro demonstration. At
Knoxville. Federal Judge Rob-
ert Taylor issued a formal or.
der making Knoxville's grade-
a-year school desegregation
plan official.
Florida — A second Roman
Catholic high school in Miami
announced it will accept a Ne-
gro girl next month. The na-
tional director and 17 members
of the Congress of Racial Equal-
ity (CORE) were sentenced to
a year on probation for staging
a sit-in demonstration.
Georgie — The Rev. Albert
Huntington Hatch, Episcopal
vicar at Savannah, endorced




OKLAHOMA CITY — The
you"' group of the East Seventh
Street Church of Christ recently
attended a youth conference in
Detroit.
The Sooner state delegation to
the meeting, held at the Joseph
Sudan Rebuffs
DeGaulle Plan
PARIS — (UPI) — France's Federation.
—former west African colony of That France has denounced
Sudan Tuesday rebuffed an at- the agreements linking it with
tempt by President Charles De
elle Mali Federation.,
Keita said he would
Gaulle to meditate its explosive "later" to De Gaulle's
dispute with neighboring Sene-:tion to come to Paris
gal.
In a message to De Gaulle, ,
Sudanese premier Modibo Kei
ta gave no immediate reply to
an Invitation to come to Paris,
for mediation of the dispute re-
sulting from the breakup of the
Mali federation, which c o m-
bined Sudan and Senegal.
Instead, he made what he de-
scribed as three "very serious"
charges against France:
—That French officers h a d
been primarily responsible for
the troubles between the Sudan nouncement that the individual
and Senegal. !who has done so much for the
—That France had "accept-








Twenty civic, religious and
fraternal Puerto Rican organi-
zations representing the Puer-
to Rican community of this city
met at the office of the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, 28
E. 8th St., and selected a com-
mittee wheel is to form part of
a nationwide campaign now un-
der way to reg,ster 200,000 new
Puerto Rican voters throughout
the Fiat es.
In heated and animated dis-
cussion, plans were laid to visit
house to house in the 28 wards
where an estimated 30,000 Puer-
ta Ricans live.
Present, among others, were
Joseph Monserrat, chief of Puer-
to Rico's mainlano offices, who
outlines' the national Puerto
tion degree by the University
of California, Los Angeles, at
the close of the 1960 summer
session. The title of his dis-
sertation was "Criteria for De-
termining the Value of Work
Experience for Teachers of
Trade and Industrial Educe. Rican register and vote cam-
tion." He is a member of paign which is to cover 115
Prairie View A&M faculto. cities; Chief Justice Drymalski,
— who expressed the need for
Spanish speaking translators in
Chicago courts, and Fred Hoe-
ler, who indiceteo that at a
forthcoming meeting with May-
or Daley, the Puerto Rican
leadership in Chicage will have
an opportunity to go over prob-
lems of registration and voting.
izen area when hit by a speed
boat driven by Andreu Pappas
26, on Aug. 14.
a ery uearn
Campow Church of Christ, was 
headed by Leora Christian,
Evelye Proctor and Jesse Tay-
lor.
Mrs. Gloria Bruce of Okla-
home City was the recent guest
of Chicagoan Mrs. Pearl Shipp.
of 6123 Michigan. Mrs. Bruce
was accompanied to Chicago
:Tom Detroit by her fellow
beautician, Mrs. Marie Green,
and Mr Green.
Ruled Accident
A swimmer run over by a
pleasure boat in Lake Michigan
last week WAR accidentally
killed, coroner's jury ruled
Monday admidst conflicting tea
timony.
The jury ruled that the vic-
tim, Sylvester Simpkins, 44.
was swimming in an unauthor-
NOW YOU KNOW
The world's worst mining dis-
aster occurred in the Honkeiko
colliery in Manchuria on April
26, 1912 An estimated 1.549
miners were killed in an explos-
ion and subsequent landslide
REV. W. VAN JOHNSON, di-
rector. Student Christian
sociation and Instructor in the
Sociology Department at Prairie
View A&M college, Prairie
View, Tex., has been selected
to represent the Southwest Re-
gional Council of Student YM-
CA, and YWCA, at the Nation-
al Council meeting in Lake
Geneva, Wis., Aug. 27 through
Sept. 3•
Quick Cereal Pie Is Breakfast
Treat, Girl Cook's Favorite
Sne can bake a cereal pie in
the twinkling of an eye—and
the aroma brings Billy Boy and
his father chasing to breakfast
This pie is first cousin to Apple
Betty, and a quick new v:ay to
add excitement to a back-to-
schael breakfast,
This version of an apple pie
is so easy to make that even an
eight year old can easily pre-
pare it. It's a variation on the
base breakfast. pattern of fruit,
cereal, milk. bread and butter.
This quick cereal apple pie
served with milk on top and to
drink combines most of the
essentials of a basic breakfast
pattern into a delightful new




1 can (1 pound 6 nonce) ap-
ple, peach or blueberry
pie filling
3 cups corn flakes, crushed
to make 1,2 coups crumbs
1-4 cup melted butter nr
margarine
2 tablespoon. brown sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Speon pie filling into an 8-inch
pan. Combine and lightly mix
corn flakes, buttes or marga-
rine brown sugar and cinnamon
sprinkle over pie filling. Bake
in moderate oven (350 degree
Fi until cereal is lightly brown-
ed and filling is heated. about
15 minutes. Serve with milk
Sorority Releases Pre-Confab
Summary Of Public Services
Dr. Noble, who Is also an
assistant professor of educa-
tion at New York university's
Center for Human Relations
and Community Studies as well
as secretary of • the Women's
Africa Committee of the Afri-
can-American Institute, is at-
tending the conference as Del-
ta's president.
. Also attending the conference
is Dr. Dorothy B. Ferebee,
medical director of Howard
university and a vice-chairman
of the Women's Africa Corn
mittee.
Both Dr. Noble and Dr.
Ferebee, by virtue of their
broad backgrounds and expert-
esseee, are expected to play
leading roles es resource per-
sons for group discussions of
education opportunities for
women of Africa and African
descent
The Women's Africa Com-
mittee, which Dr. Ferebee Is
representing at the conference,
is composed of 35 women lead-
ers and was organized in July
1959




TALLAHASSEE — Mrs. Leti-
tia Williams bowed out gracious-
ly before a highly appreciative
audience saddened by the an-
A & M University had resigned.
Her finale, "Pictures at an
Art Exhibition," held in the
Charles Winter Wood Theater +:4
recently. reflexed the same cal-
iber of presentations Mrs. Wil-
liams has directed here for tho
past three years. r•I 44
The audience was aware of 4'
the skill and patience the dir-
ector employs in staging a pro-
duction.
Gratitude for her services
here with the children and adult
dance groups was expessed in
the numerous gifts, cards and
telegrams showered upon her
during the intermission period.
Mrs. Anita Stewart embraced
Mrs Williams in an effort to
consone her after she had pre-
sented her a gift from the de-
partment of physical education
and health.
The director expressed appre-
ciation as best she could with
ears freely flowing from her
eyes. Several melancholy view-
ers were seen shedding tears •
wita Mrs Williams.
"Pictures at an Art Exhibi-
tion" pointed out very distinc-
tively the close relationship of
the dance and painting. Tebst
program was tied together byli.
guide who invited the persqltiesa
into the art gallery to see (164
paintings.
Each painting was explained*
thoroughly to the visitors &Ionise





port to African women as their
Wes change in the home and
community, to foster and en-
nets intercultural communica-
tion between African and
American women, and to bring
the women of the two areas
into close relationship.
Dr. Noble's Delta Sigma
Theta sorority is a public serv-
ice organization of 28,000 worn
en in the United States, Haiti
Liberia.
One of its five public serv-
ice projects is the establish-
Robert Cox. 31, 1632 S. Mil-
lard, was shot and killed while
tearing a telephone from a
phone booth on the southeast
corner of 22nd and Lawndale
early Wednesday morning.
Jesse Meredith, 39. 3658 Cele,'
mak a grocer, fired a blast
from a .410 guage shotgun into
Cox's chest. Meredith told Lawn-
dale police he approached Cox
and demanded the victim re-
main in the telephone booth
while he called police.
He said Cox walked out of.
the booth, despite his demands
witn the phone under his left
arm and his right hand in his
pocket.
Meredith feared Cox would
draw a weapon, he said, and he
fired the one shot that fatally
wounded Cox. Meredith will tea,
tify at ar inquest to be set.
IT WAR EASY! Lieutenale
Robert M. Patton of the Minas
Tollway Patrol sets a new all-
time high scoring record la
winning the individual cham-
pionship of the lean Illinois Po-
lice Association pistol tourna-
ment. Patton topped 500 comi
pi, 'tors by scoring 515 out of r
merit of closer bonds between possible 60e points.
0
the past 12 years indicates that bloc
voting fluctuates widely from one elec-
tion to the next in the United States.
In 1948, it was found, Democrats and
Republicans split quite clearly on class
lines. But by 1956, these differences
had diminished sharply.
The elusive farm vote is being sam-
pled at this very moment. There are
contradictory political sentiments which
make difficult a reliable forecast of that
vote. Where the poll-takers will have a
field day is in the Northern Negro com-
munity where opinion in the main is not
divided along political lines. But the
course which that vote may follow will
await the final speeches of the rival
candidates. More than ever, the Negro




By FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — I had
an occasion this week to visit
a hospitalized fellow employ-
er. This, of course is a routine
thing for virtually all of us.
But, I doub ttiany of us have
ever taken the time to brush
up on the accepted rules of
visiting the sick. The reason
mostly is that this is one thing
we don't think we need any
advice on.
However, I took the liberty
of doing a little research on the
subject. I found a most inter-
esting account of a workshop
on visiting the sick, conducted
by Reverend Elmer Laursen,
now Protestant chaplain of the
University of California Med-
ical Center in San Francisco.
Here's what Rev. Laursen
had to say:
"Visiting the ill is a duty and
a privilege that follows the
words of Jesus when he said '1
was sick and ye visited me.'
"Important factors in visit-
ing a sick friend are not to see
him until you find out if he
should have visitors; when
visiting hours are; and most
important, if the visit will be
a help and lift to the one being
visited.
"The worst time to visit is
immediately after mealtime.
The primary reason is that fol-
lowing meals, naps are often
necessary to a patient's wel-
fare.
"When visiting, stay away
and off of the bed. Sitting or
resting on it may add to the
patient's pain. In fact don't sit
down unless the patient invites
you. And if you do, take a chair,
stay only ten to fifteen minutes
at the most.
Have a calm demeanor and
act normally. Don't let yourself
show alarm at the patient's
appearance, even through your
voice.
"Allow the patient to tell how
he feels if he wishes, but don't
ply him with questions about
his condition and then relate
your own experience with the
same ailment. Don't fill him
with accounts of your impor-
tance." In fact, Rev. Laursen
says it's a good rule not to
talk about yourself at all. Be
a good listener. Don't give
advice, don't argue, and don't
preach. If you want to aid the
patient's recovery, be encour-
aging.
When you leave, do not prom-
ise when you will return unless
you are sure you can come at
that time.
In short, when you visit the
sick just use plain common
sense, be considerate, brief,
cheerful, and helpful. Primari-
ly, you visit the sick to help
bolster his morale. And when
you leave, your visit should
have been such that he will




NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
churches are cleaning house.
Tht multi-million-dollar-a-year
chiech building boom has been
accompanied by a flurry of ac-
tivity in remodeling and reno-
vating old structures.
The work has ranged from
an inexpensive paint job to a
$100 000 renovation of a large
Midwestern church. with an
average expenditure of about
Donald Plouff, executive vice
president of the studios of po-
tente, of Kenosha. Wis.. and
Pietrasarto. Italy, has partici-
pated in the remodeling of about
500 churches since World War
Most have been Roman Catho-
lic and Lutheran churches, but
other denominations now are
seeking Plouff's help in bring-
ing old structures up to date.
"More and more people gen-
erally are concerned with the
church," Plouff said in an in-
ter :ew "This is largely be-
cause of the economic situation.
They have bought all the new
cars they can. They dress well.
They live well. The church came
last on their list, and they've
finally gotten to the last thing
on the list "
Plouff said many churches
had beer washed or painted in
the last 30 to 60 years and that
is about all. Now, due to pros-
perity and a new crop of young
ministers. big renovations are
under way.
"There has been a big rise
in renovation in the last five
to tei. years." Plouff said.
"Most of our clients are minis-
ters in their late 2.0's or early
30's They get out of seminaries
and find their their first church-
es in poor condition. They re-
gard the church as an evange-
listic sates tool.
"I am continually disgusted
United States to study under
scholarships. which others have
so painstakingly arranged. Theurged me to add my voice to young people of Africa shouldthat of Vice President Nixon's he given e.'ery opportunity toin an effort to have the De- study here to learn at first handpartment of State assist in
transporting these students to 
the workings of a free consti-
11 tutional form if government.our country. I did see that such Both we in the United Statesrequests were renewed. My and they in that great emergingfriend, Jackie Robinson has continent wil lgain by suchbeen good enough to refer to projects.my continuing interest in
newspaper column. 
1115 You may be sure that my in-
terest in helping to bring stu-
My statements about the ac- dents here from Africa will con-
1,ions of the Kennedy people tinue, as will my efforts in con-
were not an attempt to question nection with civil rights legis-
the value of the airlift itself. lation. We could have used
Quite the contrary; I was oh- more help than we got on that
ith Jackie Robinson. the fa- Jecting to the political maneu- issue in this August session.w 
vermg by the Kennedy people.mous retired ball player who Hugh Scott.
is sow a successful blisiness The mportant thing is that
executive in New York. He these students come to the
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Our Opinions
African Unity Saves The Day
The collapse of the Republic of Con-
go's case against United Nation's Sec-
retary General Dag Hammarskjold in
the Security Council was brought about
more by a sense of African unity than
by persuasive rhetoric on the side of the
Secretary General.
Since the African bloc is destined to
become the strongest numerical bloc in
the United Nations, its present mem-
bers felt constrained to exercise caution
lest they suffer a loss of prestige for
making ill-tempered a n d precipitous
judgment at the wrong time and on the
wrong side.
The African group o f independent
states now represented in the United
Nations consists of Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, Liberia, Libya, Morocco, Sudan,
Tunisia and the United Arab Republic.
This group will eventually increase its
size to twenty-five members, or four
more than the United States govern-
ment and Latin American countries, in
the following manner:
Six newly independent African states
have already been approved for UN
membership by the Security Council.
They are Cameroon, Togo, Mali, Mala-
gasy, Somali, and the Belgian Congo
Republic. They will be able to become
full-fledged voting members of the UN
and of the African bloc after the Gen-
eral Assembly, which meets Sept. 20.
completes the membership formalities.
With its prospective strength in mind
together with the strategic implications
of that strength, the African group
came quickly to the conclusion that ev-
ery step that consolidates the interna-
tional prestige and dignity of the Unit-
ed Nations and of its principal executive
officer, the Secretary General, is a step
that is bound to yield rewarding results
to the whole African continent in an at-
mosphere of trust and hope rather than
suspicion and despair. Yet there was
much at stake for both Africa and the
United Nations in this Congo matter
whose crises had reached the flood-like
stage.
The single-minded confidence of the
other African group states in Secretary
General Dag Hammarskjold, apart from
the esteem that they personally hold for
him, was backed up by a fearful politi-
cal consideration: Without the UN, the
newly independent states of black Af-
rica could become easy pawns on the
international chess - board of the big
powers.
So, the charge of "neo-colonialism"
that was leveled at the Secretary Gen-
eral by Premier Patrice Lumumba of
the central Congo government, failed to
undermine Hammarskjold's authority.
This happy outcome is attributed to
a timely cohesion of sentiments in the
nine African UN member-states which
are close geographically and politically
to the Congo.
There are eight other newly indepen-
dent African states which have stepped
out of their French colonial past and
whose memberships in the United Na-
tions have just the other day been ap-
proved by the Security Council. They
are the Central African Republic, Chad,
Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Niger,
French Congo Republic and Upper Vol-
ta.
Practical politics make it a certainty
that the twenty-three votes of the new
African group will be courted with
more ardor than when the group had
only nine. Nigeria's coming independ-
ence in October will mean a twenty-
fourth vote, and when France and Mo-
rocco end their quarrel over Mauratania,
that territory will bring the total num-
ber of the African group to the formid-
able number of twenty-five.
The future destiny of the black con-
tinent depended upon what course of
action that logic and elementary com-
mon sense would dictate that its repre-
sentatives should take in the deepening
Congo turmoil. But also at stake was
the prestige, perhaps the very survival
of the United Nations. It was because
the circumstances were so fraught with
dire consequences that an understand-
ing was reached avoiding thereby an ir-
reparable break in relationships.
African leaders realize that the au-
thority of the United Nations so far as
it is impartially exercised must be up-
held. For the UN affords the only forum
fo- redressing international overt acts,
and certainly the only effective war-
rant for safeguarding the sovereignty
of the new autonomous states.
The Polls Are Busy
Public opinion polls are busy assess-
ing the relative strength of the Presi-
dential candidates. Critics of the polling
system have always questioned its va-
lidity and accuracy. The contention is
that there are too many unpredictable
factors conspiring against a truly scien-
tific and precise measurement of public
opinion.
Nevertheless, these opinion polls,
when c2nducted under controlled condi-
tions, clO give a fairly reliable picture of
trends at the moment they are scruti-
nized.
Bloc voting and the possibility that
class consciousness will play a vital role
in the upcoming Presidential election
have put the spotlight on important
findings of the University of Michigan.




I . am writing to make quite
clear my poeition on the pro-
posed African Airlift which
would transport about 240 Afri-
can students to study in the
United States In the political
cdartroversy which hag raged
around this situation it was to
he expected that some people
would misinterpret my motives.
1 became interested in this
very worthy project several
months ago when I had dinner
U.S. Senator from
Pennsylvania.
with dirty, old-fashioned church-
es with cracked baptismal fonts.
I sold my 1926 Ford 18 years
ag . What would Christ think
if He walked into an average
church today? He wouldn't think
people actually were building a
temple, like He says in the
Bible."
Plouff said experts in his field
are correcting, the errors made
when churches were built 60
or 100 years ago. Many small
churches were the handiwork
or carpenters. not architects,
he said, and therefore have no
artistic merit.
Plouff said the biggest chat-
leme in altering old churches
involves the creation of an in-
spiring devotional atmosphere
through simplicity and drama.
"It can be done for $25,000
in an average size church," he
said "From new floors to new
lights, altar, pulpit. lectern,
pews an baptistry. This is for
a church with a 250 capacity."
Altars are being improved
through simplification, accord-
ing to Plouff. The altar should
be the first thing a worshiper
sees on entering the church, he
said and should be properly
lighted and cleared of surround-
ing distractions sucl as win.
dcws, murals, flying angels
and vallpaper.
"We are trying to make in-
teriors of functional, sterile
buildings into churches," Plouff
said
Words of the Wise
The value of compassion
cannot be overemphasized.
Anyone can criticize. It
takes a true believer to be
compassionate. No greater
burden can be borne than to
know no one cares or under-
stands.
—(Arthur H. Stainback)




By HENRY J. BECHTOLD
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
recent easing of money rates
to pep up a lagging economy
has placed the Federal Reserve
Board in the spotlight again.
Some critics of the board say
its easier money policy has
come tot late, others say it is
premature. But no matter what
the thoughts are on the subject
it is significant to note that
every adjustment in the econ-
om.2 since 1938 has been influ-
enced te some degree by the
monetary policies of the Federal
Reserve.
Alan C. Poole of the broker-
age firm of Hemphill, Noyes
& Cu. reviewed the four periods
of adjustment since the mid-
1930's-1937-38. 1948-49, 1953-54
ano 1957-58—and came up with
the conclusion that the present
pattern of Federal Reserve
Board action differs significant-
ly from previous patterns in two
respects
For the first time, Poole
notes in a study just released
by the firm, Federay Reserve
action for easing money was
taking during presidential elec-
tion year.
He says that contrary to the
fallacious belief that the board
will take steps to ease money
during a presidential election
year, possibly to create a rosier
business picture, company rec-
ords show that the opposite sit.
uatig exists in many cases.
In 1.95€ , the discount rate was
raised; in 1952 no action was
taken; ir 1948 both the discount
rate and reserve requirements
wet-, boosted; in 1944 and 1940
no action was taken; and in 1936
reserve requirements and mar-
gin requirements were raised.
111
Pooh: says it also appears
Reserve compared to previous
that the action of the Federal
periods is premature.
He notes that although the
index of industrial production
has only declined slightly t
be 
ill
discount rate has en lower
twice by the Federal Resenn
and reserve requirements also
have been lowered.
In 1958 he notes, the indus-
tria production index had de-
clined nearly 6 per cent prior
to the time the Federal Reserve
took action lowering the discount
rate for the second time. In
1954 the index was down close
to 10 per cent before action ea
the discount rate was taken
an' in 1041) the board waited
for thg indext to drop 7 per
cent before lowering reserve re-
quirements.
Big City Income 15-20% •
Higher Than Necessary
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Labor Department said the
averagt big city family of four
has an income 15 to 20 per cent
higher than is necessary for "a
mode-'. but adequate level of
living."
The Department said the in
corn required for such a stand-
ard of living ranges from $5,370
in Houston to $6,567 in Chicago
comparet with an average in
come of $7 000 to 57,500 per fam-
ily in its study.
Sin( s its last family budget
study in 1951, the Department
said the income necessary for
a "modest but adequate" level
of living has gone up about 40
per cent. More than half the
increase resulted from the gen-
eral lifting of the standard peo-
ple consider basic, it said. In-
flation accounted for the bal.
—tral1101111111110t ance•
SO WHAT?
'WHAT DO YOU MEAN ...WHY DIDN'T I SIGNAL?
MISTER ... I ALWAYS TURN HERE!"
The department's figures were
based on standards developed
for a family of four living in a
big city or suburb in rented
quarters The department spedi
fled the husband was 38 years
old and the wife did not work
outside the home It also assum-
ed there was a daughter 8 years
old and a son. 13.
The amount of income neces
eery to give this family a "mod
est but adequate" level of liv-
ing varies from city to city
because of differences in dim
ate, prices and local patterns
of living
7or example. in New York a
car is less necessary because
of the vast network of subways
and buses In Minneapolis more
money must be spent for winter
clothing than in Houston or Los
Angeles The department made
"adeouate" income computa-
tions for 20 main!. cities.
In determining what Is an
'adequate" standard of living,
officials said, the department
took into account-experts' views
on nutrition and shelter needs
and the views of families
on rent tor a five-room dwelling
with kitchen facilities, a com-
plete private bath, central heat-
ing where required by climate,
and location in a neighborhood
suitable for children. Annual
cost ranged from $871 in Scran-
ton to $1 386 in Chicago
The department said "the
widespread use of insurance to
cover the cost of major illness
has. part provided a medical
care standard." Therefore, it
Included the cost of such insur-
ance- in its family budget. It
also included $138 a year for
life insurance. $120 for social
security deductions and varying
amounts by cities for income
are: other taxes.
Compared to 1951, the depart-
ment said. th9 new "modest but
adequate" level of living in-
cludes "more meat and other
preferrea foods, more meals
away from home, larger allow-
ances for household operation,
more telephone service, more
reading and recreation, includ-
ing a television set, and the
widesr•ead development of hos-
pital anc medical care insur-
ance "
Following are the 20 cities
and average incomes the de-
penmen. found were necessary
to maintain an "adequate" level
of living. Atlanta $5.642, Balti-
more 35.718, Boston $6,317. Chi-
cago $6.567, Cincinnati $6.100.
Cleveland $6,199. Detroit 36,072.
Houston $5,370. Kansas Cit
$5,964. Los Angeles $6.285. Min-
neapolis $6.181. New York $5,-
970 Philadelphia . ,898, Pitts-
burgh $8,199, Portland, Ore.,
56.222, St. Louis $6,266, San
Francisco 56.304, Scranton, Pa.,
35,693, Seattle $6,562 and Wash-




(UPI) -- Southern college stu-
dents clashed sharply Thursday
over the moral and legal prob
lems of "sit-in" segregation
protests in the south at the 13th
Annual National Student Asso-
ciation Congress.
Three white students main-
tained that the non-violent na-
ture re the movement did not
excuse violation of law, while
a Negro and a co-ed from the
University of Texas argured that
peaceful protests were moralle
justified.
The panel discussion was
specially scheduled after dele-
gates from the University of
North Crrolina led a walk-out
from a prior session headed by
Negro sit-in leaders.
themselves AGAINST NEGRO
The Labor Department relied Julian Butler, a student from 
eial means I. be a Imams
on agriculture department and the Unit ersity of Alabama and 'in-r ' he has the right of, ,
private studies to draw up food sell-described "supporter of Peaceall Pr.ted'" She "id'standards It figured on one segregation" declared that sit- Her remarks drew a standing
meal a week out for the tam- ins, as opposed to boycotts and ovation from the audience of
lly, the rest at home. Food and protest demonstrations, violate about 1.000 student leaders from
south They ranged from SIAN DaAvidNGorrthigg. 
the 375 USNSA member col-beverage costs were highest in privste property laws,
forced people to take sides." evil through another," declared
Csairdoll,n,sait.iifiltiudheiknyte,the northeast. lowest in the
in Houston to CAM in Pitts- 
attempt to cure on
hureh
The shelter bud 
"More people have sided Rick Rupert, a student at Spring
get was based against the Negro, than with 1411 (Ala ) college.
him Grigg said.
Tim Jenkins .a Negro gradu-
ate of Howard University said.
, is not only irrational,
"discrimination on the basis
rac 
.
would not be upheld in a court
of law, much less a court of
justice." Jenkins later declar-
ed the movement "was non-vire
tent, but is so charged with
emotional and religious fervor
that it cannot be termed pas-
sive."
LONE SUPPORTER
The lone white supporter of
.the sit-ins at the discussion
was Sandra Cason, n, an at-
traetive blonde graduate stu-
dent at the University of Texas.
"When a human being Is
no' allowed tbe legal and 90.
4
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Illinois Bell Telephone com-
pany is putting a mass of equip-
ment "through its paces" in
preparation for the changeover
to dial service in the Lawndale
area at 12:01 a. m. Sunday,
Sept. 18.
Some 26,000 customers with
L k 1, LA 2, RO 2 and CR 7
telephone numbers will get dial
service on that date from
equipment housed in a new tele-
phone exchange building. The
building serves the area south
to 31st at., north to Roosevelt
Rd., East to Rockwell and west
0
o
o the city limits.
"The September 18 change
dial in Lawndale will be a
historic date," William W.
Busch, Illinois Bell's district
commercial manager, says.
"It will complete Illinois Bell's
pr)gram to bring dial service
to all Chicago phones.
"It is also the 50th anniver-
sary of the Lawndale ex-
change," Busch added. "It was
Sept. 17-18, 1910 that the first
Lawndale building was opened
at 3608 W. Ogden ave. It serv-
ed 4,800 customers."
It AD CHECKING
"The equipment is undergo-
ing rigid checking, including
several millions test calls pour-
ing through lines to make cer-
tain that the equipment will be
In perfect working condition,"
Howard 0. Olson, district plant
manager, says.411,A crew of 135 Illinois Bell
d Western Electric Company
echnicians are involved in the
projcet during the final stages,
under the supervision of Wire
Chief William J. Hansen, dial
coordinator; and Wire Chief
Lawrence B. Leslie, of Park
Ridge.
The new system will enabl;
customers to dial direct to more
than 100 Chicago suburbs as
well as local Chicago calls.
All telephones in the Lawn-
dale area now are equipped
with dials, Busch pointed out
He said that about 125 private
switchboards have been modi-
fied for the new system. But he
urged customers to continue to
place theor calls through the
operator and not to spin the
dials uttil Sept. 18.
Olson points out that 12:01
h. m. was selected because that
et normally when the volumecalls is lowest. The change-
over is a split-second opera-
tion, he added. Plant Depart-
ment technicians, using big
shears, will cut out the cables
in the present building at 3608
Ogden ave., marking the end
of the old manual system in
Chicago.
At the same time, plant
technicians In the new exchange
at 1906 S. St. Louis pull skiv-
vies — tiny blocking tools —
which allows the dial system to
go into operation.
Leslie G. Milligan, district
ILLINOIS BELL TELE-
PHONE Company's new tele-
phone exchange at 1908 S.
HUNDREDS OF INTRICATE
plans and er,imates are need-
ed to bring dial service to the
Lawndale area. Here Robert
F. DInger. communications
traffic manager, points out that operators have been receiving
operators will be on the alert special training for the past
so that no emergency calls will six months on the operation




St. Louis are., which will Sunday, Sept. 18. The project
bring dial telephone service will make Chicago 100 per
to customers at 12:01 o. m, cent dial.
maintenanceman (foreground)
examines pans as other Illi-
noia Bell experts work on big
project. Some 37,000 phones
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican young lady desirous
of corresponding with an
American gentleman who is in-
terested in getting married. I
am 23, 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
weighing 130 lbs., fair complex-
ion. I am a graduate of a corn•
merical school as a steno-typ-
ist. Will answer all letters and
exchange photos.
Florence E. Thompson, 68
Woodrow st., Jones Town,
Kingston 12, Jamaica.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
looking for a lady who is in
perfect health, has a fair edu-
cation, doesn't drink or gam-
ble, between 40 and 60. Color
does not matter. I am in good
health. 53 years old, single, do
not drink or gamble, I am an
operating engineer. If any of
ladies meet the above re-
quirements I am the man who
can and will make a happy
married life for you. W Am-
mer all letters and send photo,
with first letter.
S. Arthur Hoele, 332 W. 63rd
c-o The Northern Insurance
Agency, Chicago 21, Ill.
* • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
hard worker and very lonely
for a nice lady. I don't drink,
smoke or gamble. Peace and
happiness are what I am look-
ing for. I would love to meet
some one of the same type, be-
tween 20 and 38 with long hair.
All letters will be answered.
Willie Brown, 2939 Grace Ave.
Bronx, N. Y.
• 0 •
Dear Mme. Chante: I woud
like to meet a nice man who
is a Christian and would like
to marry a Christian woman.
Would like to hear from gentle-
men between 98 and 55. I am
48, well built, brownskin, weigh
150 lbs and very sweet and un-
derstanding.
Lillie Bell Gray, 1100 Atche-
son, St., Columbus, Ohio.
• • *
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
man who loves sports arid trav-
el, not bad looking, have
everything to offer the right
girl. Would appreciate letters
from all young ladies who care
to write. Would like a photo in
first letter if possible.
Bernard Rhue, 2311 Atchison,
Detroit 6, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to meet a woman between
22 and 38, weighing between
110 and 140 lbs., color and
height do not matter. One who
is single and has no responsibili-
ties, marriage considered. I
am a man 40 years old, inter-
ested in finding a mate. Please
send photo in first letter, I
will answer all mail.
D. Williams, 1111 Bergen at.,
Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
lady, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, light
brown skin, weigh 120 lbs, kind
and considerate. I would like
to meet a gentleman between
5 feet 10 and 6 feet tall who
would be interested in a kind
and considerate woman as a
mate.




Dear Mme Chante: You've
helped so many people meet
their mates. I wonder if it is
possible for you to assist me
in doing the srme. I would like
to meet a young lady between
the ages of 20 and 28. I am 5
feet, 5 3-4 inches tall, 149 lbs..
dark complexion. I am in
exponent of jazz, like all sports,
dancing and reading.
Johnny H. Drawe, 20185 Ilene
st., Detroit 21, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with Amer-
ican pen pals. I am 19 and
work as a typist for a match
company here . Please write
me. Ellen D. 7..iddah, Ghana
Match Co., P. O. Box 52, Kade,
Ghana.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: You have
helped many through your
column. I hope that you can
help me. I would like to corre-
spond with a serious minded
service man who is interested
In marriage, between the ages
of 36 and 46. I am 36, 5 feet, 2
inches tall, 120 lbs. Ann Moore,
care of J. Brown, 1345 E. Mar-
quette Rd., Chicago 37,
Indians To Share
Rich Land Plum
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. —
(UPI) — Millions of dollars
worth of land, some of it smack
in the high rent district of this
posh filmtown resort, will be
parceled out to 85 Indians by
the end of the year.
At least one of the Indians
currently works as a gardner
and one or two others as ser-
vants in wealthy homes here.
They are among the "land-
poor" members of the Agua
Caliente tribe which holds an
estimated $40 million worth of
land in and around Palm
Springs.
Others of the group, which
includes only 35 adults, have
incomes as high as $45,000-a.
year from rental or lease of
their land to pale faces — a far
cry from the days when the
latter picked up Manhattan for
$24 worth of costume jewelry.
The great difference in In-
dian income is the reason for
the land distribution. which the
U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs
calls "equalization."
The tribe owns some 31,000
acres of land as a group. About
10 years ago, the government
began allocating 47-acre parcels
to individuals in a move to
give the Indians economic in.
dependence. The 104 members
of the tribe now hold 47 acres
a piece, but some members
are relatively poor because.
some land is located in better
areas.
Adding to the Indians trou-
bles was the fact that up to
21/2 years ago they were not
allowed to lease their land for
more than five years. This had
been a traditional policy of the
Valt....1141rt'S *MN -0041`f ALL Gt./
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bureau in order to protect the
Indians against possible ex-
ploitation by sharp developeis
during the city's building boom
following World War II.
Under the new arrangement,
the Indians never could get
any good developments going
on their land," Indian agent
Raymond Jackson said.
Under the new arranngement,
the Indians can make long-term
leases and even sell their land
outright — with approval of
the bureau.
The equalization plan pro-
vides that all of the Indians
"will be brought up to a level
of not less than $335,000 worth
of land," Jackson said. Nine-
teen Indians are not included in
the plan because they are al-
ready worth more than that,
the richest one having nearly
$1 million in land holdings.
Equalization has been held
up pending settlement of a deal
in which the city seeks to billY
the Indian-owned Palm Springs
Airport land outright for about
$3 million.
After the airport matter is
cleared up, the Indian agent
will start drawing names out
of a glass bowl, giving each
Indian the chance to choose his
land from among the 24,000
acres to be distributed.
"We expect to have a lot of
wealthy Indians here within the
next few years," Jackson said.
Attends YMCA
Unit Session
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
Carlton 0. Parker, campus
work secretary of the National
YMCA, announced that Jimmie
B. Keel a junior at Bethune.
Cookman college and a religi-
ous education major of Mari-
anna, Fla., was selected to at-
tend the Southern Area, Nation-
al Student Council of YMCA
August 26 through September 3,
at the George Williams College
Camp, William Bay, Wis.
Dr. Richard V. Moore, presi-
dent of Bethune-Cookman, and
Dr. W. A. McMillan, Dean and
Sponsor of Campus YMCA con-




Bible On Sex Life
Cites Value Of Author of "Sex
and Love in the Bible" Stres-
ses Bible's Value in Under-
standing Sex
"Victorian prudery still
haunts many people, even in
discussing the Bible which is
one of the frankest works of
literature," states Dr. William
Graham Cole, author of "Sex
and Love in the Bible."
Published ti, the Association
Press of the YMCA, New York,
Dr. Cole's book is attracting
wide and some controversial
attention. The YMCA, incident-
ally, has pioneered in the con•
troversial field of sex educa-
tion.
Dr. Cole, dean of Fresh-
men and Cluett Professor of
Religion at Williams College,
became president of Lake
Forest college, Ill, this sum-
mer. He and Mrs. Cole are the
parents of three sons.
Instead of "blushing" at the
Bible's frankness, parents are
urged to use it to combat moral
laxity as revealed by the Kin-
sey report. Despite the fact
that many churches ignore sex,
churches could help by train-
ing parents to teach their chil-
dren about sex, Dr. Cole states.
He also believes that today's
moderns can learn much about
the facts of life from the Bible
Of basic importance. Dr.
Cole states, is putting the em-
phasis where the New Testa-
ment places it — on the inner
motivation and not the outer
acts.
Surveying the Biblical stor-
ies and laws against the back.
ground of Hebrew life as a
whole, "Sex and Love in the
Bible" provides an understand-
ing of the origin and develop-
ment of the Biblical attitudes.
Dr. Cole's book also stresses
this Biblical material from the
standpoint of our present prob-
lems, suggesting what the Bi-
ble has to say in the light of
modern psychological, sociolog-
ical and anthropological re-
search.
In his work as a counsellor
Dr. Cole realized the need for
a return to a genuine Christian
interpertation of sex. In both
Its most intimate as well as
broad, aspects, sex presents
problems of headline impor-
tance. From juvenile delin-
quency to a possible popula-
tion explosion, there are ques-
Lions of sex which require a
religious interpretation.
Sex manuals alone, accord-
ing to Dr. Cole, are not the
answer. A Biblical point of
view and the emphasis on a
good relationship are of more
importance. The sharp conflict
over birth control is another
indication, according to Dr.
Cole, of world concern with Bib-
lical interpertation of sex
morality.
Despite the fact that Dr.
Cole fees that from the stand-
point of coventnional sex moral-
ity the immediate future ap-
pears "rather grim," he be-
lieves that in the long run we
shall find today's youth mov-
ing hack toward a sounder cen-
ter.
Among the questions answer-
ed by Dr. Cole are such fre-
quent ones as should children
be allowed to read the Bible
the Bible's attitude toward nu-
dity, chastity, married love and
the joy of sex.
Among the topics discussed
in "Sex and Love in the Bible"
are: Divine Love in the Old
Testament; Sex Attitudes and
Practices; Premarital Sex Re-
lations in the Bible; Sex in
Marriage and the Bible and
the World of Dr. Kinsey.
Dr. Cole is also the author
of "Sex in Christianity and
Psychoanalysis" (Oxford) and
his articles have appeared in
Pastoral Psychology and other
publications. He also lecturest.
on family life problems for the.,.




HAVANA — (UPI) — British
Guiana Prime Minister Dr.
Cheddi Jagan h a s announced
tha, Cuba has granted his na-
tion a 85 million loan for the
development of its timber in-
dustry and agreed to buy Gui-
ana rice above present West
Indian prices.
Jagan. on his second visit to
Havana since Premier Fidel
Castro came to power, said the,,
t w o independent nations also
have agreed to a cultural ex-
change and Cuban technical
help for Guiana agriculture.
MOST OUTSTANDING
ZEN—Dr. Rodney G. Higgins,
right, director of Bayou Girls
State Is shown presenting the
"Most Outstanding Citizen"
award to Breeds Barnes, Ba.
ton Rouge, and a senior at the
Southern University Labors-
tory School. Miss Barnes wet
sponsored to Bayou Girls Stahl
by American Legion hitallitry
No. Set of Bathe Reel..
DEFENDER
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Gator Session
THE AMERICAN ALLIGATOR is center of attention for this group
at Texas Southern university, Houston. Conducting discussion is E.
A. Delco (seated) instructor of Field Zoology, a summer course at
the school. Students are Mrs. Jane Williams, Peter Vallot and Horace
Boston.
Islam Rebels Kill 17 in Plantation Raid
JAKARTA, — (UPI) — Darul Islam rebels raided a tea
plantation on the outskirts of Bandung Saturday 
night, killing
17 persons and wounding 12. the army 
announced.
The announcement said the rebels burned 196 
houses, six
barns and three mosques.
The 170-men rebel group fled before police and arm
y troops
could group for a counter-attack.
Name Molotov To Atomic Energy Agency
VIENNA, — (UPI) — Former Soviet Foreign 
Minister
Vyacheslay M. Molotov has been appointed representative 
of
the Soviet Union to the international atomic ene
rgy agency.
It was officially announced.
A communique said agency director Sterling Cole had been
notified of the appointment.
Molotov, who was purged as foreign minister in the Soviet
anti-Stalinist drive in 1956, held the post of a Soviet envoy 
to
Mongolia in recent years.
Fireman Parade; $8,000 Fire Blazes
NEW LONDON, CONN. — (UPI) — There really was a
hot time in the old town Sunday.
While 7,000 firemen from throughout the state marched
In their annual convention parade, a fire caused an estimated
$8.000 damage to a house.
Several visiting fire fighting units looked on while the local
fire laddies battled the blaze.
Four of the local firemen were overcome by smoke. An
ambulance carrying one of them to a hospital was held up
by traffic jams caused by the parade.
Charge China Sparked Anit-Ike Riots
TOKYO, — (UPI) — Police officials are investigating docu•
manta purporting to show that the outburst of anti-Americanism
which blocked President Eisenhower's visit here was organiz-
ed on orders from Red China.
The papers appear to be letters from Chung Yu. head of
an anti-American group in Red China, to Shigeru Tanehashi.
chief of the red-tinged Sohyo Union Federation's international
bureau.
The letters, each written in Chinese with a Japanese tran-
slation attached, called for a mass campaign opposing the
U.S.-Japanese security treaty and the Eisenhower visit. They
included detailed instructions for organizing the anti-Amen.
can ca mpai gn.
Korean Premier, Party Still At Odds
SEOUL, — (UPI) — Premier John M. Chang failed to reach
agreement with dissident elements in his Democratic party on
tbration of a new cabinet.
Chang rejected a conditional offer from the so-called demo-
cratic "old guard" to join in a coalition cabinet.
The old guard had offered to contribute five members to
the 12-member cabinet on the condition that Chang appoint
Owe from his "new" faction and two independents.
London Dockworkers End Wildcat Strike
LONDON, — (UPI) — Five thousand London dockworkers
voted Monday to end a four-day-old wildcat strike that idled 59
ships over the weekend.
The dockers, who wanted a wage increase of 25 shilling
($3.20) a week instead of the 11 shillings ($1.54) increase ac
cepted by their union leaders, called off the strike after it
failed to get support in other port areas.
Jack On Old-Fashioned Farm Belt Stint
DES MOINES, IOWA. — (UPI — Sen. John F. Kennedy
munched on sweet corn and homemade cookies and led a host
of top Democratic leaders in some old-fashioned farm belt
campaigning Sunday.
He started off with an enthusiastic reception by 6.000 per-
sons at municipal airport and ended by visiting a 450-acre farm
outside Des Moines.
Algerians Call For UN-Supervised Vote
TUNIS, — (UPI) — The Moslem Algerian Rebel "Provi-
sional Government" (TGPRA) Monday called for United Na;
tions intervention in Algeria.
The reticle, whose headquarters are in Tunis, issued a corn.
tromique. demanding that France put to a general vote the
crestion of whether Algeria should remain tied to France or
become independent, and that the United Nations should or
ganize and supervise the vote
Fire Engulfs Calif. Town, 10 Homes Lost
PALEMERO, Calif. — UPI) — A 'ire, fed by 30.000 gallons
of olive oil, almost engulfed this small northern California town
Tuesday night, destroying at least 10 homes.
Five hours after it broke out, the blaze was still out of
control and was licking at the edges of some hon'tes. Earlier it
bad raged through the town, burning grass and trees in the
yards of the 2.500 residents.
About 150 men from 28 fire units of nearby towns fought
the blaze. Authorities credited a heroic civilian pilot who bomb-
ed the town with 4.000 gallons of fire-fighting Chemicals with
saving many buildings
Sect Emerges From 43 Days In Shelter
BENSON. Ariz. — (UPI) --A religious group which sought
refuge from a prophesied nuclear war may he able to contribute
Valuable information to the nation's civil defense planners.
Arizona civil defense officials plan to question the leaders
et the Full Gospel Assembly, whose members emerged Tues
day from a 43-day stay in underground bomb shelters.
"This apparently is one of the longest voluntary stays in
*miters since our nuclear civil defense program started." said
Tees blullart, state CD director. —There have been cases of one
ter two persons, or single families, testing homemade bomb
'betters in various parts of the country But this is probably
Ihe first time so many persons have billen underground."
Scene In ,Courtroom
GENERAL VIEW of the crowded court room during the trials tof
about 100 Negroes and whites who were charged with rioting during
the Jacksonville, Fla., racial strife over the past weekend. One white
Arab Premiers Mee' On Algerian Rebels
BEIRUT. LEBANON, — UPI) — Arab League foreign
ministers met Tuesday to o rk out a united Policy on the
Algerian Moslem rebellion.
Top representatives of the Algerian rebel regime in exile
attended the meeting as obser\ ers.
The conference, which convened last night, also was to
take up issues related to Palatine refugees.
Laos, Premier Tries To Block Civil War
VIENTIANE, LAOS. — (UPI 1 — Premier Prince Souvanna
Phouma took off Tuesday on c surprise flight to southern
Laos for talks with Gen. Phoumi Nosavan intended to head off
the threat of civil war.
Phoumi has formed an "anti-revolutionary committee" to
fight the paratroops led by Capt. Kong Le who staged a
Coup D' Etat in Vientiane Aug. 9, and boosted Souvanna into
power.
Phoumi. who was the strong-man defuse minister in the
government which was ousted by Kon-,•:: coup, claimed the
support of most of Laos's army. He vowed be would retake
Vientiane, either by blockade or by force.
Sponsors Nibble At TV Political Debate
NEW YORK, — (UPI) — Two major networks said 
they
have had nibbles from advertisers who want to 
sponsor the
planned Nixon-Kennedy debates on television.
In a telegram sent to Vice President Richard M. 
Nixon
and Sen. John F. Kennedy, Robert W. Sarnoff, 
president of the
National Broadcasting Co., said, "we do not believe 
that the
public service represented by these broadcasts 
would in any
way be diminished by appropriate sponsorship."
John Daly, vice president of the American 
Broadcasting
Co., noted, however, that sponsorship would not be set 
up "un-
less the candidates expressly wish it."
• • •
Expect Larger UN Disarrilment Unit
LONDON, — (UPI) — Diplomatic sources said the United
Nations probably will create a new multi-nation disarmame
nt
committee sometime this year to replace the 10-nation com-
mission torpedoed by Russia in June.
The sources said representatives of the western big three
will meet soon to seek agreement on proposals to be presented
to the U.N. General Assembly at the session that opens 
next
month.
It was expected that the 10-nation commission, which re-
placed an unsuccessful five-nation group, would be succeeded
in its turn by an even larger group.
Long Wins Vote, Goes To Hospital
ALEXANDRIA, La. — (UPI) — Former Gov., Earl K.
Long won political salvation and a congressional seat Saturday
night and then was carried to a hospital on a stretcher.
hong. suffering from a "touch of ptomaine," bronchial
trouble and a bank overdraft, grabbed an early lead from
incumbent L. S. Rep. Harold McSween and steadly built it
up in the Democratic runoff primary in Louisiana's Eighth
Congressional district.
Iranian Premier To Quit In Vote Row
TEHRAN — (UPI) — Informed sources in Tehran said
that Iranian Premier Manoucher Eghbal has decided to re-
sign.
The report followed attacks on Eghbal for alleged irreg-
ularities in the condue of general elections. The Premier's
election policy was protested by newsmen attending a press
conference held by the Shah at the Sadabad summer palace.
The Shah said Iranian law does not permit him to annul
policies of the Premier, but "if the nation really wants some
action I am prepared to exceed the limits of the law."
Rules Out Luck In Capsule Catch
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The pilot of the Air Force plane
that made the first aerial catch of a space capsule ruled out
"luck" as having a part in the successful mid-air recovery
of the capsule from the Discoverer XIV satellite.
"When you have had two years of practice, you can't say
that luck had anything to do with it," said Capt. Harold E.
Mitchell. 35, of Greenfield, Ill. He made the statement when
he and two members of his crew arrived at New York Inter-
national Airport for television appearances to describe how
their C-119 "flying boxcar" recovered the capsule 8,500 feet
over the pacific last Friday.
Mitchell expressed the bele( that if another crew had had
the same opportunity, they also would have succeeded in snar-
ing the capsule on a 75-foot loop strung between two poles.
• • •
Seven Die In Vermont Road Crast
SOUTH HERO. Vt. — (UPI) — Seven young men were
killed Sunday when their car ran off a road and smashed into
a Maple tree, state police reported.
All seven, police said, were tossed from the car.
Troopers called it the worst highway accident in the recent
history of the state, and said the accident brings to 59 the
number killed on Vermont roads this year.
• • 0
Fires Engulf Two California Towns
FORESTHILL, Calif. — (UPI) — Two forest fires blazed over
nearly 10.000 acres of California's high Sierra Sunday, engulfing
two towns and forcing more than 100 persons to flee their homes.
Smoke from the fires towered 10.000 to 15.000 feet in the air.
and was reported visible over Reno, Nev., and other points as
far as 100 miles distant.
One fire destroyed the town of Michigan Bluff, population




Of Florida Riot Trials
youth was given a 90-day jail term for his part in leading the Ne-
groes in demonstrations. (UPI Telephoto)
Robs Sardi's, Flees With $5,000
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A hooded gunman held up New
York's famed Sardi's restaurant early Sunday and escaped
with $5,000 in cash.
Police said the gunman apparently entered the office of the
night manager of the well-known gathering place of celebrities
and cafe society. They said the holdupman was waiting 
for
the manager, Harry Salentine, when Salentine entered the
office.
The gunman, a stocking over his head, forced Salentine to
open the restaurant safe and hand over the cash, then bound
Salentine with cord and escaped, police said.
•
Kennedy Cites Surplus As 'Blessing'
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI) — Democratic presidential can
-
didate John F. Kennedy said Saturday. the problem of fa
rm
surpluses should be considered not as a national lability, but
as a "blessing from the Lord."
Kennedy added, however, that ways should be found to dis-
tribute these surpluses more efficiently.
He commented during a brief stop at a meeting of the N
ation-
al Association of Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation
Employes in Kansas City.
• • •
Fly 4 Iron Lungs To Japanese Area
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — (UPI) — Four 
iron
lungs were on their way Sunday to Hokkaido Island in 
Japan,
where 600 persons have been stricken in an outbreak of polio
.
The iron lungs were aboard an Air Force C-133 Cargom
aster
transport which left here at 5:55 a.m, on the 32-hour fli
ght
to Tachikawa air base near Tokyo. From there, a speci
al flight
was to take them to Chitose airstrip on the island.
The iron lungs were supplied by the March of Dimes and




Typheon Waves Rock Fishing Village
TAIPEI — (UPI) — Giant waves generated by a wester
n
Pacific typhoon pounded a Southern Formosa fishing vill
age
Sunday, and swept away 23 houses. Police reports said 71 p
er-
sons were left homeless, but no casualties were reported.
Waves whipped up by typhoon Elaine i*Ime 240 miles south-
west of Formosa struck Fangliao village in Pingtung country.
First report said 281 houses were damaged.
Butler Labels Kennedy Another FDR
RACINE, Wis. — (UPI) — Former Democratic national
chairman Paul Butler said Sunday night that presidential
nominee John F. Kennedy would be "another F. D. R. for
our country and the world."
Butler told a party rally the Democratic candidate has
the "great courage and dynamic leadership" shown by the
late president Franklin D. Roosevelt.
He praised Kennedy for a "valiant fight" on behalf of
a liberal minimum wage bill and medical care for the aged
in the pre-election session of Congress.
Nixon Plans Extensive N. Y. Campaign
JACKSON, Miss — (UPI) — Vice President Richard
Nixon will campaign "extensively" in New York soon, his
campaign director said.
Robert Finch told reporters Nixon would be "in and out
of New York City and will campaign extensively in upstate
New York."
Finch said New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller or Nixon's
Washington office would announce the New York itinerary.
Iowa Flower Hunter Lost In Mountains
BOULDER, Colo. — (UPI) — More than 50 searchers
combed rugged mountain country northwest of here Monday
for a 76-year-old Iowa woman, who apparently became lost
while hunting flowers.
Men on horseback and on foot searched the area surround-
ing the Range View ranch in the Roosevelt national forest
throughout the night for Miss Jessie McMurray of Webster City,
Iowa.
Miss McMurray was last seen at II a. m. Sunday when
she told Miss Hazel Schmoll. the owner of a guest ranch at
which she was staying, that she was going to search for
'ground plants."
Report Jordanian Premier Killed
LONDON — (UPI) — Moscow radio Monday quoted an
Amman radio report that Jordanian Premier Hazza Majali
had been killed in an explosion. The broadcasts gave no de-
tails.
Ask Death For Former Top Koreans
SEOUL — (UPI) — The prosecution demanded the death
penalty for six former high-banking South Korean officials
charged with complicity in a 1955 attempt to assassinate
Premier (then vice president) John M. chang.
The defendants, first among 48 alleged plotters to face
trial in the case, were Seoul's ex-Mayor Yim Hung Soon:
former Interior Minister Yi lk Hung;, former Security Chief
Kim Chong Won, and Chang Tung Bok, Park Toh 11 and Toh
Choong Wan. forme lt police or security officials.
Say Russia, Red China Chiefs To Meet
LONDON — (UPI) — Unconfirmed reports from behind
the iron curtain said Russia has summoned Red China's
leaders to a top-level Communist meeting in Moscow this Fall
to thrash out increasing policy differences.
Diplomatic reports said the meeting was expected to
coincide with the November observance of the 43rd anniver-
sary of the Russian revolution. There was no immediate indica-
tion tither China's red chiefs have...accepted the summons.
Tass Says U. S. Spies Defect To East
Moscow — (UPI) — The Soviet news agency Tess has
alleged that cloak and dagger undercover agents recruited
by the American intelligence service in West Berlin have
been switching to the other side in increasing numbers. It
Promised a full disclosure of United States inelligence soon.
The reason for the defections, as explained in the jargon
of Tass. was "They had learned from their own experience
the whole essence of the procative actions of U. S. Intelligence
directed towards the preparation of a new war "
Chinese Free War Lord After 24 Years
TAIPEI — (UPI) — Official sources declined to comment
on reports that the nationalist Chinese government had re-
leased the former Manchurian war lord who kidnaped Gen-
eralissimo Chiang Kai-Shek 24 years ago.
Gen. Chang Hsueh-Liang, the famed young marshal of
Manchuria, has been in nationalist custody since 1936 after
he held the Generalissimo prisoner for 13 days.
Reports circulation in Taipei this weekend that the ex-war-
lord was converted to Christianity by Dr. Hollington Tong,
Former nationalist ambassador to Japan and the United States,
and was granted freedom.
Channel Hopeful Quits Island Swim
PERTH AMBOY, N. J. — (UPI) — A 20-year-old lifeguard
whose ambition is to swim the English Channel, gave up an
attempt to swim 36 miles around Staten Island early Sunday
just eight miles short of his goal.
Palmer Donnelly had been in the water a little more
than 17 hours when he decided to quit shortly after midnight.
His backers had claimed that if he succeded, he would
be the first to swim around the Island. But strong tides and
currents tired Donnelly until he decided he could not com-
plete the swim that was to be prelude to an attempt at a
round-trip swim of the English Channel.
Senate OKs Plan For Surplus Food
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —.The Senate approved by voice
vote early Sunday a resolution endorsing the establishment of
an international food program to channel U. S. farm surpluses
to the needy overseas.
President Eisenhower bad asked Congressional sanction
for the establishment of an international food reserve under
United Nations auspices.
However, the Senate Foreign Relations committee wrote
its own resolution under the sponsorship of Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey, (D-Minn.) Humphrey has long sponsored food-for-
peace legislation.
Nixon Wants Unsponsored TV Debate
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — Vice President Richard M.
Nixon wants no commercial sponsorship for his radio-TV de-
bates with Sen. John F. Kennedy. He believes Kennedy pre-
fers them unsponsored too.
Herbert G. Klein, Nixon's news secretary, said spokesmen
for the two presidential candidates had agreed the debates
would be unsponsored.
Premature Blast Kills Man In Well
JONESVILLE. Mich. — (UPI) — Three hundred quarts of
nitroglycerine exploded 15 hours prematurely in an oil well
Tuesday night, killing one man.
Clarence Shehorn, 41, of Albion, Mich., was decapitated by
a huge metal clamp that was ripped loose from the well
piping.
The nitroglycerine. 3,900 feet down the shaft, had been
timed to go off Wednesday to open fissures in oil-bearing
rock so that oil could flow into the bottom of the well.
5,000 See Rapist, Murder Hanged
TUNIS, — (UPI) — Mohammed Zellal, the rape-murderer
of a 9-year-old girl and a 6-year-old boy, was hanged in public
at the scene of the crime Tuesday before a crowd of about
5.000 persons howling their approval.
The hanging was the first public execution in Tunisia in
more than three years. It took place in the open by public
demand.
Rainier Offended, Sails From Corsica
AJACCIO, Corsica, — (UPI) — Monaco's Prince Prainier
left Corsica ahead of scheduled in his new yacht Wednesday
apparently offended because harbor police told him to '.'move
along."
Yacht, carrying Rainier, Princess Grace and their two
children as passengers, sailed without awaiting a scheduled
courtesy call from Corsica's Gov. Bernard Vaugon.
Harbor police had ordered the Yacht moved because it
was moored too near a cigareette warehouse to suit them. If
a crowd gathered to gawk at the visitors, the police said,
thieves might use it as a cover to raid the warehouse.
Red Paper Warn Against Tourist Spies
MOSCOW, — (UPI) — Moscow newspapers have steeped
lip a "vigilance campaign" against alleged spies in touris
ts'
clothing by charging that two American tourists were recently
caught photographng documents in a Moscow hotel.
The Soviet newspaper Economic Life charged that the
Americans were specialists on the Soviet Union who came
to recruit agents and collect defense data.
Vets Again Seek jack As Speaker
DETROIT, — (UPI) — The Veterans of Foreign Wars have
reinvited Sen. John F. Kennedy to address their 61st national
convention meeting here this week.
The democratic presidential nominee backed out of an earlieril
address, scheduled for Tuesday, because of the Senate vote
on the medical aid
National Conima"e4r Louis G. Feldmann telegraphed Ken-






Golden Chain  Of Friendship
Flowers Cement Links Of Fellowship And Fraternity
•
•
• CHICAGO FOUND itself a link in the golder
chain of friendship recently when the American
Friendship Club observed its 2nd annual Friendship
Day throughout the city. The beautiful and heart-
warming gesture, symbolic of friendship and good-
will, turned the spotlight on 150 volunteers and mem-
bers of the interracial organization who took up
strategic posts throughout the Windy City to pass
out fragrant roses, gladioli, garden flowers and bro-
chures to surprised, but delighted fellow citizens.
* 'WITHIN TWO hours the smiling, friendly AFC-
•ers had passed out 10.000 flowers and the same num-
ber of brochures on its "friendship theme." The dis-
pensers of goodwill and fraternity were well rewarded
at day's end as they recalled the smiles bestowed on
their efforts and the heartwarming expressions of
gratitude and appreciation. Although only two years
have elapsed since American Friendship club was
founded, already it promises to become one of the
city's most eagerly anticipated events.
• CHARTERED AS a non-profit social and civic
club it endeavors to focus the need of friendship and
understanding for all. Its program is based on the
values imbedded in the Constitution of the United
States—"that every man has a right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. The AFC was founded
In 1958 by Mrs. Fred Walker, who serves as president.
Friendship Day, 1960 was headed by Atty. Sophia B.
• Boaz, honorary chairman, Mrs. Cora E. Carroll, May-
or of Bronzeville and Miss Toni Lee Scott, founder of
"Margie Foundation" served as co-chairman. Atty.
Paul F. Hayzlett was program chairman.
•
0 FLOWERS EXPRESSED American Friendship
Ci Co's warming message during interracial group's
2nd annual Friendship Day observance held recently
throughout Chicago. Making a special presentation to
Benny Bearskin (second from left) are Mrs. Fred
Walker, founder and president o f the American
Friendship club; Mrs. Thelma Hill, chairman of the
Flower Committee; Atty. Paul F. Hayzlett, program
chairman (clasping Bearskin's hand) and Mrs. Lena
Mills Golightly, in charge of public relations. Bear-
skin's home was attacked by hoodlums when his fam-
ily moved to the West Side. The presentation was
made at the American Indian Center.
• FRIENDSHIP ROSES and brochures were presented to digni-
taries during the West Side parade by Mrs. Thelma Hill, chairman
of the flower committee (extreme right) and Mrs. Cora E. Carroll,
mayor of Bronzeville and honorary co-chairman of Friendship Day
(on Mrs. Hill's left), Others (from left) are Senator Jack Touhy,
Mrs. Elena Gould Schorr, honorary member of AFC; John H. Seng-
stacke, publisher of the Chicago Daily Defender; Edward A. Quig-
ley, mayor of West Side; Mrs. Rachel Ridley, Chicago Commission
on Hun•on Relations.
• LOADING UP with flowers and brochures as they prepare to go
to their stations are some of the 150 volunteers who turned out to
take part in Friendship Day activities. They are Mrs. Sophia David-
son, Miss Dolores Turner, Albert Cheevea, Mrs. Elizabeth Mitterer,
Mrs. Fred Walker, president of the American Friendship club; Miss
Barbara Turner and Mrs. Julia Fairfax. Mrs. Lena Mills Golightly,
renowned composer-musician wrote and dedicated "Together We
Stand" the theme song used during the observance.
• HAPPY AT receiving a Friendship Day donation from Dr. Rich-
ard 0. Brown, HMC, USNRHC, Division 1-9, Chicago are Mrs. Go-
lightly, who also was in charge of public relations for Friendship
Day; Mrs. Walker, founder-president and Atty. Sophia A. Boaz, who
served as honorary chairman for the 2nd annual observance. Dr.
Brown was a special guest during the August 13 event which passed
out 10,000 roses and an equal amount of Friendship brochures
throughout the city. Mayor Richard J. Daley a:dded official sanction
by proclaiming the event "Friendship Day in Chicago."
• GROUP OF volunteers gather around the Mayor of Bronzeville
Cora E. Carroll's car. Among them are Miss Toni Lee Scott, Attorney
Boaz, Mesdames Thelma Hill, Ocdice Mays, Elena Schorr, Mr. Roose-
velt Robertson, Mrs. Golightly, Fred Walker, 1st vice president, AFC;
Peter Elias, Dr. Richard Brown, Shedrick McPherson, Mesdames
Evelyn Occhino. Verlita Ross, Julia Fairfax, Thelma Levy, actress.;
Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Katie Hope, Miss Christine Toetas, Mrs. Mary
Koen, well known singers; Albert Cheeves, Mrs. Joni Madison, Mrs.
Alma McDowell, the Rev. Barbara Hall and Mrs. Ila Barlow.
• SINGING THE Friendship Day song "Together
We Stand" is lovely Toni Lee Scott, honorary chair-
man of the observance. At the piano is Maurice Chas-
sagne with talented and dynamic composer, Mrs. Lena
Mills Golightly and an appreciative audience. Miss
Scott, well known Chicago singer, recently began a
radio program on WEAW-FM. She also is the founder
of the 'Margie Foundation" designed to help secure
limbs for amputees.
• THE 1960 Friendship Day was officially sanc-
tioned by Mayor Richard J. Daley and had the active
support of dignitaries high in civic, professional and
social circles. The Chicago organization hopes that by
its example to spread the "golden chain of friendship"
throughout the nation. Leaders in the Friendship Day
observances are already exchanging ideas for enlarg-
ing the observances and envision chapters in other
cities with a National Friendship Day the ultimate
goal.
• OTHER 'LINKS' joining the local chain to pro-
mote the cause of friendship this year also included
AFC's executive director, Mrs. Harold W. Bradley,
Mrs. Thelma Hill, chairman of the flower committee
and Mrs. Lena Mills Golightly, renowned composer
who wrote the music and lyrics for the 1960 Friend-
ship Day theme song, "Together We Stand." Mrs. Go-
lightly also served the organization in a public rela-
tions capacity.
• AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP club spearheads also
include Mesdames Roberta Ray, treasurer; Pearl Zim-
merman, financial secretary; Elena Gould Schorr and
Mr. Roosevelt Robertson, honorary members and Mr.
Cuney Foster, who served as chairman of the bro-
chure committee. In its brochure which begins on the
appealing "Help Weave A Golden Chain of Friend-
ship" note and ends with a challenging poem, also
from the inspired pen of Mrs. Golightly, American
Friendship club urges: "Let us look to the day when
we are no longer strangers to each other, when our
human relations are oh the high level as our scientific
and technological achievements."
THE GOLDEN CHAIN OF FRIENDSHIP *
(Written by Lena Mills Golightly)
Made of love too strong to break
Linked with understanding for each other—
Made of material that will not tarnish or fade away
If we are to share our thoughts,
The same heaven and earth
Then we must be part of the golden chain
That will set men free from hate
Hate—that is destroying the human race.
Blood is red—the color is all the same
It doesn't matter about the color of your face.
So from this day forward
I pray you to use the strongest link . • .
To love man of every human race
This will carry life's weight
Friendship's Golden Chain.
'(Our thanks to Mrs. Campfield, Claila Editor, Chicago Defender, fot creating this phrase to describe the prograrni of the American Friendship lib).
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Summer's last fling reached
swank heights from the ac-
counts of experiences enjoyed
by many Memphians.
At Chicago, Ill., the annual
Convention of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority had the glamor-
ous setting of the renown
Palmer House in the Loop for
the August 13-21 meeting . .
made all the more glittering
with their national president,
beauteous Dr. Jeanne Noble
presiding. Representing Our
Town were Deltas Miss Maggie
McDowell Mrs. Houston Col-
lier. Miss Ann Spraggins, Mrs
Vasco Smith, president of the
Alumni chapter, Miss Marilyn
Watkins. who was visiting with
her, sister and brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. L. Alex Wilson;
Mrs. Hattie House and Miss
Lily, Patricia Walker.
Shiny and varied were the
social diggings . . one high-
lighting the premiere of the play,
Fall of the Phoenix." written
by William Branch, young Ne-
gro nlaywright. who was com-
missioned by Delta to write the
play, based on the life of the
late Mrs. Mary Church Terrell
who was a member of the illus-
trious Church family. The Play
was held in Chicago's plus Civic
Hall and acted by young pro-
fessional Chicago actors. It
heralded the life of the former
Mernphian who rose to inter-
natiunal fame as a lecturer.
author and indomitable fight-
er for first-class citizenship who
really began the idea of sit-ins
and protests. Her life story
was vividly exnnunded by Mrs.
Gladys Biram Shepherd, daugh-
ter of our own Mrs. Rebecce
Hiram. retired and beloved
Memphis teacher, who was
at one time a national presi-
dent of Delta. Mrs. Shepherd
who now lives in Baltimore.
Md.. was present at the con-
tention
• • g:
; Then there was the Interns-
tionitl Luncheon held in the
Grand Ballroom of the Palma-
er House with His excellency,
George A. Padmore. Liberian
Ambassador to the U. S. as
the guest speaker . . . and a
brilliant recital by Miss Phillips
Schuyler noted concert pianist
ivho has appeared in recital
Imre in Memnhis.
1 . • •
I Glamour. beauty and fash-
1 ens dominated the excellenthow given by the Devore Mod-
el Agency of New York, which
feetured LaJueme Hencitley. ''tanicy 1". jr.. left on a vi-
MS Cannes Film Festival catien trip which took them
fee winrer. from Chirale. to Cleveland, lest later resulted in a really end Mrs Nell Brookshear of
n 
Ttiere Ives sign the usual for. Phi/ to Pntshur"he. PA.. for) wendeefel prise sea „,,, -p,,,,l Atlanta. Ga.
nal banoeet—also held in the he l',Tational ".leslieal Conven•Ierend priae. an all expense paid Art was not forentten by'
Cg-nri rallronm . . . a beach 1 than to New York City and Itten an New Orleans was won Erma. for sles eninverl. ton, a
party giver, on the Lake Shore 1 back aeain to the same citiesihy Lane view's rharm;-,. mar. fine barkyard art eah;ea hem
leer Mrs Clemmie Besley. on Virenna Park. WI' 1SP hosts' ,Drive . . . a swank cocktail 
i on their way bark. Their travel-
when the family will
1 and filled to the hilt with en- thoneh were members Loui
ones name eseaned '-er as she told "ay
us Omit her trim turn to Memphie.
y held in the Red Lacnuerl neue was mighty interesting Busy as heavers. lovely
tertainment and fun at its plush
best.
At Cleveland. they were the
guests of Dr. Atkins' parents.
right thing to do and not the
expedient thing, knowing he
would lose the South and gain
nothing from Northern Ne-
groes.
Democratic Governor Wil-
liam replied that action should
have been taken long before
so that it should not have been
necessary to send in troops,
adding that President Eisenhow-
er has not lived up to the oath
he took to uphold the law of
the land, inasmuch as he still
has not said he wholehearted-
ly supports the Supreme Court
school desegregation decision.
So lively was the exchange
of view that Governor Wil-
liams, scheduled to leave the
meeting at 5 p.m. for a plane
flight to a Minnesota speaking
engagement, passed up first
the schedule commercial flight,
then sat through his train de-
parture time and wound up
chartering a plane.
To Governor Williams asser-
tion that Democratic Presiden-
tial Nominee John F. Kennedy
voted for a bill to help Ne-
groes in the South, Governor
McKeldin replied that Sen.
Kennedy then voted for a bill
which in effect nullified that
help. The bill assured jury trial
for law violators in the South,
a fact which Governor McKeld-
in says will operate to the ad-
vantage of those whites who
deny Negroes their rights.
FREEDOM AND DIGnITY
'rimmed "Appraising Values
for a Creative Life in Freedom
and Dignity," the week-long
t
Lest we believe that all was
devoted to social gatherines.
the convention theme, "Apprais-
in" Wiles for a creative Life! Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Atkins
Pierce Benbow, Mrs, Lois La-
tham Williams and Herschel




including the brilliant one giv-
en by Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Barnett (she's the famous Etta
Moten, mother of our Mrs. Stan-
ley Ish\ whose cocktail party
complimented the executive
Park Ave. home that is grac-
ed with one of America's most
famous African art collections.
Memphianr attending were Dr.
and Mrs TM Dr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Speight. jr„ Mrs. A. A.
Lattins and Miss Carole Let-
ting, Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Woods of Los Angeles, he's a
local product too, and his wife
is Delta's First vice president.
and Mrs Vasco H Smith
VISITS HAWAII — Miss Lou
LaTour, noted dramatist, led
land, the suburban estate of
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Wright,
well known entreneur, w a s
the sight of a brilliant dinner
party held on the expensive
and seemingly endless grounds
of the show-lace. Scores of
friends of the Atkins, formerAnother lovely party was the
Memnhian Bob Hemingway andone giver by the Herchel Lath
ams (his father being a well_ his wife later crusing the lake
with Wright's 4 bed cruiser. . .1known former Booker T. Wash-
ington teacher), which compn. the perusal of the blooded hots- .
es, cattle etc. raised theremented many of the Mem-
phians and former Memphians!provided more than ample
mentioned. share of "the good life."
Bae:. to Chicago again andTHE L. ALEX WILSONS
the Conrad Hilton . . . there(he's Tri State Defender's form-
er editor. and now editor of
the Daily Chicago Defender),
entertained at a luncheon at
their beautiful Lake Medows
apartment to compliment Mrs.
guests again feted.Wilson's sister, Miss Marilyn
Watkins and Mrs. Hattie House, MGT"' TN Nr-'17 OIMEAMS
TSD's Church editor. After- Locally. last Saturday night
*mini members of LaMar Cheriwards, Mr. Wilson took them on
Chub donning smart capri pantsa tour of the million dollar
and shirts to entertain in their
inimitable style at Lake View
Country Club.. 'Twas reelly
fen. where we chatted with
go anywhere in the U. S. Mr. and Mrs. James T-Teee. of
Our renresentatives also en- Nashville sen of Dr. and M-s.
loyed such Chicano places as .T. ""se and brother of Mrs.
The London House, where 'We'd "War. with them were
Mrs **ild*ed Frafton. and Mr.and Mrs. TProy Rruce. . theDetroit group.111 a ?nrt;a Fir* Mrs. Peatrice
Mire, Miss Rolena Mitchell In the beautiful setting of
and Edward Porter. Robert Is- Bloomfield Hills' 
she attended
bye. Eunice and James Milli. the reception riven by Dr. and
IMrs. Ethan McNeil who were"an, Rose Marie Wren, Frank
Tanner Ruth Latting, hosts to the NAACP reception
Ward and Bob Mays. 
Selma for Sammy Davis, at the
show-place home of the Mc-
and Floyd Newman,
Others included Mr. and Mrs. Neils'mheedere Walker Mr. and Mrs. And there was the outstand-
Jerry Faninn. charles Bonhart. log party of Dr. and Mrs. Tood
Menderson held at their Arden
Park mansion, where well
known Mrs. Mollie Moon of the
New York Urban League Beaux
Arts Ball fame, and wife of
the well-known journalist. Hen-
ry Lee Moon—who sent leads
of best wishes to her close
friend Mrs. Jettnetta Kelso. . •
Defender office on Michigan
Boulevard which is said to be
incomparable in decor and ap-
pointments. as office buildings
Georee Shearing was appearing
. . Tlie Robert Show Lounge
which featured Al Hibbler. The
Surc of Surrey and others.
MODF1 INITIATION
Of interest to many will he
the knowledge that Miss Carole
Latting was initiated into the
Delta sorority during a model
initiation. and her mother,
Mrs. A. A. Letting came from
her summer home at Fox Lake
at Angola. Indiana, to see the
tniation. and also to attend thel LawrenceFranees Walker.
banquet. notmherty and Thelma and Bob
ENT7RESITNG VACATIONS Encore.
About August 4 a couple trio, We were particularly Inter-Dr. and Mrs Leland F. Atkins, ested in the news of the ao-Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, nrnachine Golf tournament ofir. and Dr. and Mrs. G. W. this week coming from generalchairman Lawrence Datieherty.
who hetteht us ticket. whigh
the Nat'l Beauty Culturist
League on their recent tour
of Hassan. (She is third from
right on first row) Dr. K. E.
Whickam, national prexy, re-
mained in the states due to
illness. Making the trip were
Mrs. Ruth Renfro, Mrs. Rea-
trice Holifield, Mrs. Pauline
Humphrey, Mr. and Mrs.
George McClain, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Montrell, Mrs.
Helen Severe, Mrs. Parthen-
ia Bell, Little Shirley Ann
Foster, Mrs. Versie Bailey,
Mrs. Helen Ross. Mrs. Eve.
lena Price, Miss Viola Cross-
land. Mrs. Helen Penn. Mrs.
Sammy Jones, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Mahan, Mrs. Callie B.
Parish, Mrs. Beatrice Irvin,
Mrs. Valerie McPherson,
Mrs. Beatrice Adams. Mrs.
Olivia Pirtle, Mrs. Mary A.
Clark, second national vice
president; Mrs. Willie Jones.
Mrs. C. E. Fair and Mrs.
Bessie Cain hnbite, The grouts
intinerary was planned by
Mackenzie Travel organisa-





CHICAGO, 111. — A fiery ex-
change of political views be-
tween Governor G. Mennen
Williams of Michigan and for-
mer Governor Theodore R. Mc-
Keldin of Maryland climaxed
the 26th national convention of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority in
Chicago's Palmer House hotel.
The exchange, reminiscent of
political debates of old, occur-
red at a question and answer
period following speeches de-
livered by the governors.
During one of the highlight
moments the fiery Governor
McKeldin, a Republican, said
President Eisenhower sent
troops into Little Rock, Arkan-
sas because he knew it was the
of the well-known hole- se
Chadler. Carrie Snell. Laura
Roberson. Gladys M. Greene.
Leva Lewis, Myrtle Smith. Ma-
bel Winfrey. Vivian Ford. Na-
omi Gochete and mar,. Beate
in Freedom aed ty-oote " fenind Ten a lovely party. Among
arasrea of reestaeding persen felk anendine were Mr. and
elities i atterdam-e . . . ire 1 "s Wm Pay& Mrs. Boyd
(-iodine c-,v. G. meee,u len "rs R-vi (Mary) bearing love-
hems of miehie,an, The Tenn "it's for the three feminine
Theodore Meleeidin forrnt... vn-itors . . • Mrs. Vivian D.
Governor of Maryland...James' lrlite- Cleveland's social scribe
Farmer nroeram director of ,Lauretta White and husband
NAACP who spoke at the Pub- ileither. Dr. and Mrs. Middy
Meeting held also in the 1,Ternhriglat. Miss Belle Hen-
Grand Ballroom. anpearing in l ricks. Mr. and Mrs. Alerts('
place of Roy Wilkins, NA ACP's' Wrigle vet met. Odessa Chris-
titular head who was unabletnnner. all well-knewn to many
to atteed. Tce Public Program
, 
Menant“ans.
was centered on the torre.1 tn piitgeerae 4h0V stormed
''Creative Solutions to Social at the Carlton Honse which
Approach and the Democratic was the ju.nnine off place for
Anproach dismissed by the two, 'he men as they attended the
sterementierted governors. Conveetien . and the base
OuTSTANDYNG AW4RDS nereeinatiera for the ladies, ea'ion department. She is theDeltas also awarded the first win ironed them later for trios frtrmer heed of Pale Poll at"Mary Church Terrell Award- 40 such seteet places as TA-
tor distinguished public seryiee If If which .ea tees, en a bin
to Mrs. Daisy Bates Little ve. l^^1-;ca the Steel City and
Peek, Ark.'s "Angry Woman." famed for its French cuisine,
Youth Achievement Awards 4ei esetain r-^ok's for brunch , . and ditto for Mrs. reidiewere given to Joseph 1'0 ̂ Veil 'with SrIt and Mrs Mal Goode
the orieinater of the "si' ins"'of tne nunlic relations
ard to four undergraduate Del- I eider-rise there . . and the
tas who were among the group toy of peeing so many friends. Tuskeeee in se-donee.of the original "sit-met'." eeneaiativ Pr and Mrs. Leon • • •
Mrs. Bates was to appear at Anderson of Wilmineten. Del
the Public Meetine, but a hiok- -*rents of Mrs J. 0. Patterson,
en foot necessitated the slatine Ir.. who is wellknown here. . .
monds and Mrs. Vel Phillips.
lie latter a lawyer and Demo-
cratic Committeewoman
SAW FORMER MEMPWIIANS
The Memphis group were
delighted to see former Mem-
'gleans at many of the closed
and some of the public affairs... Its famed self. . Atemping at and Mrs. Edweed Davis. sheMin June Young. Mrs. Mary the Reosevelt. . .there was the heanteous one who foundedFields Stewart, Miss Georgia Sardi's teichow's ConsePhanl The Ce-Itttes. entertained ErnieStewart Mrs. Lockye Sweet.
Mrs Bernice A. E. Callaway,
Mrs Hattie Young. Mrs. Nel-
lie G Reenter, Mrs. Christine
Lanier Waterford, Mrs. Lillian
was Shangri-la. The Playboy
Key club of which the Barnett's
are members, where they en-
tertained also following their
cocktail party with Memphis
. . with Earline Hampton executive who now lives
misaine_ being on a „cation in "anta
in Della.. Tex •1•0 nlannine 
With former Mettinhian. 
to ert from there to Stevie° . ha Freeman Jeles and herand Theini, whn husband Floyd (he's a trumnetis 
player with Lionel Hampton.in thp hnerwitai.
our Erma attended the Detroit
riuTDr. CMPT:rierie Lee Browne, 
Jazz Festival.
Bob-head of North rarolina State 
There was her trip to -
colleee's math denertment is IA 
Island in Amhersburg. On-
here viaitine her parents. Mr. 
tario, Canada . . . Her trip to
and Atm Lawrence .T. Lee at
their flame at Pee
following a vaeation in Cali-
fore i a.
Atka It all spelled summer living 
Out of town guests attendingAt Ypsilanti, Mich..
Laws and her mother were the at its best . . and Erma re-
the affair were Mrs. Thelma
Hunts-quests of Mr. and Mrs. J. turned home leavin gher Moth- 
Gardner and friend of 
Dumas, brother of Alex Du- eri Mrs Frances Jones. to 
sae; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Gaylor of Franklin; Mr. andmas. former Memphis insur- remain longer with her sister. Mrs. Van Hambrick and John• • • 
Hurnton of Chicago. . . .
To young Ronald Anderson. Mrs. Mary A. Love entertain-we send our best wishes arid
G:lived for a fine year at 
ed the couple at breakfast theot 
the University of Southern Cali-
fornia. where he will do grad-
uate work in mathematics on
a scholarship grant awarded rr
earlier this summer. We shall;
never forget his courage andi
bravery ir the battle of free-Fox Lake with Jane Roscoe dom being waged by our youngarc party to be the meets of people here in Memphis. and
Mrs. A A. Letting. where she we hope that when he returnsfound Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, jr., this will indeed be, "a better
and dauehter. Sharon, spendingMrs Pearl H. ltaitehrt, sister
nf genial Elmer Henderson has 
the week-end. Mrs. Latting was
looking forward to having Mr.
Te v,an"e Stee Ittaiversity,
Mrs, Elms H. Mardis earned
her mestere decree at the Uni
versify of Illinois this summer
Ride-eft at Tenressee State Uni-
versity . . . and dote peein ter
Aubrey Turner. who got his at
Miss Velma Lois Jones and
Mrs. Zernia Peacock returned
home last Wednesday fromof Dr. Anna J. Julian, who was,whe was passing on Inquires 'heir five week Jet trin to;introduced by Dr. Helen Ed- •u hoe wishes for the many Etienne, wtmre they toured
Needs they made here. egnintries We'll have a run.
The surprise element entered down of their trig, next week.
into their decision to go to New, • • •
York City Instead of to the The trio of Mica Eema Lee
Vacation Ledge at West Vireini*
they had originally Merited to
attend Gotham proved to he
PWA to Detroit Michiean wag
filled to brimming over with
royal onlertaloMent. With Me.
Rirdland Leone. and a trees by , at ti,e nee•ser Tail on the Dee
the guts to the Village to hear 1 troll Riverfront at a love..
Miles Davis . and the play, Ilencheen. alone with Miss Jane
,egt Man." Petile'lf Co.t-tto direetar and
Back to Cleveland, Chester- Miss Sharon Revels, advisor to
been annoireed to T •14f oven
Letting to arrive last Sundayleee's health and physical eclu-
and to remain until after Labor
convention featured a variety
of programs designed to focus
attention on means of assuring
this creativity in freedom and
dignity.
The tone and pace of the con-
vention was set by Delta's na-
tional president, Dr. Jeanne L.
Noble, after the public service
Sorority was welcomed to the




NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Mr.
and Mrs. Issac R. Roland, sr.
announced the engagement of
their daughter, Cortez Gwen-
dolyn, to Eugene Cheatham at
a Patio Party last week.
The bride-elect, a graduate of
A & I State university, is an
elementary teacher at Union
City. . . Mr. Cheatham is the
son of Mrs. Catherine Fly and
Thomas Eugene Cheatham. He
is Master Sergeant, U.S. Army,
stationed at Fort Hood, Texas.
The wedding will take place
in the late fall.
A GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
GRACE WILLIAMS
Summer will soon be just a
memory as September school
bells ring out for thousands
of youngsters from kindergar-
ten through college. The "Back-
to-school" rush reminds us to
remind you that a good break-
fast is important for good
health.
For a number of years, doc-
tors have been studying the
effects of eating breakfast as
contared to going without
breakfast People of all ages
have been included in these stud-
ies. Again and again it has
been found that a good basic
breakfast improves physical
strength and mentaleffeiciency
in all age groups.
Studies also show that break-
fast is commonly the day's
poorest meal. Children as well
as adult:: who skip breakfasts
are less well fed than those
who regularly eat breakfasts.
In other words, children do not
generally make up at other
meals the nutrients which they
miss in skipped breakfasts.
We have learned from research
that the children who do not
eat breakfast do less well in
school perform physical tasks
less well, and may be irritable
and emotioually unstable.
Many reasons are given by
parents and students for poor
or skipped breakfasts. Such
reasons as—not hungry, rush-
ing to school, no regular family
breakfast time. and dislike of
the foodr, commonly served at
breakfast.
If these are the reasons for
poor or skipped breakfasts, then
the only way to solve the prob-
lem is to remove the underly-
ing cause.
Gettine up a half hour earlier
will eliminate the rush and les-
sen tension, permitting time for
preparine and eating a break-
fast that has appetite appeal.
Our breakfast pattern has be-
come too trite. It isn't neces-
sary to eat eggs, toast or cook-
ed cereal for breakfast every
An appetizing menu centered
around pork shoulder and chick-
en, barbecued, was served to
the 105 guests. A table adorn-
ed attractively with miniature
bride and groom and two
white doves was "chit-chat"
among the women. Also, a
variety of games and movies of
the travels of M-Sgt. Cheatham
added further pleasure to there- occasion.
place in which to live." Ronald
is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Willie Anderson and is an








at HOME in one
easy applicationl
Now you can hay. siasy-to-
mane go, easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go back even




GENTLE strength for women and
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for men's
shorter, coarser hair.









For faster, mars complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
-the combined action of several
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose-eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief











morning. A toasted cheese sand-
wich is excellent food and is
preferr ii by many children.
To be adequate, breakfast
need only to contain a protein
rich food, at least one energy
food, some milk and a piece of
fruit or fruit juice. Considering
what is popular with children,
an adequate breakfast may be
orange juice, hamburger on
enriched bun, and a glass of
milk.
Many mother find that the
habit of serving fruit rich in
vitamin C at breakfast' insures
that such a food is included
n the day's meal. However. this
is not necessary if you remem-
ber to include the fruit in the
diet evert' day.
September is better breakfast
month. This is a good time
to check your family's breakfast
habits. If you find that they
are not up to par, here are
(3) Organize breafast prep-
them.
(1) Allow time at breakfast.
Get up one-half hour earlier.
(2) Build good eating habits
gradually. Start with an appeal-
ing breakfast drink — then add
a food each day until you are
eating a complete breakfast.
(3) Organize breakfast prep-
aration and service as a part
of accepted daily routine.
(4) Plan interesting and vari-
ed menus that give you and
your family the incentive for
eettine up and eating a good
breakfast
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State Defend-
er through the cooperation of
the Memphis Dairy Council.
Mrs Williams is a teacher of
Home Economics at Manassas
High school.
STARTING DATE
Rural mail delivery service in





























SYLVANIA', finest Dualette! Just
press a button on the tiny Magic
Touch Remote Tuner and you
change channels instantly from as
ler as 25 feet away! Provides the
compact easy-to-move convenience
of a portable, the fashion and
function of a table model. Fea-
ture': illuminated channel indi-
cator, front-mounted speaker,
picture prompter, S-110 chassis
(25-tube performance), rotating
antenna. light-weight plastic cabi-
net in beige and ivory, surf green
and mist. 17" screen measured
diagonally, 150 sq. in. viewing area.





















(SUITS FOR SWIMMING AND SUNNING
ARE YOURS FOR THE MAKING
By: Evelyn CALM josh ant
Bathing suits used to be
for swimming only. Now they
are so much a part of the
fashion scene that girls who
never go neat the water give
as much time and attention to
their swim wear as to other
items of their summer ward-
robes.
No longer can a vacationer
get by with a 5-year-old bath-
ing suit just because it hasn't
worn Out Of because style is
no factor. Style is very defi-
nitely a factor. Bathing suit
designs vary almost as much
The Hawaiian influence is seen
In a sarong bathieg suit fashioned
of batik printed fabric. Fitted
bodice has narrow shoulder
straps and is joined to a side-
draped skirt over matching pants.
Line and fabric combine for an
occideet al fashion, orientally
flavored. To be worn over the
Suit, a solid-toned cover-up.
Lined with the printed fabric,
the jacket has detail in its short,
flaring sleeves. Collarless, the
cover-up buttons thrice. This
beach ensemble...MeCall's Pat-
tern .5455. Misses' sizes 10-. 18.
75s.
as street wear, and they are
subject to as many fashion
whims. Another thing, a match-
ing or contrasting jacket is a
must for a complete beach
ensemble. It is not only prac-
tical but pretty.
The advantages of making
your own bathing suit are
obvious. First, proper fit is
assured. This is absolutely
necessary in a garment that
leaves so much of the anatomy
exposed. Then, the home
sewer is able to camouflage
her figure faults or accentuate
her strong points. If she is a
swimmer or water splasher
she has a wide choice of
fabrics that lend themselves
beautifully to salt or fresh
water. Or if she is a poolside
poser, she can make a "bath-
ing" suit out of anything
from embroidered eyelet to
matte jersey. Even gold and
silver yarns have found their
way to the beach. In other
words, making a bathing suit
offers few, if any, limitations
as to style Of fabric.
Photographed are two of
McCall's newest bathing suit
and jacket patterns. The print
sarong-type suit (McCall's
Pattern No. 5455) has at-
tached bloomer pants. The
suit is lined and has a side
zipper closing. There's a
Talon zipper for every sewing
need with simple A-B-C in-
structions in each package
for easy and professional
zipper application. Shoulder
straps are sewn in place at
the back and buttoned in place
at the front. The collarless
jacket is single-breasted and
has three large buttons. Also
completely lined, it has set-
in, cape -like sleeves and
pockets in the side seams.
Made here in a brown, orange
and yellow floral print, it may
also be made in poplin, linen,
polished cotton or synthetic
mixtures. The jacket would be
attractive in hopsacking,
pique or synthetic mixtures.
The white suit (McCall's
Pattern No. 5375)has • cuffed
camisole top and little boy
shorts. Completely lined, it
has a back zipper closing and
elastic in the legs of the
lining. The cuff may match
or contrast. White eyelet is
used in the unlined jacket. It
has a large flat collar and
unmounted sleeves. The faced
collar is made in one with the
fronts. Large pockets are in-
cluded in the side seams and
front facing seams. Suggested
fabrics for this set are linen,
pique, polished cotton, printed A great consolation to
cotton, synthetic mixtures, school friends is that
oxford cloth, sharkskin.
Send right now for a free
apron pattern. Mail a card to
Evelyn Cunningham, c/o
McCall's Patterns, 230 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Compounded Interest. .. paying off
well in a bathing wait ensemble.
Bathing suit with cuffed bodice
and little boy shorts is in the
swim of fashion in white. Shawl-
collared jacket goes eminine is
white eyelet. McCall's Pattern
45375. 75e. Misses' 12 - 18.1
Sleekly fitted tailored suit is!
closed with a nipper by Talon. '
Fashion's ,perfect finishing
touch, Talons new magic Zip
has • woven sewing guide line












This is Gracie Hardy and
Faye Brown, bringing you the
lastest happenings around the
Hollywood Area.
WEEK'S THOUGHT
Greater love hath no man
than this than a man lay down
his life foi his friends.
Did You Know:
Joe Young who resides at
2332 Eldride ave., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Young, is a
graduate of Hyde Park Jr. Hi.,
Manansas High school, and is
now a Junior at Tenn. State
University in Nashville. Mr.
Young is studying to become
a lawyer. He is a dutiful mem-
ber of Pleasent View Baptist
church. We, as well as all
t h e Hollywood Community
would like to wish him an up-













caned CERTANE. triII not burn or
desosItIss even the most delicate
tissue, Yet Is powerfully cleansing
and deodorlsing.Don't take chances.
Oct CERTANE today at drug aroma.
Top Boys
Edward Bryant, Oscar Cross,
Fred Jackson, Don Allen Wil-
liams, Milton Lee Hardy, John
Rhodes, Harold Brownlee, Torn•
mie Baker, James Boswell,
Waverly Hobson and Charles
Brown.
Top Girls
Mary Ella Hobson. Freddie
Rooks, Barbara Ridley, Lou
Ethel Lowe, Cheyenne Deener,
Darthulia Parks, Marva Craw.
ford, Willie Craft, Shirley
Anne Crawford, Donna Dyson,
Alva Harris and Stella Faye
Dyson.
We heard that B T J is try-
ing to move H L M out of
B F E, heart (you know what,
the initials aren't in the right
place).
Don, what is wrong with you
and H G? Prentice is not
punching his time card regular-
ly. M E H be sweet for Tom-
mie. Tyrone, make up your
mind between F. B. and M.E.
Well like here we are, and
like there we go, be back next
'time with things you ought&
know.
LEISURE DANCE
The Men of Leisure will pre-
sent a pre-Labor Day dance
Friday night, Sept. 2, from 9
until at Currie's Club Tropi-
cana. Music will be by Ben
Branch and the Largos.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS







760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Avt.-FA 3-8507








The Victorian's club is pre-
paring for its annual September
celebration which revolves
"Victorian's Queen of the
around the choosing of the
Year" and contest.
The contest officially opened
June 19, and will culminate




bells are ringing all over now
and all but the college set will
be working hard too. We hope
that all have had a pleasant ya-
ration and feel ready and able
to get back to work. We won't
have to look at vacationers walk
around any more while we work.
Behr; true southerners we have
orfrirt:1 hospitality and we are
always glad to see company. We
still have a few around. Visit-
ing in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Farris in Ruther-
ford from Toledo, Ohio. are her
sister and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Cobb and son.
Will Simpson of Chicago has
been a recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Wade. Miss Louise
Mull of Chicago is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Willie Mull. James
Robert Edmonds of Rockford,
Ill., was a recent guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell
Edmonds.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Phillips of
Indianapolis, Ind., were week-
end visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Phillips. They left Sat.
urdav for an extended vacation
in Florida. Alabama and points
in Tennessee. With them were
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips of Dyer
From post card reports they
are having a wonderful time.
Miss Geneva Stanhack of Chi-
cago is visiting friends and rdl.
atives in this area. She is the
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. B
B. Russell and mother, Mrs.
Lue Featherston. Mrs Allie Mae
Harris and daughter Mrs. Ruby
Harris and daughter Attie Han
Hs are ruests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Harris. They are from
Cleveland. Mrs. Ruby Burrow
and mother, Mrs. Pinky Haddon
of Detroit are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Ivory Powell.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rqilev Per
son and Mrs. George Davis and
Contestants will be feted Sun-
day, Sept. 11, at a soiree at the
home of Mrs. Auggie Mae
Hayes, 1920 Person, 5 p. m..
when they will be presented
to the public.
Friends and patrons are in-
vited to attend the reception,
at which refreshments will be
served on the lawn.
This year's contestants in-
clude Mrs. Dorothy Phillips.
Miss Eunice Miller, Miss Vir-
ginia Breedlove, Miss Rita
Powell, Miss Willie Mae Steven-
son, Mrs. Louise Shields, Mrs.
Nannie Mae Benton, Mrs. Ella
Witherspoon, Mrs. Jean Blue.
Mies Marie Spight, Mrs. Annie
Pearl Young, Mrs. Gertrude
McVey and Mrs. Annie Laura
LEMOYNE OPENS
Registration for freshman at
LeMoyne college will take
place Sept. 7 and freshman
Sept. 8.
Upperclassmen will confer
with advisors Sept. 8 and will
register Sept. 9-10.
All classes will begin at 8:30
a.m.. Sept. 12.
President Hollis F. Price will






















,daughter, Delois, along with
Mr. James Collier of Jackson
were recent guests of Mr and
Mrs. Clarence Moore.
Sylvester Burns and daugh-
ter, Sally B. Burns. Mrs. Bea-
trice Ivic, Mr. and Mrs. Olice
Fields spent last week-end in
Indianapolis, visiting the Burns'
son, Wallace and Mrs. Tyree
Ivie. Mrs. Ivie stayed for a few
days visit The Fields visited
his father, Charlie B. Fields.
Mrs Elizabeth Dodd is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Sedric Deal and
cousin in Mayfield, Ky.
Dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris Sunday
were Rev. and Mts. W. C.
Rogers. Mrs Drucilla Douglas
and Mrs Cordell& O'Daniel.
Mrs. Hollis Jordan and De-
Lois Anr. Wynn spent the week-
end with. Mrs. L. M. Ewell in
Union City The three of them
spent Sunday in Cairo, Ill.,
with Mrc Maynolia Wynn.
Mrs. Ethel Bridgeman and
daughter Mrs. Lena Danner
were week-end visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Ball. Mrs. Dan-
ner was en route to Columbia,
S. C., where she is a high
school English teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jami-
son and daughter John Etta and
Mrs. La Pearl Burns spent Sun-
day at the annual homecoming
at Glover's Chapel M.B. church
in Hardman county.
OUR suit
Mrs. retty Clara LaRue has
been ill for some time, and is
improvirv, slowly. Mrs. Betty
Lou Martin and Miss Carolyn
Yarbough are home from hos-
pitals and they are doing nicely.
Mk; Susan Simpson is a pati.
ent in Jackson Madison Coun-
ty hospital.
Funeral services were held
recently for Mr. Thirstain Barn-
ett. who died suddenly in De-
troit. He was a brother of Mrs.
Elsie Newhouse. Other survi-
vors are his wife, Mrs. Viorra
Barnett, 2 sons, George of
Trenton and Theodius of South
Bend, Ind., his mother. Mrs.
Willie Barnett of St. Louis, 2
brothers. Messrs. Percy and
Joe Louis Barnett of Detroit
and St. Louis respectively, 3
other sisters, Mrs. Ella Austin
of Detroit. Mrs. Mary String-
fellow of St. Louis, and Mrs.
Willie Bell Ivy of St. Lonis and
a host of other relatives and
friends.
Vacationing in Canada and
Detroit recently was Mr. John
Sellars who visited a brother,
and sister in Detroit.
To close the Revivals the
Rev. Linsey Seward of Rock-
ford, Ill., is the evangelist at
Beech Grove, Rutherford and
the Rev P. E. Brooks at Dyer
CME. Great interest is being
held at both churches.
Mrs. Lessie Stanback has re-
tumid from an extended stay
in Milwaukee, Wis., with her
children.
Sims.
All contestants will wear
short formal dresses designed
by Mrs. Auggie Mae Hayes and
Mrs. Ernestine McGhee.
The Victorians will wear black
and white tuxedos with Chinese
red accessories. The trumpet
will sound the royal call for the
royalties promptly at 5:30 p. m.
Gilbert Moore and Cokumbus
Rice are the organization's
president and reporter, respec-
tively.
a
chairman of the program and
Mrs. Rebecca Davis is co-chair-
man. Rev. B. T. Dumas is pas-
tor. A report of the outcome
will be given after the program.
The Gospel Harmonizers are
celebrating their third anniver-
sary beginning this Thursday
night, Sept. 8 and will end the
second Sunday night, Sept. 11,
beginning the program at Gold-
en Rule Missionary Baptist
church. Outstanding groups will
appear on the programs.
Manager, Alex Davis and.
President, Albert Davis.
During the Summer vacation
months many individuals in our
community took it upon them-
selves to get the feel of an-
other climate. At this time we
shall give you a few of the va-
cationers in what we shall call
"A Vacation Roundup." 1
Mrs. Ruby Ishmel of 5092
Truse spent a paid two weeks
vacation in Chicago, Ill. Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Wicks, a
month's vacation in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Young and
family of 5026 Arnold a week's
vacation in St. Louis, Mo.
Walter Franklin and brother,
a week-end in St. Louis. Miss
Vivian Nlacklin spent a week-
end in Chattanooga. During the,
Grand Session of OES' seventy-
eighth convention, Mrs. Etta
Mae Selman, who is matron of
the local 252 chapter, along with
Mrs. Annie Jones and others
participated.
Albert Davis, a two-week's
vacation in Chicago, Ill. Mr. and
Mrs. Booker Coleman of 5029
William Arnold rd., a week's
vacation in Nashville. Leroy
Davis, a three-week's vacation
in Knoxville, Tenn. and a
month's vacation in New Jersey,
Mrs. Alice Cotton, a lovely
three day tour to Canada and
a week's stay in Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Ronnie Alexander of 2209
geant from this vicinity, recent-
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Robert Walls. James Coger,
Percy Jones. William Fleming,
Homer Patrick, Eddie Bonner,
Bobby Rutherford, Eddie Walls,
Leroy Coger and John Garrett.
COUPLES
Marjorie Crutcher and Last
rence Wood. Gloria Callaway
and Ossie Lowe. Carolyn Dukes
and Matthew Burkins, Beverly
Burrows and Tommie Johnson,
Emma Nicholson and Percy
Jones, Lillie Mae Brown ard
Leandrew Davis. Doris Macklin
and Robert Sims, Ora Hekes
erine Mitchell (13), the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Mitchell of 4933 Arnold and
Yvonne Mitchell (11), the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Mitchell of 4968 Arnold.
They did a tap dance to mu-
sic played by a band,
TOP GIRLS
Joyce Harris, Murdis Bur-
rows, Ludia Jackson, Fannie
Gaines, Doris Farley, Lorene
Cotton, Barbara Turner, G-en-
Hello,
Now, summer vacation time I
Is coming to a close. Teachers
are having meetings, boys and
girls are doing school shopping
and although we have enjoyed
. .. and still are, the summer,
we are all ready for another
school term.
CHURCH NOTES
Just to remind you of the New
Philadelphia Baptist church's
Woman's Day Program on
Sept. 18. All ladies wishing to
sing in the chorus are asked to
come to the church on Thurs-
Oy night.
Marshal spent a two-week's Va-
cation in Gary, Ind., where she
went on a family picnic at Lake
Michigan . . . on returning she
remarked "I liked to have Eros.
en."
The fabulous Eight Social
club is sponsoring a treasure
hunt at 5097 Spottswood in this
community. The affair will be-
gin at 4 p.m. on Sept. 4. Offi- we don't know the answer to,
cers of the charming group are namely who is Little Molly. . .
Mrs. Mary Frances Turner, or maybe the question should
president; be directed to Eddie Walls.
—Mrs. Daisy Alexander. vice Yes, we figured that.
Mrs. Gunzella Williams is 
president: Mrs. Estelle Boggs, Don't feel too left out Ralph,
secretary
treasurer: 
aMrs.nd G huisrssi 
in another direction yourself.
because you've been visiting
BBrieTtkyse
Jones, business manager.
Among the special guests who PITTSBURGH — Coal cheml•
have been invited ... not mean- cats produced in an average
1
ing you aren't invited, are the year total about $400 million.
Twilight Social club, the Social- 
ettes. the Mam-Zelle Social club., 
the Twelve Matrons. Don't miss, 
)the Desires, the Sportsmen and hnnks Hemorrhoids
• • •
it!
Little Johnny Mitchell, Jean
Snips and Albert Davis, Ber-
nice Exton and Nathaniel Bee.
ton, Fannie Gaines and Roy
Bonner.
EYE THIS
There are just a few things
Participating in the Park Pa- , •
Without Surgery
ly held at Melrose were Kath- )tops Itch Relieves Pain
For the first time science has found
s new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain - without
iurgery. In case after case, while
Tentiy relieving pain, actual redue-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all -results were so thee-
ugh that sufferers made astonishing
,tatements like "Piles have ceased ti
e a problem!" The secret is a net
ealing substance (Bio-Dyne.)-chis
overy of • world-famous researcl
nstitute.This substance is now avail
dale in suppository or ointment tort





Showing Our Merchandise T6'
Friends and Neighbors
Part Time
SEE --- Mr. Anderson
492 South Main Street
s
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M., Daily Except Sundays
The "home team" of scientist Meredith Gourdine and his wife, June. The children, left to right. are Traci; Mere-
efith Jr.; Toni; and Teri. "My doctor recommended Carnation for every one of their formulas." says Mrs. Gourdine.
Engineering-Scientist-a former Olympic athlete-
helps raise his own "team" on Carnation
You may remember the track-star
days of Meredith "Flash" Gourdine,
record-breaking broad jumper at
Cornell University and member of
the 1952 Olympic track team. Mr.
Gourdine, Ph.D., is now director
of the Magneto Hydrodynamics
Research Laboratory at Plasmadyne
Corporation in Santa Ana, Calif.
"My wife, June, has a houseful of
hearty eaters to feed," he declares
with admiration. "She cooks with
Carnation because it gets more milk
nourishment into the youngsters."
Mrs. Gourdine adds: "And because
it can be used like cream—yet it has
only % the fat calories of cream!"
The secret is Carna tion's own way of
evaporating fresh, whole milk. Only
water in removed—slowly, so that
Carnation looks, pours and even
whim like cream—with 1/2 the fat cal'
ones. No wonder today's Carnation
in the red and white can is the
world's favorite brand by far I
F4
'p.c.% Co. row rod rnwor'"
desire
"Meredith won't have anything but Carnation
in his coffee," Mrs. Gourdine declares. "And I
use it in all my cooking to make things creamy
smooth.This failure-proof custard, for instance
-never watery, always firm. And Carnation is




(11.14.to R.1 togchystimal custards)
4 eggs




1½ cups (large can)
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
Beat ingredients to mix well. Pour cos-- I
tard into 6-8 baking dishes, aprinkle -)
with nutmeg. Put dishes in 21/2" deep
pan; pour water around custard dishes., , I
Bake in moderate oven (350°F.) 40-45 /
minutes, or until knife inserted into cus• i
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Promoters Eye Cole, Johnny Mathis Shows
LENA HORNE and hubby,
Lennie Heyton are shown as
they boarded plane at New
York's Idlewild Airport for va•
ration in France. Miss Horne
will make one public appear-
ance via one nighter in Monte
Carlo during her stay abroad.
Hollywood, TV Have Fear
Problems; Seek Answers
The film colony has plenty,
problems. First there is thet
matter of television threatening
Its very lifeline with major cut
into the boxoffice via theatres.
But this is only a part of the
troubles.
Certainly Dixie offers a prob-
lem for distributors with its
frowns on accepting films that
ere interracial. And Hollywood
Is f?eling the "swat" even more
sine the sit-in demonstrations
In eating places showed on the
scene. Distributors representing.
major studios say many sec-
tions of Dixie are turning down
pictures they might normally
accept — with reservations of
course—but for the sit-in "prob-
lem." This is one of the trou-
bles.
However, do not let anyone
tell you that sailing is smooth
for television. It simply isn't.
Television has access to files
containing many films it dares




Barry Belafonte is currently
appearing COMES STORY
THAT next production by his t
own firm, HarBel will be a dra-
matic sock in which SIDNEY t
POITIER WILL appear as co- d
star.—PIX LIKE THE FIRST
two produced by Belafonte will
be an interracial sock with no
punches pulled. — SAM M Yie
DAVIS CAME in for Urban
League Festival Saturday by
jet plane AND LEFT OVER
like transportation for Las Ve-
in her third stint on the pro-
gram. — AL HIBBLER'S two
week stay at Roberts Show
Lounge in Chicago was socksa-
ional.—HIBBLER HAS LONG
been a favorite in Chicago,
ouched off during his vocalist
ays with Duke Ellington.—
COUNT BASIE'S engagement
on Chicago's northside attract-
ing jams from all parts of the
ity.
• 0 •
THE PROPOSED film "The
Bill Robinson Story" Hollywood
is discussing will include taped
gas where he is booked to ap- shorts showing the late great
pear. lancer performing on benefits,• •
the one thing Bill seemed most
HORACE HENDERSON, the happy at doing.—BROADWAY
CRITIC reports Pegleg Bates
slated for role in a pia., (music-
al) to be staged this winter.—
HAPPIEST MOMENTS of Pe-
ter's Sisters lives were last
week when Vivien Leigh visited
backstage at an affair played
in London. — MISS LEIGH
SPENT most of the intermis-
sion visitng with the famous
American artists who now live
abroad.
famous orkster has decided to
make Minneapolis his home.—
HORACE IS ON location at a
cafe in that city where he has
been appearing for several
months now. — SUCH POPU-
LARITY VIA lengthy engage-
ment must be deserved.—LENA
BORNE WHO planned-it for
France this week will spend
stay over there on vacation
with single night's interruption
being a singing stint at Monte
Carlo night club. — CLOSING
NIGHT at Regal where LaVern
Baker and Brook Benton were
starred attracted largest jam of
season.—AND THE OTHER six




Greek Theatre seilout for John-
ny Mathis show several weeks
before opening.—What a guy'
What an artist!—VIONA JEF By ROBERT ROYFERSON, one time vocalst with
Duke Ellington and recently re- 
The Bonnie Graham story can
turned from Europe PLANS AN be told in sequences lead-
EARLY RETURN to London ing from membership in a St.
GOOD HAVING Vi pay us a
visit Thursday afternoon. —
WHEN SAMMY DAVIS called
Frankie Sinatra from Canada
to complete big name cast for
Saturday's Urban League Jazz
Festival "Mr. Wonderful" was
able to do what few others can.
—THAT IS GET Frankie by
telephone.—CONCLUSION: THE
TWO FAMOUS ARTISTS must
be pretty tight, as they say in
stage parlance.
EVEN THOUGH JUANITA
1".1.. was featured as "Bloody
" in the play "South Pa-
t
." Della Reese will repre-
/ it "sepia corner* when Ed
I ullivan oonors Oscar Ham-
merstein on his broadcast Sept.
t4.—WHEN MAHALIA JACKSON
ap- -s on Telephone telecast
k• 'nth she'll be engaging Grand, a Harlem cafe, LaVerne
Louis church choir to a berth
near the top of the recording
field if one elects to tell how
WHERE SHE HAS leftover
cafe committments brought on
by illness that caused her to
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.return to the states.—'TWAS
Joseph Buckner got where she
is today.
Born La Verne Buckner, in St.
Louis in the late thirties, the
little girl participated in neigh-
borhood plays, sang at house
parties and on Sundays joined
mother and brother Willie in
singing in the church choir.
They also appeared as a trio
with the mother who was also
the choir's soloist. But La-
Verne wasn't to remain an
amateur. With her talents and
a switch of her name to Bon-
nie Graham, Bonnie entered a
talent quest sponsored by Chic
Finney, which she won handily.
Prize were a trip to New York
and an engaee-nent at that
town's Baby Grand.
While appearing at the Baby
•
objection. In addition television
considers possibility of screen-
ing other films that might be
received by most viewers even
including Dxie but there are
others to object. The various
minority groups.
Two such films are "Birth
Of A Nation" and -Gone With
The Wind." "Birth Of A Na-
tion made available; "GWW"
hasn't for simple reason that
studio feels it has money value
in a revival for theatres and
have refused to say okay to its
release to television.
Both films are objectionable
to Negroes and would draw
plenty criticism if released on
television screens. This, tele-
vision brass knows well. Know-
ing how the three major chains
dislike controversies the reluct-
ency to screen either film is
quite understandable.
Of the two pictures. "Gone
With The Wind" and "Birth CC
A Nation" the latter faces th&
stiffer objections from minority
groups. When "Birth" was
shown many years ago which
was long before the current
protest period, it met with na-
tion wide criticism and opposi-
tion. Today with Negroes re-
ceiving and demanding more
respect from Hollywood and
television the protest would
naturally hit an unprecedented
high.
Yes, things are in a rather
troubled state today for both,
television and Hoollywood. Still
it appears strange indeed that
both stand ready to deny such
troubles exist. They feel and
say, the criticisms are unjust
and at least should not be level-
ed at arts. True or false, the
fact remains that such prob-
lems are known to exist and at
a costly figure to both films
and television.
Church Choir To Top
As Professional For
Cute Bonnie Graham
NAT KING COLE who will
produce and star in his own
Broadway show is shown with
Ann Baxter when the famous
star was visiting on set where
Nat was making a picture.
Cole, Johnny Mathis
Productions Wanted
From Coast To Coast
Announcements that Nat King
Cole and Johnny Mathis are
rehearsing and casting for pro-
ductions to be delivered this
season promoters the nation
over are bidding for chance to
book the attractions.
In the case of Mathis the pro-
duction is a "one man show"
starring the great singer and
scheduled to make its debut 'at
Greek Theatre in Hollywood
next week. Cole, on the other
hand has started casting for a
vehicle he plans presenting on
Broadway. The production will
star Cole but will feature sev
eral other top artists on inter-
racial plan.
Decision by the two stars to
Off The
Record
WHEN THE "PEARL BAI-
LEY SHOW" opened at Holly-
wood's Cocoanut Grove, the
town's popular Mickey Cohen
and his tan buddy, Tommy
Tucker. who operates the plush
PI& room, were spied with New
Yorkers Major Robinson and
Bob Colker.
• • •
NEW YORK WHISPERS are
that Jackie Hayes, the hand-
some publicist who was once
rumored altar-bound with
blues singer Dinah Waning-




"fainted" during a perform-
anc-,. at the Coliseum in Atlantic
City six policemen and two
physicians rushed to his aid,
only to find that the "fainting"
was all part of the blues sing-
er's act.
• • •
BUDDY CALDWELL, the V.
Tone Records head, is "jetting"
around the country to personal-
ly promote his hit recording,
"Irresistible You" by Bobby
Peterson.
Buckner who was not Boni.
Graham caught the eye of a bit,
time talent agent. It was he
who sent her to upstate New
York where she was to get her
first big break. In Buffalo she
was signed for a weekly tele
vision show called Variety
Showcase, the number one tele
cast in most of New York state
With the conclusion of this
contract and after several en-
gagements in clubs and theatrec
in and around Buffalo Bonnie
moved to California.
In San Francisco and Los An-
geles as well Bonnie enjoyed
success while starring in night
clubs and on television as well.
Then came an engagement in
Montreal. Canada where Bonnie
was a solid sock for many
weeks. It was while in Canada
she met Louis Jordan who ad-
mired her talents.
Thus when Jordan's vocalist
became ill and had to leave the
band during a San Francisco
date the famous orkster sent
for Bonnie Graham to fill in.
Bonnie remained with Louis for
take to the production system
means several hotels and cafes
they usually play during the
winter will feel the loss as much
as fans will benefit. Both Cole
and Mathis appear in clubs dur-
ing winter spreading throughout
the nation. Such places as New
York's Copa; Chicago's Chez
Paree, Miami's top locations
and Las Vegas hotels including
the Sands will hardly be able
to land either artists until later
in the season.
The Cole production, incident-
ally will be first under banner
of the star's recently set up
firm for handling his own par-
ticipation in films, television
and recording. Like Harry Bela-
fonte Cole has decided to pro-
duce his own films and shows
for television and even the
theatres.
Ths pair of decisions by Cole
and Harry Belafonte are in
keeping with the Hollywood
trend. Most top performers in
the film colony either have
their own companies or insist
on sharing in profits made by
films in which they star. And
the same may be said for tele-
vision where artists like Desi
and Lucille Ball have branched
out with their own companies
and made huge fortunes.
Belafonte, first to branch out
has already produced two films,
"The World, The Flesh and
The Devil" and "Odds Against
Tomorrow," both of which net-
ted the famous artist more than
he was able to bank after three
appearances as star of films he
did not produce. This one in-
cludes his co-starring stint with
Dorothy Dandridge in "Carmen
Jones" as well as "Island In
The Sun" that placed him along-
side Dandridge again and Joan
Fontaine.
Now Belafonte will attempt
producing his own television
spectacular, or at least finan-
cing the production. The latter
spectaculars will be seen over
CBS-TV in Oct. and again after
first of the year. Harry has
traveled over most of the world
collecting material and artists
for the two programs.
AONNIE GRAHAM
remainder of the season. She
might still be with Louis only,
like many other vocalists Bon-
nie decided to go for herself as
a single.
The Jordan engagement con-
cluded Bonnie accepted an offer
to return East and display her
singing talents in night clubs.
First engagements were along
the Rush street stem where she
appeared for several months.
Two weeks ago she visited
McKie's Show Lounge on south-
side for a "Celebrity Night"
party. She sang two numbers
as guest artist and McKie was
sold. He found she had time on
her hand and signed Bonnie
for weekend singing stints. Now
the little girl who rose from
church choir singing to stardom
can be heard dishing out blues,
rock 'n roll and jazz from band-
stand at McKie's. She'll remain
at McKle'e until previous com-
mitments take over and cause
her to shift East for night club
work in New York and other
eastern cities.
JOHNNY MATHIS, left, takes
time out from rehearsing for
his one man show to accept a
few pointers on musical score




Should gospel music be play-
ed outside the church or in
halls where religious gatherings
are assembled is still the ques-
tion it seems.
Just when the waters appear-
ed calm and the subject about
forgotten the major disc com-
panies report complaints arriv-
ing from certain quarters. So
much so that several companies
are thinking of forgetting all
about such recordings and stick-
ing to the jazz, rock'n roll and
blues field for spotlighting sepia
talent.
First protests from ministers
and other church officials went
to the newspapers but now the
stream of mail appears heading
for the various recording com-
panies. Little attention was giv-
en the original squawks but
now that the recording com-
panies as well as the press have
been called in on the discussion
something may develop. Devel-
op to the liking of one or the
other factions but the big ques-
tion is which one?
Most recent of the major com-
plaints came from a church or-
ganization with large member-
ship. The complaint was head-
ed, of course, by one of the
two ministers who made the
complaint originally. Apparent-
ly unable to get far with his
earlier plan of contacting the
papers with his objections the
father of the drive sought other
means. And this means was
the recording companies that
turn out the discs.
The very first objection to
using material usually associ-
ated with churches and church
groups resulted after the song
"The Lord's Prayer" had been
released for sale over popular
record counters. The recording
as disced by Sarah Vaughan
and many other top stars sold
millions of copies. It was well
done and with more of a re-
llgious fervored tone than popu-
lar and other styles. But the
objectors still saw red every
time they heard the tune played
over radio or juke boxes.
With this new step taken the
objecting ministeres may get
someplace with their plan to
have the practice of recording
"gospel music" for popular
sales stopped. At least they
hope so. In the meantime the
issue bears watching.
Poll Rates Billy Wad
Disc Greatest Of Year
HOLLYWOOD — "Stardust as
recorded by Billy Ward and his
Dominoes is regarded by
America's teen-agers as the best
recording.
More than 1,000 young people
made this clear in an annual
summer favorite singer poll
conducted by the Gilbert Youth
Ray Charles
Hits Jackpot
LOS ANGELES — Ray Char-
les orch and init of entertainers
grossed a walloping $21,268
Thursday at Palladium here at
$2.80 top. Total of 7,342 cus-
tomers were clocked on promo-
tion staged by Hal Zeiger.
Charles, in on percentage,
wound up with $9,100. Zeiger
paid a flat $1,000 rental for
ballroom and spent $2,000 on
radio spots promoting gig.
Last Jan. 10, on similar pro-
motion by Zeiger, Charles and
crew drew 4,500 payees into the
Palladium. Zeiger currently is
talking deal with Willard Alex-
ander, manager of Benny Good-
man for latter's band to do
two-niter at Rendezvous Ball-




The Sutherland Lounge for
several seasons, one of the top
amusement spots on weekends
is increasing its "live" pro-
grams every night starting next
week,
In past top "names" have
appeared at the Sutherland
five days a week, Wed. through
Sunday. However, the new plan
will have live entertainment 7
nights a week The attractions,
have in the past, had two nights
off but the new program will
exclude only Tuesday.
Research Foundation.
"Love is a Many Splendored
Thing" was second, followed by
"White Christmas," "Summer
Place," "In the Still of the
Night" and "Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes," according to a
copyrighted story released by
Eugene Gilbert, president of
the foundation.
Reached on location in Seat-
tle, Ward said he was "elated."
He added, "Our 'Sixty Minute
Man' recording started the
Rock and Roll craze back in
1951 and our 'Stardust' touched
off the return to the standards.
It is gratifying to note that the
teen-agers appreciate good
music and the 'trash' you hear
so much nowadays didn't get
a single vote."
In other departments, Johnny
Mathis and Connie Francis took
top honors for best recording
male and female singer, the
Kingston Trio as folk singers
and The Platters for mixed re-
cording groups (male and fe-
male). Runners-up to Mathis in-
cluded Bobby Darin, Frankie
Avalon, Paul Anka, Frank Sin-
atra, Elvis Presley and Pat
Boone in that order. Behind
Connie Francis were Doris Day,
Dinah Shore, Ella Fitzgerald
and Connie Stevens.
PLAYBOY PUBLISHFR flegh
Hefner and two "Playmates"
from the Near Northside Play-
boy Hal help on ticket sales
for the Chicago Urban League
big benefit Jam/ Festival Sat-
urday Auguet.27, 8:30 p. m..
at Comiskey Park. Big show
will headline Sammw Davis,
jr., Frank Sinatra, Peter Law-
ford, "Cannonball" Adderly,
fin, Gillespie and many oth-
ers. Heftier is a member of








The hassle between the New York Yankees, Chicago White
Box and the Baltimore Orioles for the American league flag
and the consistency with which the Pittsburgh Pirates are re-
taining their hold on the National leaguevtop spot are so much
the 'big league talk that the events in the lives of pitchers
Don Newcombe and Robert Earl Wilson have been little noted.
For Wilson, making his way
with the Boston Red Sox, it
would appear that the strong
hard throwing right hander is
about to make his mark as a'
major league hurler. Newk, re-
cently traded to the Cleveland
Indians from the Cincinnati
Reds, in the midst of a noble
effort to retain his mailing ad-
dress within the realm of base-
ball's best.
Up again from the Red Sox
farm at Minneapolis, Wilson is
given a good chance to stick
this time. Earl had another op-
portunity last year, when he ar-
rived in Boston in the company
of Elijah 'Pumpsie' Green as
the first two Negroes to per-EARL WILSON
form with the Red Sox.
Pumpsie was the item of that moment and Wilson's lack
of progress was little noticed. Control was Wilson's bug-a-boo
and his stay with Boston was cut short by his inability to find
the plate.
During Mike Higgins' first trip to Comiskey Park as the
recently rehired manager of the faltering Red Sox, the pos-
sibilities of Wilson's being called up from the American As-
sociation to bolster the sagging BoSox pitching staff were dis-
cussed.
Higgins was not too sure of Wilson's progress but the re-
0r
ts had Earl still having trouble finding the plate. This was
indication that he must have been having serious control
ubles because the Red Sox mound staff was having real dif-
ficulties getting A. L. batters out. 1
There had been some real hope that Wilson would find a
place with the Red Sox off his winter league record. He WA'
the top hurler in the Puerto Rican league with a mark of 15,
wins and only three losses. I
Higgins had not given up on Wilson at that time and war
holding to the hope that he eventually would find the plate area
with an occasional pitch. It was his feeling that Wilson, born inl
Pnochatoula, La. on October 2, 1935, might be one of the 'late'
developers.
"Some pitchers are a little 'late' in their development,"
said Higgins. "This may be the case for Wilson. He has a
strong arm but he doesn't have too much stuff. He doesn't find
the plate too well yet, but a lot of pitchers like Whitlow Wyatt,
find themselves when they get a little older."
A more mature Wilson was recently recalled from the
Millers. In a start against the Cleveland Indians, he hurled a
6-1. four hit win, retiring the side in five of the nine innings
As the newest member of the BoSox mound staff, he is now
110 only one other Red Sox hurler Bill Monbouquette (13-9),a winning edge in league combat.
Newcombe is making what could be considered his last stop
in the major leagues by moving into a league that has been
a problem to him throughout his major league career. In his
World Series effort against the New York Yankees, he was a
little less than sensational losing to the New Yorkers four
times in the fall classic.
Don moves from the National league after an illustrious
career as the bellwether for the old Brooklyn Dodgers. Four
years ago. Newk was untouchable at any price and was voted
tl e Cy Young Memorial Award as the outstanding pitcher of
1936.
A multitude of ailments have dropped the fireballing Newk
in effectiveness to where he was 11-12 in '57. Shifted to the
Reds in 1958, he had a losing year 7-13.
He showed flashes of old time torm Iasi year compiling a
13-R mark.
Newk had every intention of making '60' a top year by re-
pt !eine, only to the Reds' training camp at 'ramps and enter-
ing into a self-disciplined heavy training schedule.
The slicore attempt to get into the best shape of his ca-
rmr bacsfired on Newk. During the training period, he pulled
a muscle ;n his upper leg that got steadily worse as the N L.
can- paign progressed,
&During his last trip into Chicago with the Reds, Newkthat a calcium deposit had formed around the hurt. Con
tInued medication had served to soothe the injury and he
was planning to see the doctors on his return to Cincinnati.
When asked if the injury would require an operation, Don
said that he would call it quits if he had to have an operation.
The Indians' camp is about the last place for convalescing
with general manager Frank Lane constantly in the trading
mood but field manager Joe Gordon has said that Newcombe
will be given a full chance.
"I expect him to be a big help," said Gordon in welcom
ing Newcombe. "He'll be used as a starter and a pinch hit.i
ter." I
It shouldn't take long to find out whether Newk can still i
win in the majors and even though Father Time is an ever-
present factor. A goodly portion of the baseball world, excepting




.A., ANGELES — (UPI) —
i gar Say Robinson, holder
of the middleweight title on five
different occasions, tries to
rn.use it six Oct. 8 when he fights
<le le Fulirner for his NBA 160-
r und title in a 15-rounder at
th s Sports Arena.
Matchmaker George Parnas-
sus announced the bout at a
press-cut ference-by-phone be-
tween the principles--the 40-
year-old Robinson in New York
while Fullmer was at his West
Jordan, Utah. home.
It'll be a lucrative bout for
bete fighters, starting with
$100.00n the American Broad-
casting Company doled out
I" Wet off its new series of
Ssturdas night fights.
Champion Fullmer gets 40 per
tent of all revenues including
gate receipts which could run
.er $100,000 Robinson gets 20
cent. The Sports Arena—the
st recent fight there was
the Democratic Convention—will
bold 17,000 with a Wag scale.
MUCH IN DEMAND — Mike
Jones demonstrates the pitch-
ing that has enabled him to
hurl more than 30 no-hit
games against adult teams
in the St. Louis area. His
pitching prowess along with
strong hitting drew scout
from a number of major lea-
gue teams to watch Jones
perform after baseball com-
mission Ford Frick announc-
ed that he would waive the
rule prohibiting players from
signing major league con-
tracts until high school gradua-
tion by calling Jones' situa-






with Fullmer answering in
monesyllables
binson was asked if he
thought his aging legs would
hold up for 15 rounds against
the bull-like Fullmer.
"I think they can," he an-
swered "I'm solely interested
in doing a job—if I can do it
before 1, I'll be very happy.
I prepare for 15 rounds."
Fullmer was a little more
vocal when he talked to Par-
illssUS. He said he weighed
165 now and hoped to turn
the tables on Robinson, who
kayoed him May 1, 1957 in
Chicago. Previous to that.
Fullmer beat Sugar Ray on
points Jan. z that same year
In New York.
Each of the fighters will ge,
f5,000 in expense money in ad-
dition to the other cash.
Robinson said he would come
here Aug 29 to set up a desert













SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
Frank Robinson has been blast-
ing the ball ever since getting
blasted himself by Milwaukee's
Ed Mathews last week and the
CincinnaV slugger thinks the
fight hay have brought out the
tiger in him.
"Yeah, there's a possibilityg
the incident stirred me up some
but I'm not sure," Robinson
says. "I know I've been hitting'
'setter, thats certain."
Robinson gave away some 20
pounds on Aug. 15 when he
tangled with the husky Braves
infielder after sliding into third
base Mathews staggered him
with a shower of rights and
Robinson left the game with
a fat right eye and a bloody
nose.
But he came back in • the
second contest of the double-
header to hit a homer and make
a circus catch of a Mathews
smash.
Sinc e the hassel. Robinson har
collected 17 hits in 38 at bats
for a 447 average, socked four
homers, three doubles, a triple
and drove in 10 runs.
lie's doing it all with his
right thumb kept in a splint
whi,.s.h he dons at game time.
In addition to a slight discolora-
tion below his right eye, the
jammed thumb is another sou-
senir of his clash with big Ed-
die. Mathews has been reported
evia
as saying that the thumb was
damaged when Robinson bounc-
ed a right off his head. Frank.
claims that he hurt it slidinesga
into thirc just before the battlealla
"The thumb doesn't hurt buC
I wea. it in the brace so I cavil,
bring the bat around better,4
Frank says "I've also shorten.
ed my grip a trifle."
Unofficial averages show that
he was hitting .291, but Frank
only looks mildly amused when
asked if he might hit .300.
Is everything patched up be-
tween him and Mathews?
"Yeah, I guess you might say
that," Robinson answers, but
then he stops smiling.
4̂
Oda AtilibAk4' le*
To Take Crown Jarvis Set
HAMPTON, Va.—Arthur Ashe,
the 17 year old slasher from
Richmond Virginia is the new
ATA tennis champion for 1960.
The thin youngster, a senior at
Maggie Walker High in Rich-
mond,' took the title from the
six time former ATA champion,
George Stewart, native born
Panamanian, now residing in
Washington, D. C. by scores of
6-2, 6-2, 6-3.
Displaying the poise of a vet-
eran campaigner, the tall, pleas-
any youngster belied his ap-
pearance as he unleashed his
powerful, rounded game fea-
turing a vicious overhead
and service combined with pre-
cision ground strokes all blend-
ed into a truly devastating com-
bination.
Ashe, who had defeated
Stewart a month earlier In
Washington, D. C.. convinced
the large audience over-flow-
ing in the stands that his prev-
ious victory was no flake, as
be literally gave the veteran
Panamanian a lesson in hard,
accurate tennis. Stewart, with
his spinning forehand looping
to the baseline could not get
a toehold, as Ashe, with su-
perb anticipation returned the
former champ's strokes with
ease as he jockeyed into posi-
tion for his advances to the
net where he excels.
GREENSBORO, N. C.—Sports
scribes v:ho cover A&T College
football games will be afforded
new and comfortable quarters
for the upcoming season.
The City of Greensboro is
censtructing a new press box at
Memorial Stadium, home play-
ing field for the Aggies. The
new facility, according to Oka
Hester. supervisor of Greens-
boro recreation, will be ready
for the opening tilt, the &AT
College Aggies versus Tennes-
see State University Tigers on
Saturday night, September 24.
3esides a completely glassed-
in radio booth and partially en-
closed PA room, the new facili-
ty will give "front row" accom-
modations for 12-members of
the working press. On a raised
level at rear, accommodations
are available for a dozen visit-
ing scouts and "spotters."
at San Jacinto. Fullmer is due
to arrive Sept. 22 and train at




Stochard (Atlanta) and Wil-
liams 
F
or BannerEverson (Detroit), 6-3, 8-6;
Senior Singles (Women)—
Florence Bray (Detroit) de-
feated Eleese Thornton (Cali-
fornia), 8-4, 6-2;
Senior Singles (Men)—
Edgar Lee (D.C.) defeated
Ron Fieullateau (New York),
6-3, retired;
Mixed Doubles
Elaine Bush (Phila.) and
George Stewart (D.C.) defeated
Gwen MeEvans (Detroit) and
Johnson, 6-2, 6-3;
Senior Doubles—
Edgar Lee (D.C.) and Joan
Manns ( Phila.) defeated Ronald
Fieullateau (N.Y.) and Ted
Stoglin (Calif.) by default;
Men's Doubles—
Wilbur Jenkins (Fla.) and
Tom Calhoun (Fla.) defeated
Dr. Harold Freeman (D.C.) and
Clyde Freeman (D.C.) 6-3, 4-6,
6-1, 6-2.
Ashe, in his semi-final match
with last year's finalist, Wilbur
Jenkins, turned the tables on
the latter, who had defeated
Arthur in the semi-finals at
Wilberforce in 1959. His game
became more perfect as the
match progressed as his scores
of 8-4, 6-2, 8-1 attested. A pow-
erful overhead which left Jen-
kins in his tracks was the prime
difference.
Stewart, who has the Indian
sign on Wilbert "Billy" Davis
of New York City, the 1959 ATA
champ, again beat the latter in
their semi-final match 6-3, 6-4,
7-5. Davis, the 26 year old styl-
ist, simply didn't have the pow-
er behind his ground strokes to
enable him to advance to the
net where his potential would
have given him the advantage.
It was a tired Davis who emerg-
ed as the loser in their match.
Stewart's first service was high-
ly effective as he scored num-
erous aces, three of them in the
final game.
Mimi Kanarek, Nicaraguan
born, now living in New York,
is the new ATA women's sin-
gles champion. She defeated
Darnel's Everson, the 1959
runner-up In a listless match,
by scores of 6-3. 6-3. Mita
Everson is from Detroit.
OTHER SCORES:
KENNY POWELL, the legen-
dary halfback who paced the
floiden Bulls to some of their
greatest moments on the grid-
irons, has returned to Johnson
C. Smith University as Assis-
tant Professor In Physical Ed-
ucation. He will also assist
coach Eddie MeGirt with the
athletic teams. Powell is end-
ing a 10-year tenure at Second
Ward High School here where
he serves as head coach in foot.
hall, basketball and track. His
football teams ran up an en-
viable record of 56 victories.
21 defeats and eight ties in 81
contests. A native of New Ro-
chelle, NA., Powell is married
to the former Miss Willie King
of Chester, S. C. There is a
eon, Kew, Ir.
rid Year
The Jarvis College Bull Dogs
have reason to believe this
season with seven games
scheduled will be one of the
best Jarvis has ever known.
Only three regular duty grid-
ders were lost by graduation
last May. At least twenty-
eight of last year's squad are
expected to return.
The coaching staff takes on
a new look with Anthony
Robinson at the helm begin-
ning with this season. Robin-
son, a graduate of West Vir-
ginia State and New York uni-
versity, has held coaching
positions at Ullman hill,
school, Birmingham and Druid
high school, Tuscaloosa and
several other posts with muni-
cipal and "Y" organizations.
The freshman class always
brings its share of talent and
some outstanding high school
players are scheduled to attend
Jarvis. Transfers from other
colleges will also add to the
competition for positions with
the team and quality of per-
formance. One such transfer
is Herman Smart who beean
his college work at Jarvis he-
eoing for a while to Prai-
rie View.
Among the players who are
expected to repel-. August 29
are the followine familiar
names: Fan l Nelson. tae'-l;
!ideal Ranier, guard, end:
Charles Cohen, ;merit: Reward
Hawkins. back; Charles Brent,
Vernon Jaeksnn. quarterbacks;
Keith Thwensnn, center: Na-
than Lambert, quarterhack;
Willie Richardenn, back: .Tarns
Williams. back; Gene Pape,
back: J',TInfly b a ;
Warren Smith. hack; Henry
"feClenend, ba-k;
Baker, tackle: James 1-fonry,
hack: T amp- Clark, fellback;
Mitchell, erd Bonnie Rev, end.
Coach Pobinsert hag been in
riese contact with nean gar-
riot, chairman of the athletic
BOXING LESSON — Gene
Gresham (right) forces op-
ponent LeRoy Jeffrey to cov-
er up during barrage of blows





wants a fight with champion
Joe Brown on any terms after
his victory on national television
over a neighborhod rival, Leroy
Jeffery.
Gresham. originally scheduled
to meet Brown, had to face
Jeffery instead because Brown
had a previous commitment
elsewhere and the first substi-
tute selected, Cuban champion
Doug Valliant, was rejected for
"medical reasons."
"I'd been trying to weigh
about 138 pounds against
Brown." he said. "and when
they put Jeffery in, I had to
SPORTS BRIEFS
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — Win
Wilfong, veteran guard who
scored 777 points (hiring the 1959
and 1980 season, signed with the
Cincinnati Royals of the Nation-
al League Basketball Associa-
tion. Wilfone. who stands 6 feet. ay Seagram's
2 inches, played college ball at WIRED *mime so esoof.tisgi GRAIN MEIJI RAL SPIRITS. Ukase Distaiirs co. ace,.
Memphis State University.
committee, all summer. Plans
are already in progress to
make this a record year in
football history for Jarvis.
during their 10 round bout at
Chicago Stadium. Gresham
won an easy decision. (UPI
Telephoto)
lose weight, so I didn't have
anything to eat but one steak
for a day before the fight."
Gersham still weighed 134
pounds compared to Jeffery's
130, and with a loneer reach, owi
he had no trouble in pounding, grr
out a unanimous decision.
was his second win over Jeffery,
who lost a split decision to
'Gresham Nov. 11, 1958.
"He was a lot easier this
time," Gersham said, "and I
think I could do just as well
against Brown. He's more ex-
perienced but he's older and
wouldn't have the stamina Le-
roy had."
Gresham and Jeffery both
trained at the same Detroit' ''
gymnasium and sparred togeth-""
er until their first fight. "He's'""
a good friend of mine," Gresh-
am said. "but in the ring there's
no friendship and no hard feel.
ings "
Jeffery. who once held Na-
tional Golden Gloves, amateur,
colIegiate and Army feather-
weight titles took his third loss
in 21 pro bouts and Gresham
chalked up his 22nd win against
one loss and two draws. Gresh-
am is the 9th ranked light-
weight
After the hard day...relax and
, count on the sturdy smoothness
and certain satisfaction of the
world's most respected whiskey...
and be Sure
14 DEFENDER
Sat., Sept. 3, 1960
Dentists Come Out
Strong For Rights
The National Dental Associa-
tion at its 47th annual conven-
tion at the Claridge Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo., took a definite stand
on human rights.
The Convention voted $1000.00
to the NAACP Freedom Fund
under the presidency of Dr. H.
Medley Proffitt.
In support of the sit-down
strikes were volunteer contribu-
tions of $25 per member collect-
ed for use in cities where need-
ed the most.
A resolution was adopted to
pressure through its southern
state dental societies the Amer-
ican Dental Association to ad-
mit all dentists to membership
for the improvement of general
health and welfare that would
benefit all peoples.
Dr. William K. Elliott of Hunt-
ington, West Virginia succeeded
to the presidency and will serve
through the 1961 August conven-
tion in Washington, D. C.
In addition to Dr. Elliott other
officers elected were Dr. J. B.
Singleton, Nashville, Tennessee,
President • elect; Dr. Richard
Layne, St. Louis, Missouri, Vice
President; Newly elected Ex-
e:utive Board members were
Dr. James C. Wallace, Chicago;
Dr. H. W. Williamston, Okmul-
gee, Oklahoma and Dr. B. M.
Jefferson, Birmingham. Re-
elected to offices were Dr. E.
N. Jackson, Secretary-Treasur-
er; Dr. H. C. Edwards, Assist-




were scientific sessions dealing
with improved treatment of py-
orrhetic diseases in adults and
children by Dr. Eugenia Mob-
ley and Dr. Maurice Hebert;
Abscesses tooth cure by Dr.
Raymond Hayes and upper and
lower denture construction using
metal implants stabilizing for-
mer movable dentures by Dr.
Frank Strake.
Sit-Ins Arrested;
Take Jail Over Bail
MIAMI, Fla. - Ten partici-
pants in CORE's Interracial Ac-
tion Institute chose jail rather
than bail as a result of arrests
In a lunch counter sit-in. Eight
others accepted bail.
The 18 were arrested after
they had sat quietly at a lunch
counter of Shell City grocery for
an hour and one-half. They
were arrested as "undesirable
guests" under a Florida law.
Sergeant John Suggs, the ar-
resting officer, said the CORE
group was "not disorderly, just
mouthy."
Those in jail are James Rob-
inson, CORE executive secre-
tary; Marvin Robinson, field
secretary; Patricia and Priscil-
la Stephens who served 49 days
in jail in Tallahassee for defy-
ing segregation; Thomas Gaith-
er. Bernard Lafayette, Joe
Perkins, Tom Roland, Leon
NeaviGill.ette
Ac#astable Razor
9 Settings for Superb Shoves!
AND RESTORE
ORIGINAL COLOR?
Don't let gray hair hurt you In
business or social life: Learn about
the ANTI-ORAY VITAMIN COURSE
used so successfully by MEN and
WOMEN in Anti-Gray Clinics of
the NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
DERMATETICS. You can now
know - for the first time - the
exact vitamin formulas and spe-
cial food (rich in anti-gray factors)
that make up this easy to follow
COWS!. It shows Just what to do
about gray hair caused by defici-
ency in certain health vitamins. It
also gives scientific facts and
clinical proofs of the prevention
of gray hair and restoration of it.
original color after deficiencies in
these particular vitamins lita•e been
corrected. The course is economical
and brief and will not interfere
with any kind of health diet that
you may now be on - such as low
fat, low-salt. slenderizing, etc. So
don't give up hope. This anti-gray
course may be your specific reme-
dy. Send for yours now. Remem-
ber, each day of delay means
more gray hair has come your
way. Course only 111.14 or C O.D.
plus postage. Money back guar-
antee.
Sermatetics Institute Library. Otos.▪ Tie rine Ave. New York N. V.
Bailey; and Angeline Butler.
Whi tecustomers told the
manager, George McKelvey,
"You should be ashamed of
yourself," and "I see nothing
wrong in Negroes eating here."
Gordon Carey, CORE field
director, reported that mem-
bers of that Institute will begin
picketing of Shell City. In addi-
tion the group is continuing its
work on employment, theatre
discrimination, restaurants and
voter registration.
"Writes words of encourage-
ment to those in jail," urged
Carey. Mail should be address-




NEW YORK - (UPI) -Crip-
pled ex-baseball star Roy
Campanella and elder states-
man Bernard Baruch helped
dedicate a 113.500 model home
for the handicapped on the
grounds of the New York Uni-
versity medical center's insti-
tute of physical medicine and
rehabilitation.
Dr. Howard A. Rusk, director
of the institute, said the house,
which has ramps for wheel-
chairs at all entrances and is
designed for minimum effort in
house cleaning, will serve as a
model for homes for the handi-






700 to 8:00 a.m., GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
with Russ Hodge and Kitty
Kelly. Guest: "Memphis Top
Booster for the Summer." Fea-
turing ALMANAC.
8:15 to 9:00, CAPTAIN KAN-
GAROO, Captain Kangaroo will
be .evoted to exploring, with
an undersea exhibit of shells
and plant life found under the
ocean. Animals will also be fea-
tured this weekc f kangaroo,
bunnies, a monkey, a baby ant-
eater, an alligator, dog, fawn
and a brightly feathered toucan.
10:15 to 10:30, I LOVE LUCY,
co-starring Ldcille Ball and
Desi Arnaz. "The Marriage Li-
cense."
12:05 to 12:30, OUR MISS
BROOKS, "Principal For A
Day."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Sha
dows on the Stars" with Frieda
Inescort, Heather Angel. Mur-
der is the topic and every one
has a motive.
6:30 to 7:30, RECKONING,
''Tongues of Angels" starring
James MacArthur, Margaret
O'Brien, Leon Ames and Fran-
ces Farmer. To escape the sym-
pathy and embarrassment of a
speech inpediment, a young boy
assumes the guise of a deaf
mute until he is discovered in
an unguarded moment by his
employer's daughter.
7:30 to 8:00, MEN INTO
SPACE, starring William Lundi-
gan. Col. McCauley's advice is
disregarded in connection with
a space race and disaster
strikes.
8:00 to 8:30, THE MILLION-
AIRE, with Marvin Miller. "The
Katherine Boland Story," star-
ring Agnes Moorehead, Tues-
day Weld. A proud aristocrat
tries to relive her past through
her headstrong granddaughter.
9:00 to 10:00, ARMSTRONG
CIRCLE THEATRE, "Security
Risk" with Larry Gates, Peter
Brandon, Jane McArthur, Leon
Janney and Douglas Edwards
as host-narrator. Strange events
occur when a naturalized citi-
zen is invited to work on secret
project and the Counter-Intelli-
gence Corps of the U.S. Army
does a little research on his
background.
WASHINGTON - (UPI) -
United Auto Workers president
Walter P. Reuther has told
Democratic presidential nomi-
nee John F. Kennedy that un-
employment is "growing dan-
gerously higher."
Reuther's statement was re-
leased Sunday ma "fact sheet"
published by the AFL-CIO in-
dustrial union department.
The publication said Reuther
pointed out to Kennedy "dis-
turbing" facts and trends in
the current economy and during
the last eight years.
VINEYARD ACRE
An average acre in a vine-
yard has 500 to 800 vines
10:15 to 10:45, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPIC GAMES IN ROME,
ITALY, with Bud Palmer, Mike
Peppe, the Rev. Bob Richards,
Gil Stratton. H. D. Thoreau re-
porting and Jim McKay as
anchor man, featuring high-
lights of the games in action.
10:45 to 12:00, LATE MOVIE,
"Phantom From Space" star-
ring Noreen Nash and James
Seay. Radar equipment picks
up a very strange object which
spreads death and destruction
on the Earth.
Thursday, Sept. 1
12:05 to 12:30, OUR MISS
BROOKS, "Travel Crazy" star-
ring Eve Arden.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Nancy
Drew, Trouble Shooter" with
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thom-
as, and John Lite!. Nancy
Drew does some amateur sleuth-
ing when she goes about aiding
her father in clearing a client
from a false charge of crime.
6:00 to 6:30, ANiOS 'N ANDY,
-The Insurance Policy".
6:30 to 7:00, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS IN ROME, ITALY,
featured highlights of Olympic
Games in action. Jim McKay,
anchor man.
7:00 to 7:30. PLAYHOUSE
OF STARS, "The Night They
Won the Oscar," starring Rich-
ard Carlson, A director, whose
first effort won him an Oscar,
has curious setbacks from it
when his marriage is threaten-
ed by the effects of it himself
and his wife.
7:30 to 8:00, JOHNNY RINGO,
starring Don Durant and fea-
turing Mark Goddard, and guest
a t a r: Matt Dennis. Sheriff
Ringo meets up with a piano




Tito South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutest from Downtown Memphis




when he tracks down a cunning
holdup man there, only to find
that he has no jurisdiction in
the territory.
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY
THEATRE, with Dick Powell as
host and starring Ann Bancroft
and Dewey Martin in "Episode
in Darkness." The fate of an
accused murderer hangs upon
the ability of a blind woman to
"see."
8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM, star-
ring Ray MiLland. Markham
solves the mystery of a snow-
man left at a Texas ranch in
July and prevents the rancher
from killing his wife.
9:00 to 9:30, ADVENTURE
T H EA T R E, "Underground"
starring Paul Kelly. An ex-
pert's knowledge of the under-
ground cables of a large city is
commandeered to cut off a
bank alarm system.
10:15 to 10:45, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS IN ROME, ITALY,
featured highlights on Olympic
game action. Jim McKay, anch-
or man.
10:45 to 12:00, LATE MOVIE,
"Kentucky" starring Loretta
Young, Richard Greene, Walter
Brennan, and Eddie "Roches-
ter" Anderson. A feud between
two Kentuckian families begins
during the Civil War and ends
when two of their grandchildren
fall in love eighty years later.
Friday, Sept. 2
7:00 to 8:00 a.m., GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
with Russ Hodge and Kitty
Kelly. Guest: Bob Cahlman,
Brooks Costume Company, New
York City.
12:05 to 12:30, OUR MISS
BROOKS, "Pilot."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Night
Nurse" with Barbara Stanwyck,
Clark Gable, Joan Blondell.
Mysterious events occur when
two nurses take care of two
children at the home of a weal-
thy family.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, star-
ring Eric Fleming and Clint
Eastwood. "Incident of the Val-
ley in Shadow." While search-
ing for a missing white girl,
Gil Favor is injured and taken
to an Indian camp where he
finds the girl captive and tries
to persuade the chief to release
her.
7:30 to 8:00, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS IN ROME, ITALY,
featured highlights of game ac-
tion. Jim McKay, anchor man.
8:00 to 8:30, VIDEO VIL-
LAGE, surprise - filled game
show, starring Jack Nara as
host and village mayor, and
featuring Joanne Copeland as
assistant mayor.
8:30 to 9:00, DECEMBER
BRIDE, starring Spring Bying-
ton. Attempts to effect a recon-
ciliation between a man and his
wife inadvertently lead Lily
into the music business.
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
ZONE, "The Four of Us Are
Dying," starring Harry Townes,
Phillip Pine, Ross Martin and
Don Gordon. This is the story
of a petty crook who has the
ability to alter his face at will.
10:15 to 19:45, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS IN ROME, ITALY,
featured highlights of Olympic
Game action. Jim McKay, anch-
or man.
10:45 to 12:00, LATE MOVIE,
"Tarzan and the Green God-
dess" starring Johnny Weiss-
muller. Adventure-packed story
of Tarzan's meeting with the
green goddess.
Saturday, Sept. 3
10:00 to 11:00 a.m., MID
SOUTH FAIR TALENT SHOW,
featuzing mid-south talent win-
ners.
11:00 to 12:15, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS IN ROME, ITALY,
with Bud Palmer, Mike Peppe,
the Rev. Bob Richards, Gil
Stratton, H. D. Thoreau report-
ing, and Jim McKay anchor
man.
12:25 to 4:00, GAME OF THE
WEEK, Milwaukee Braves vs.
Cincinnati Reds. Dizzy Dean
will describe the play-by-play,
assisted by Pee Wee Reese
from Crosley Field, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
4:00 to 6:00, EARLY MOVIE,
"Tarzan and the Green God-
dess" with Johnny Weissmuller.
Adventure-filled story of Tar-
zan's meeting with the green
goddess.
6:00 to 6:30, COURT OF LAST
RESORT, "The Jim Thompson
Case" starring Lyle Bettger. An
Indian chief is convicted of
slaying his wife for the love
of another woman.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
starring Raymond Burr, Bar-
bara Hale and featuring Wil-
liam Hopper and Fay Collins.
"The Case of the Treacherous
Toupee." Perry Mason solves a
murder case by hiring a look-
alike bride and announces the
District Attorney was in on the
scheme, in order to help him
save face.
7:30 to 8:00, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS, featured highlights
of Olympic Game action. Jim
McKay, anchor man.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCTCY,
starring Joyn Vivyan with Ross
Martin. A dying father's desire
to see his son make Lucky the
target of a crime syndicate
when the boy turns up on the
Fortuna II.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
ard Boone. Paladin is challeng-
ed by a tricky, fast-drawing
trail boss who sports a very
special gun.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness and fea-
turing Amanda Blake, Dennis
Weaver. SEASON'S PREMIERE
FOR SIXTH YEAR ON TELE-
VISION!! Marshal Matt Dillon
faces a difficult decision when
he learns, after he has slain
a man to save an old friend's
life, that the friend himself may
be a bank robber and slayer.




• Freshman Registration, Sept. 7
• Freshman Orientation, Sept. II-9-10
• Upperclassmen Confer With Advisors, Sept. II
• Registration of Upperclassmen, Sept. 9-10
• Classes Begin, 1:30 a.m., Sept. 12





7 a.m., Today, Miss Arkansas
is on the show this morning.
3 p.m., Comedy Playhouse, a
gun-toting old lady, a stolen
jewel and some unexpected de-
velopments add excitement to
the Charles' "Housewarming."
Peter Lawford and Phyllis
Kirk co-star.
3:30 p.m.. Adventure Time,
when an ailing father comes to
town to see his son before he
dies, the boy must decide whe-
ther to tell the old man the
truth about his life. "Charlie
My Boy."
4 p.m., Big Beat, students
from the Hollywood Park area
guests today.
5:30 p.m., Roy Rogers, while
an outlaw gang steals fish from
the closed lake areas around
Mineral City, the leader poses
as a vacationer and becomes
friendly with Roy Rogers. Roy
is not fooled and soon chases
the outlaws in a thrilling motor
boat race. "Mountain Pirates."
6 p.m., Wagon Train, Peter
Lorre is guest star in the title
role of "The Alexander Port-
lass Story. He is an English
archeologist, obsessed with the
idea of buried Aztec treasure,
and using Flint McCullough, as
well as his staff, to help in the
search. The scout's knowledge
of the desert brings success in
the end, but death is in sight
for everyone but the leader.
7 p.m., People's Choice, Jack-
ie Coogan and Jackie Cooper,
who first met when both were
child stars in the movies, come
together again in tonight's epi-
sode, "Boomerang." Coogan
portrays a well-meaning but
bumbling salesman who ar-
rives to sue the mayor for dam-
ages in an auto accident. Be-
cause the accident occurred the
day he and the mayor's daugh-
ter eloped-a marriage which
still is secret-Jackie Cooper
(as Sock Miller) wants to keep
the two apart. He works out a
plan which has plenty of faults.
8 p.m., Happy, Uncle Charlie
quits the Desert Palms motel in
a huff, implying he has an of-
fer to manage a big hotel. His
scheme to be considered a big
executive almost works until a
small detail trips him up. Lloyd
Corrigan as Uncle Charlie gets
in the middle of the situation in
"Help Wanted."
8:30 p.m., Tate, when Tate is
hired by a group of farmers to
collect their wages, his chief
argument is a signed contract
which promises two head of
cattle for a year's employment.
After collecting the eight head
of cattle, Tate rides to the rail-
road station, where be finds a
group of gunmen ready to stop
the transfer. "The Gunfighters."
p.m., This Is Your Life,
motion picture director Mervyn
LeRoy is surprised by Ralph
Edwards. In re-creating his life
story, a number of prominent
actors and producers pay tri-
SLADE, starring Scott Brady.
"Lost Gold." Slade is hired by
the Eastern headquarters of a
mining company to investigate
the theft of ore from their mine.
10:00 to 10:30, 1960 SUMMER
OLYMPICS F B 0 M ROME,
ITALY. featured highlights of
,Olympic Game action. Jim Mc-
Kay, anchor man.
10:30 to 12:30, MILLION DOL-
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "The Lodg-
er" starring Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke, Merle Oberon, a n d
George Sanders. An old couple
accepts a new lodger, whom
Scotland Yard suspects is Jack,




Radio 148, It's Great!
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GOLDEN GIRL






















bute, including Edward G
Robinson, Greer Gerson, Jack
Warner, Buddy Adler, Colleen
Moore Hargrave and J. Edgar
Hoover.
9:30 p.m., Thi& MIn Dawson,
when a homicidal maniac ter-
rorizes the city, Keith Andes as
Col. Frank Dawson races
against time to locate the man,
before the fourth victim is kill-
ed.
10:30 p.m., Jack Pear.
Thurs., Sept. 1
7 a.m., Today program sa-
lutes National Patriotic Educa-
tion month.
3 p.m., Comedy Playhouse, a
former convict, bent on re-
venge, threatens to become
"The Human Bomb" if Nick
Charles doesn't pay $50,000.
3:30 p.m., Adventure Time,
an attractive girl and her uncle
try to defraud the Buckskin
residents in the drama, "Mary
MacNamara."
4 p.m., Big Beat, members of
the Red Pepper Club are guests
today. They are from Blythe-
ville, Ark.
6:30 p.m. Law of the Plains-
man, to save a girl from slav-
ery, after a father has auction-
ed off his daughter for $200,
Marshal Sam Buckhart voids
the sale in a "rewrite" of the
law. He is forced to uphold his
act with a gun. "Jeb's Daugh-
ter" stars Michael Ansara as
the marshal.
7 p.m., Bat Masterson, the
boldest robbery in Dodge takes
place when unscrupulous cow-
boys try some magic of their
own with the gambling funds
Bat is taking to the bank. Using
the same technique, Bat Mas-
terson teams with a magician
to solve it. Gene Barry plays
the debonair gentleman in "The
Disappearance of Bat Master-
son."
7:30 p.m., Producers' Choice,
a kleptomaniac, Ruth Elliot, is
threatened with exposure unless
she helps in a daring robbery.
Jeanne Crain stars in "The
Trouble with Ruth." George
George Macready and Adam
Kennedy have supporting roles.
8 p.m., Bachelor Father, en-
vious of the companionship his
friends have with their sons,
John Forsythe (as Bentley
Gregg) tries the same treat-
ment with his niece. Kelly en-
dures a baseball game, a box- ,
ing match and a bowling ses-
sion. When it comes to a fishing
trip, she draws the line. Noreen
Corcoran as Kelly sprains an
ankle before "The Fishing
Trip."
8:30 p.m., Wrangler. Jason
Evers as Pitcairn is framed by
a rustler and brought to the
hangman's noose by a commit-
tee of ranchers. "Episode of
the Wide Loop."
9 p.m., Groucho Marx, Grou-
cho chats with Janie Grandel,
who brings some of her 78 cats
to the program. Her teammate
Is a doving van tycoon of San
Francisco.
9:30 p.m., Rescue Eight a
pregnant woman is among the
passengers when .a private air-
plane smashes into a hillside on
landing. She and a small son
are trapped in the burning
plane, as her labor pains com-
mence. T h e rescue squad,
watching the landing, go into
immediate action. "The Crack-
up," starring Jim Davis and
Lang Jeffries.
10:30 p.m., Jack Paar.
Fri., Sept. 2
7 a.m., Today, entertainment
by the comedy team of "Cindy
and Lindy."
3 p.m., Comedy Playhouse,
a bag of chicken feed, deliver-
ed to his patio by mistake,
brings "A Plague of Pigeons"
to the Charles' apartment. Pe-
ter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.
4 p.m., Big Beat, guests on





sited to celebrate the birth.
of twins Jean and Jane Lane,
Batesville, Miss.
5:30 p.m., Jim Bowie, Jim
Bowie sets out to buy his mo-
ther a plantation, but gets in-
volved instead with an art
swindler. Hans Conreid por-
trays Cecil Justus, portrait I
painter and swindler in "Patron I
of the Arts." Scott Forbes plays
Bowie.
6:30 p.m., Cimarron City, in
"McGowan's Debt," a man who
has spent eight years in pri '
for a robbery he did not
mit, comes to Cimarron City
search of the culprits who
framed him. George Montgom-
ery plays Mayor Matt Rock-
ford and John Smith is Marshal
Lane Temple.
7:30 p.m., Wichita Town,
boisterous cowboys, fresh from
the trail, come to town ready
for a good time. In their wild
celebration, one of them mis-
takenly kills an orphaned
youngster. After this, and be-
cause the residents are terrified
of their behavior, the trail 'earl-
er (Joel McCrea) pins the mar-
shal's badge on himself and
vows to wear it until order is
restored. "The Night the Cow- !
boys Roared." -•
9 p.m., Moment of Fear, (c
or), "The Golden Deed" at
Macdonald Carey in the role o ;
Jim Mellany, a wealthy man •
whose gratitude to a stranger
plunged him into a living night-
mare. After passing stranger
rescues their only child from
drowning, the parents express
their gratitude in several ways.
They help him find a farm, loan
him money, have him as a
house guest -nd general rear-
range their lives to pay their
debt. Gradually the stranger,
Frank Barton, shows less ad-
mirable qualities, and impli-
cates the parents more and
more in criminal deception.
Robert Redford plays the roll of
Frank Barton.
10:30 p.m., Jack Paar.
Sat., Sept. 3
11:55 a.m., Baseball, the Lea-
gue-leading New Yankees play
the Baltimore Orioles in today.
game. Lindsey Nelson and Fr
Haney describe the action from
Baltimore.
4:30 p.m., Wrestling, a four-
man tag-team match of one fall
pits Duke Keomuka and Angelo
Savoldi against Dick Raines and
Jack Kennedy. In the main
event, a six-man tag - team
match Whiskers Savage, Farm-
er Jones and Farmer Pete
against Bill and Fred McDaniel
and Sky Low-Low.
5:30 p.m., People Are Funny,
if they can keep a person on
the telephone for three minutes,
a couple stands to win $6,000,
and the person on the other end
of the line gets a free trip to
Paris. A sailor tries to win
$1,000 by identifying an Olympi
swimming star Greta Anderse
from among three girls. A
Linkletter describes the stunts.
6:30 p.m., Bonanza, (color).
Robert Middleton, guest star of
"Death at Dawn," plays the
role of a terrorist leader whose
henchmen have brought a reign
of terror to Virginia City. One
of them is arrested for murder
and sentenced to hang. The
leader retaliates by kidnaping
Ben Cartwright and threaten-
ing the same fate.
7:30 p.m., Man and the Chal-
lenge, because he believes that
rodeo events produce the same
physical effects as a rocket
belt on a man aloft, scientist
Glen Barton hires a trick rider
for horsemanship instruction. In
"Rodeo" he tests the effects on
his mind and body. George
Nader plays Barton.
8 p.m., The Deputy, a ne
breed of lawbreaker moves int
Silver City, forcing Clay Me-
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sults by combining OIL
of MINK with LANO-
LIN.
The following is • commit, of
results obtained from MINK OIL
during a two month survey In
a New Jersey hospital to deter-
mine its therapeutic value When
MINK OIL was applied to over
100 cases of dermatitis, excellent
results were obtained in catots
having dry scaling skin condi-
tions. In the treatment of severe
dandruff scalp conditions 011 of
MINK was found to alleviate
these conditions. LAN-A-MINK
only by mail at special intro-
ductory prices.
Full 1 oz. Jar
1.49











Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
DEFENDER










I. II four Driving License Us
been revoked
• If your Laurance haw emcn
oanoellsd
• It your applicanon Mis ewe
re/acted
Call Adkins Insurance Agency-
I• 6-33113, A Representative will
MI at your hem* with full detail's
II NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
 swim
ROSPIIAL AND IMCKNICSS IN.
SURANCE rent PEOPLE WAG
RAVE BAD CANCER, DIARISTIS,
HEART DISEASE AND OMEN
BMOCS ILLNESS.
FOR MORE DETTUI CALL
ADKINS INNUR A NCr AG rNct
(SENSUAL AGENT - DISARM.
ITT DIV - CONTINENTAL CA&
VALTY CO 734 tt ANCIC AVE
MEMPHIS. TENN
PRONE - JA 6.53111
Reel Estate
CAME Talmo
WILL. PAT CASH tor oremlrty sse
variant let V WNW 001
SR 1-1240 EL 1-77111
C • 611011111IN a COMPANY
Mt Meares A 
INISCILLLANSOUS PON SALO
-12 11 COINS SOUGHT'
/Sod Coins Wt11 Send Check Net PIMMGE.
Return Check
Swint
00tEll Solo Somme ins Usytted
aim raised
leAVATAlt COIN LECIANOG
43-44 IMPS St ?Wahine 1111. 14.. N E.
Member CS A.
POSITION WANTED
Experienced Meld - desires Mb. Chil-
dren's Nurse, Elderly People, Cleaning
IMTP•e. Hotel ar Private Items,
Wert nights JA. 64661
SCUM - 19154
ROA DMA STER-ItIV LIRA
Air Coed-power *MOP, Now issInt-01
huis cat for traction et cost. 
$704.11B. a. aErra-Pn. MU 9.2121
OUARANTEED AFRICAN
Good Luck Charm. Very few left. First
cone first served. lend 1145 to Marton
Greene. P. 0. Sex 3102 Hollywood, Celli.
GUARANTEED AFRICA'S MAGIC
wish" potion and Instrue tiona,
Very limited supply. Hurry! Send $4.95 to









12x12 Rooms $995 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
• Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG






475 Linden Ave. JA 7-032111
V YOU WANT TO IIII_PiiiktrratIL
visit PRIENDLT BEAUTY SHOP 1366
as. Addle Grent Mgr .. Gissie
y operator
T LOVERS. NOW 5 voun CR ARCS
TO COLLEC1 uNUSLIAL POSTCARDS. 1.11
cog 11.00 START TOUR coLLErytow
won sirsaLE CARD 21 CENTS. P. er.
BOX ifl. airmen* RATION N. V0
114. •
SITE AT ion WANT11111
RELIABLE WOMAN DZISIREB FIVE
deny week as main la home, office.
soput• shgg etc. Call - WE 111-11/1.
ELROD AND SON
SIEWICI STATION
$43 Miss. it Crump
Day di Night Service
Experienced Mechanics
SEPT. SALE - BIG
REDUCTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES




4 sEnnooy Roues 114 NICE NEIGH-















ik per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines  30c
3 lines  45c
4 lines  60c
lines
5',4 PT SAME RATE as I be
ordinary type
















Cancellations of want ads can
be given until 12 noon Satur
day Copy cancelled after 12





No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri State Defender box nuns
hers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad
vert1sers mail received ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
etareed to the advertiser.
SHOP AT SOB'S





THIS AD WORTH $1 00
CASH POR PURCHASE
OP $5.00 OR MORE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W R It Road
Si. 2.9622
SAN Stumps With Perches*
t 41.0 NAME It ADDRESS (Aorta $1 04
Pocket Rubber Stamp 111.411
IIRC look Company Boa ND 1133
Nashville 1, Tenn.
GEAR JANE, DID TOO Errata THAT
you can get • Bummer drev for 41 23.
children's el  for 7Se and Men's suits
to. 42 tt WHERE? At the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front flurry, Hur-
ry! Bereains Galore f
3-BUSINESS OPPORT'UNTTTES
1111AUTIPULLT POLISHED baroque min-
tura a Otters's. amethyst. obsidium
agate other 83 1111 pound Postpaid V






LACIAL Printer. Porms, GUARANTEED,
Anti Mete Names Dates Omitted Used
as ori-hiao Duplicate, copies or gifts.
83 each 1threin 66 Prompt Confidential
Dostoeld therelte
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Flo.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOTING, roots remitted Stop any
leek Carper .er work floors leveled
i Chimneys /driers cleaned. repaired.
Foce concrete, plaster do my op workee eat Reasonable pricea Spencer SR 6-6443 11111 6-2920.
AUTO Lt %MUTT NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
S$4 and up 1-3 down with $ months
to pay - Telephone
JA 6-53511
AMAETNO LISTED for life for 2511 *toe
poring out dimes! quarters dollars for
One time listing Your name in our files
ehould keel your box full of istereettng
otters. free gunnies, 01g mall. etc for
ille Detail. for seit addreased etampod
envelope. Andy's Trading pow Bout.
trews City N C 411
- -
WOE *ALS, JACKS, TOOLS. AND COM
11110e enuipMent to run • garage Will
rent building lie reliable person J Scram?
043•6
lieQOlul W ANTED RHEA PIXIE AND
berglar alarm •ystem ifficient and is.
ernenslve POT norn• and business Shelton
Dlitetrittinit Vel 1190 Linden rano. No 1116




"A World et Values"
• 4010 SCHOs mat AA •
ERTISIN 0 SPECIAL I iEtt
• PRINTING MllIT.00RAPRING
• RUBBER 81 AMPS yam.,
• DSC A LB CALENDARS'
790 Yonkers Aye.
(Neat Ceatral Ave.) Talkers, N. Y.
rEpains ON ALL. MAKE
moult Machines NO service cuirass,
be oil All Work Ou•nieteed Call
RAH Horne Service




































1000 Embossed isoloress Cards
at E3.99
lines-I color ,Bie:" or Slum
Bulginess Cards • A pot Cards
Personal cards111 SO •aluo at the new low Mee of$.3W oer I 000
Write me for sample cards and stele
abort 1411owNwSte FA RD SPECIALIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
11111-T1111 Haat i3rd St Locals. Ohio
Srmelatistng In beautiful Protralts En-lergements For quick service call:
Carei ̂bell. - WE. 6-6924. 1913 WarrenTREE-LANCE PHOTOORAPHER
''''''..."'""""P-MISCELLANEOUS
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through Thai
Scierico Ot Numorolely RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Oui Week.
ty NUMBER Cord. Deily Vibrations
Per Any Event - CUBA RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS I BONDS.
Solite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Son/ $2.00 With Birth Dots, full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play (No Checks Pleeso).
VICTORY SERVICE
7726T $o. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49. III.
BUSINESS SERVICII
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take NOIR ROWIDREE Ano Enjoy i.O• •
dietary preparation nuarroftrt cakes up
where nature leaves off A PHYSICI A N'S
FORMULA only $500 for a 2-week sup-
ply Money-back it not satisted alien 3
bottle Send C.0 D Cheek or Money
Order NOW1
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St. - SOS 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
THE RARGA1N Center. 1334
' Smith St., Charleston, Nest Vs
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,quick. easy Details either one 12Bog SOS Titoana BC MAXIM 1513 I
STOP SUFFERING!
Post Si 00 NOW Repo env•'oPe bringsPOSITIVE moor Stealth Crinter, Ade-laide Road, Dublin. Ireland ot hour. Air
mail)
TROUBLE" Loyre MONEY PROBLEMS'
Solution available Don't give up. WriteDixie - P 0 BO: 1950 Oeale,
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER' OF NUMBERS!
A•atipt etester Code. le•,..erableNumbers end Days Combination Codes.$ Disk Fleur.* etc Price $2.00.
VICTORY
TISA °Nee Ave Chicago 41. (11
rate lot ounsyron B ANSWERS TOpass «piston twit for drivers lieense In
NEW YORK sTsra Send es cents to
...tryst reel -st moaning sad headline -
Wu* self addrcesed & stamped enevelope.
BET _ C egooCro co. BOX 133
4N11•30.' A STATION. NEW YORE tt.
T
We will •ise include tree W onarge th•
inclosed License Helder with e'er, order
Yenotived,





24 Years In view., Tuning
i sad Rebuilding
3RLWk.K JAckson 6-7.884





POE BLESSED AMULET HELP MONET.UNCROSSED RUSH 120.1 DONATIONNOW, JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE WILOVE 80 mucu CHICAGO 53. ILL .
309 F. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
--













ESAU'S MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AND MtTTOB rtiouoyel
Instant stars in any weather Beep
batterlee fully charged in CO beloie were
; cold ou'll May your radio all
winter with ear Of battery faiture Mom
winter mills per gallon on gas Blaring
! new power pep BIG PR WITS TOP
AciENTS. lend Si ile to sample and de
tells And get FREE 30 das wooly
of THAU'Is Gil Potency I abletai A Mels
tal and Pep Stimulant the very best
Than - 11920 Vernon Chicago 71 Ill
SPIRITUAL HELP






THE LAW OF AVERAGES
.481: JAMMED"
Tose eery wits need or talk as mow_sin' Anytime, *a, mow-A iitarthsg statement • So 5i Oar*line Perform. nee rhis cagily Masteredlereetniatie Is a eogyrlahteel /nags& spotyea 'mime/mod) Co. Si arrio-s LieCRAFT Get 1 146.0 Prideepeet I Conn
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 tat SI 00 - 10 to, 6240




RESTORE "PEP'S pita extra pep formula
$1.00 tteiund•bie Ed Itunibols. ileisasaat
Dee Nebraska
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialize in gaol USW Plano*
$10 down sill put a piano in coin
home FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales









A .000 AUCT14114 VI% (301•TILOAT,
CS 1014




We show vnu how FRFE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac
counts from doctors. nentIsitt.
grocers. sanitaeoms. lumber
companies, garages. etc All
you do is, send them to us .
for Nu experienced collection
service We pay up to 81.25




Kansas City 6. Mo.
V AL17ES OA LORE, galas Boos Me 'Be
flindable. with see pop
ALTO/1 WAIMAN1 IL PA
I WAYS TO MARE elt/NEY it HOME.
where to sun material and T1014 to
manufacture rheaply Send 41 00 Mann-




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is ber saw office at the Mississippi
State Line MADAM 6E1.1 is back after'
long time et being away end it last eh• is
back to stay en her new borne
Fare won Oteseristied with marrlase? Use.
you lost 'situ In Your husband offs or sweet/ware! Are yaw
In bad beau./ Are goo dtsconeased? If any of these Ire Toni
problems me let MADAM 6E1.1 advise you at nnee alsr
will read art to you No as she would read an open book
Tell you any your Sob or ousinesa is sot success If you have
failed is •Ite rest come see MADAM 6E11 SI OPPI1
Locate° on Highway SI South. lust ever Mississippi
Line on the way to Hernando Iles home is s Blocks
where op used to stay debt aside the 19o545t0 Motel Be
to wog for tge HOW BRICK 110t;Sh and rou'll find bet there
at all times IShe never sad as otHeo In Wear Hetnohla
Cate, yellow bus marked Whitebssen Slate Line and drf





COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hour. it am to p m
Readings Daily noels en Sundays
I don't moos any home calls or answer any 'otters S. sure
In loot f.dt the right sign sod the right WIMP
sEW AMALIRG MINI GUN
Proteeties Toe tarry Is Your Curie
Startle liii distract prosier', wou'd.be attackers with Oita clinerlY de.
signed eau Point
Outs. Ares -V calls
be; blanks with etx•
trs 'wad . Ce.
be heard for n"It•ii $4.95around. No permit
needed. Alrmatled postpaid
completely assembled DIM our Isa•/err in Europe, Send 54.14 calk




1,000 000 BOORS 10e radii Preto Cateslogs Mallway lea 1/44 11,10.0.
- -
BEER Sc A QUART
MAtO It rourselt ne 'how You newSale 00 oer cent as earn VI 00 Completeea, Instructions 11 00 FREE with ordercarload of coke, interesting offers Wil-liam Brown Cress Country PublIcations200 301N et. New York 111 N T
REHUILI I It II electric troewrItorIa factory crate 870 00 Guarani=
Southsid• Printing, So, 5491 DT
Weal e. 
- -
BARGAIN intionanntia CATALOG.Huge discounts Lew wholesale brims.Sig • witty saving catalog 2Sc srefund•
sole' S A J Co Sol 434. Levittnws S.
Pa
ADULTS, INTERIESTIRD MAIL, Earnings.Photos, booklets. catalogs 1/ rotund./
Oft with order Alvin - gOi
ris-r•so Hicksville. Long Island. 14 T.
-
WE NEED names Win oat you 25c peg
neat* for obtaining them for our mail-
ing list Complete instructions sent ler
$1.90 Harry M Young •I7 Broad Street.
Bristol, Tennessee
'Amethyst pendant, earl-Ines °recruits.
111.24 each item, postpaid V Itrubager.
.i3111 W 1.-12. Lauciastar. cant.-








liko to do builosis with us
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help vow.
Tow. huridey and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Setur/eys 9:00 to 1:00
00(14 SIN SS Lf,
Horne owned - Home operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
n• Iii• I. ••y 'us to. vow
loan 
itensineg •ng gAsperyltrad by the
Stale Department of Insu aaa e * •nd
San11/01
2 LOCA TIONS
III 8. Male it s-i













Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to






Free Transportation to and From
Airport. Depot. Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD




Room for rent ruottehe0 or unfurls:els
id VI/Mohan a 83111 1342 Latham Street
Cal .fte. 330 or before 1004 M
East-Cozy Many Convontennere gunnel'
by Om( woman







SISTER It AMIL Indian healer and
advisor If YOU are suffering. sick
or hese bed luck. it worried or
trcublen or need help, we Sister Kane
today for tomorrow may be too late.
She can help you on all Your Stroh-terns whatever they may be Oros
everyday including sandal. from
In morning to 11 00 it night Locatedin Blythe% I Lie Au, at state line.hie lora• 61 North phone (311 34941,
Sister Sans has (Sod elven sower iskelp
TIRE SERVICE CO




MAIDS New York, to $240 Lucky, easy
MIS Jobs in nice homes. oat paideach week. Come alone or with friend,to the best agency. No money needed,
tiekate sent. Free TV free rocum•board.
Send namesiddreemphone of reference.





ens, until 2 p.m.
Call OR 2186$
sgte EAST READY-CUTWr au-A -Round Aprons Rome Earl
536 LI Doeen-Spe re rime Write -
ACCURATE MPUR'S
RIEPORT NEW TORN
SALES PERSONNEL - NEAT IN Ap-pearance Pt er 111 years of age N•
Experience needed Earn from $OO to Slot
WEEKLY Great Opportunities for
raneement Call for appointment.
Jet 11-3'‘43 - 8:30 a. in til a p in.
MAIDS TO $30 WEEK. Guaranteed
lobs best working conditions. FREE
room board. uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main St Hempstead.
Long Island N
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
Maids $35 To $60 A Week
In New tr • s ter,d• nncl Rantoul,
sent Write L-..1CKT FIT AR EMPLOY-
Connecticut Fret roo.n and [Gerd, !tektite
MT.NT AGENCY, P. 0. SW( i'401 sanity. g•
barn, Alabama
YOUNG MEN - YOUNG WOMEN
If you have a phone and desire I role
$50 - $100 per week write Mr • . Grey%
5I107 Laramie Ave., Woodland Hine.





NO r or, flecuNsary . is? amnia,
school educe: usually sufficient.
Permanent iobs no layoffs, short
Sours n6rn pay advancements Send
name. sddreti phone number and
UM. hOOVO Tri-State Defend, P 0
Bog 311.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN g
For Renard Women • Presenting Seituty
Counselor A nationally knoirn product
for care at ailladre Skin
"TRY BEFORE TOO BUY"
Writs Mitchell P 0 Box 311, Memphis
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
1166 TO MO WEEKLY
Chtesifted lobs in Cincinnati. Norti.rerp
KY Male or Female Classified list
Si I0, Other large cities on reeuest 5.1 15
WOMEN 663.00 WEEKLY AND CP
Must have telephone Pleasant voles.[semi, ioe full Information 51.11
L ANDY JAMISON AGENCY
145 Armory - Cincinnati 14 Ohle
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or Women sire 21•70 rarnllb







1346 Sunset-Douglas Sub-411,1100n Ona
aide of DUO141 I rms A bath-hots-old




OU ARA N TIED HOMEWORK
Will out dropshio catalog lime et *et
cent from Were Prove, sellers De-
tails !ample catalog $1 00 Palinkue










SIOOEST MAILS YOU Over got LIM YOU,
name I year 1$c World's Hall Trod%















Sot., Sept, 3, 1960
StorkStops
BORN AT E. H. CRUMP
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Aug. 12
Daughter, Lavertia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leo F. Anderson of
822 Josephine.
Son, Clifton, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Burse of 1534 Ash.
Son, Everett. to Mr. and Mrs.1
Wesley J. Dixon of 2238 Howell.1
Daughter, Vivian. to Mr. and,'
Mrs. Willie German of 11481
Dunlap.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Henry of 312 Carbon rd.
Daughter, Christine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Jenkins of 3077
Fisher.
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eli L. Robinson of
1557 Merlin.
Aug. 13
Daughter, Jacquelyn. to Mr.
and Mrs. Talbert L. Jordan of
1173 Marble.
2eLs.t_ii.2. L
Earnest Johnson of 1359 Ray and Mrs. Fred Wilbourn of 1970
mond. Kansas.
Aug. 21 Daughter, Bonnie, to Mr. and
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. George Terrell of 855
George Jones of 779 Bey.
Daughter, Shaunda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Ryan of 560
Glanker.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. William L. Downey
of 2226 Brown.
Son, Gerald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas L. Bolden of 482 Till-
man.
Son, Demetrius, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Eggleston of 399
Gaston.
Daughter, Niecie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Smith of 1162
Grimes.
Daughter, Sonja. to Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Wilson of 557
Boston.
Daughter, Beverly. to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Whitmore of
Tate.
Daughter. Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Holloway of 838
Walker.
Son, Christopher, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Fleming of 1346 Mich-
igan.
Daughter. Briggitt, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Jett of 735
Marble.
Son, Alan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Goodman of 508 Buntyn.
Daughter, Nora, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Williams of 2080
Rile.
Aug. 26
Daughter, Teresa. to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Hill of 681 Georgia.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene White of 1253
Cannon
Son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jackson of 203 S.
Lauderdale.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
and Mrs. Oscar Newson of 279 
Samuel Graham of 354 Rich-, and Mrs. Frank Greer of 686
Is. le rd. I East st. mond.
A-1. 15 Son, Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Son, Gerald. to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Mackey of 2160 Erie.
01s Brown of 2541 Park ave. Daughter, Nannette, to Mr.
Aug. 16 and Mrs. Booker T. Mayfield
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and of 230 S. Lauderdale.
✓ s. Raymond Allen of 759 Daughter, Cassandra, to Mr Son, Kerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
V.:atune. and Mrs. Samuel Boatwright of Charlie Reed of 316 Linden.
Son, Russell, to Mr. and Mrs 194 Modder. Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
J n A. Crawford of 2172 Aug. 22 Bert Butler of 379 S. Lauder-
6 1gs. Daughter, Brenda. to Mr. and dale.
righter, Lenee', to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Fitzgerald of 1447 
Daughter. Carolyn, to Mr.
✓ i. Willie Stevens of 3379 Hemlock. and Mrs. Lorenzo Johnson of
Ai:;. 18 Son, Albert. to Mr. and Mrs. 
645 Marianna.
1)aughter, Karen. to Mr. and Major G. Alexander of 811 
Daughter. Sonja, to Mr. and
11..s. Elcue Strickland of 1912 Heiskell. Mrs. Willie 
Robinson of 625
I1-7 ')2rt, apt. 1. Son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mosby'
Daughter, Detria, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Moshy of 164 W. 
Son, Timothy, to Mr. and
$ s. Adolph Bolton of 482 Till- McKeller. Mrs. Curley Lowe of 1496
ran, apt. 6. Daughter. Beverly, to Mr.
r ./IN AT JOHN GASTON and Mrs. McKinley Stevenson
IE iPITAL of 1328 AX Texas.
A !; 20
Aug. 14 977 Lewis.
Son, Bennie, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Sonja, to Mr. and
Dudley McCrackin of 3444 Mrs. Bernard Wilson of 557
Reynard rd. Boston.
Daughter. Patricia, to Mr.! Daughter. Charlotte, to Mr.
, Son. Raymond. to Mr. and
Daughter. DuWanda. to Mr. Mrs. Raymond Raynor of 824
a--1 Mrs. Jesse Ryan of 506 Alaska.
A 'land. Son, Lorenzo, to Mr. and
Son. Anthony, to Mr and Mrs. Lorenzo Johnson of 854
•s. Dave Taylor of 2249 Laurel.
Son, Deroyce, to Mr. and
Daughter. Paulette, to Mr. Mrs. James Coleman of 1988
ad Mrs. Paul Wright of 575 Glory cir.
41 tulle. Son. Keith, to Mr. and Mr
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Mack Robert Phillips of 1126 Tull,
ith of 1516 Dodd. ,Ang. 23
Daughter, Wanda, to Mr. and Daughter, Carolyn, toMr's. George Sutton of 1724 and Mrs. Otis Crawford of.nsas. Fixer.
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.! Daughter. Kathy. to Mr.
'Mrs. Hubert Fullilove of
- — —
Warren.
Daughter. Nina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E. Johnson of 1080
N. Sixth.
Daughter. Barbara. to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Boy land of,
2858 Autumn.
Aug. 24
Son, Erick. to Mr. and Mrs.
Eunice Anderson of 1719 State.
Son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs..
Lewis White of 1385 Azalia.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Wilson of 1604 Carpenter.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Evell
 _ Porter of 2577 Select.
Son. Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Bond of 673 Mosby.
, Son. 7,eb, to Mr. and Mrs.
IZeb Richardson of 91 W. Olive.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
.Mrs. James Morgan of 1064 N..
Seventh.
Daughter, Sharlette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Jones of 814
Mississippi.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Bachus of 1461
Mennger.
Daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
!Mrs. Mose Coylins of 1436 May.
Son. Andrea, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Richmond of 1822
!Kellner.
Son, Terence. to Mr. and
1Mrs. Ardill Reser of 672 Vance.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Andrews of 1078 S. Cooper.
Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs.
LaVerne Watts of 128 Farrown.
Aug. 25
Son, Benny, to Mr. and Mrs
Moses Epps of 1554 S. Third.
Daughter, Reber. to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Keller of 116
Hickory.




HOW TO LOVE AND
BE LOVED
Send $1.00 — ANN JONES
$ot 7762 Chicago, $O
-
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Hoskins of 1106 Tully.
Son. Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. Henry Lewis of 504 Carpen-
ter.
There Are Many
Nays to Keep Cool!
You can have healthful In-
door cooling comfort all
summer long for only a few











B out of 1 0 WOMEN
GET RELIEF FROM
ths awful nervousness and "hot flashes" of
CHANGE-OF-LIFE
Us scientific clinical tests by noted doctor!
every case tested got striking re- that tension, irritability aren't
Lief from awful discomforts of relieved with Pinkharn's. See it
zhange-of-life. Nervousness was you don't escape suffocating "hot
"educed for as many as 117% . . . flashes" that made change-of-lift
'hot flashes" 75'7.1 so hard to bear Today, get Lydia
Nib Costly Sheet ',inkhorn's 
Vegetable Compound
at all drug stores.
Fienuele Ailments Relieved!
Results were credited entirely to
Lydia E. Pinkhlum's Vegetable
Compound. Acting through the
ss- ,nithetic nervous system. it
h. - remarkable power to relieve
this functionally-caused distress.
Duet ler noedieedy. Bee if
sue S moues —WAKE UP TIRED',
When due to simple iron den-
ciency anemia, take Finkharn
Tablets Rich in iron, they
start to strengthen your iron-
starved blood within one day
LEXINGTON, Ky. This scene
won't be repeated in Lexisig•
ton dime stores because the
companies opened to all oa
the day that this sit-in took
place. Members of CORE had
been negotiating, plc keting
and sitting-in for more than





lander Folk School's Director,
Myles Horton, reports that the
school now has ready a state-
ment of its position regarding
racial integration.
Horton said that the state-
ment was prepared to answer
a barrage of inquiries which
has come to the school as a re-
sult of workshop held this
Spring to discuss "The Place
of the White Southerner in the
Current Struggle for Justice."
Referring to the nature of
Highlander's position in the rap-
idly growing movement toward
Integration. Horton said that
the school has been inter-racial
since it opened 28 years ago.
He recalled that the late Presi-
dent Charles S. Johnson, of
Fisk University, was connected
with the school from the very
beginning, and helped in the
early formulation of Highland-
er's strong inter-racial policy.
Oriole.
Son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edwarr' Harris of 677 Hastings.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nolan D. Jackson of 1096
Tully.
WHATYOU CAN DO TO FIGHT COMMUNISM
•
AND PIT .47.RITE
A feet yourself —learn the true ...,eand tactics of cornmutaiens.
m ake CIVIC programs for socialimproNernent sour business
E xercise your right to ,ote;elect repreeentan>ca et integnry.
Ite•pect human dignity — communisesand individual rights earnest oemett.
I Worm yourself; knows yaw country—
its history. traditions. and heritage.
C rookie, public apathy toward comortunive—
indifference can Ise fatal when eenenal
sersi• al is at stake.
A
tuck bigotry and prejudice wherever
they appear. justice for aft is she
bullsork el democracy.
J. Edgar Hoover
Dr. Johnson was a sponsor of
the school at the time of his
death, in 1956.
Quoting the distinguished so-
ciologist and educator, Horton
said "The problem of the South
is not communication. Commu-
nication depends upon the agen-
da, and will be restored when
Southerners accept the new
agenda." This is what High-
lander offers to the white South-
erner—a New Agenda."
Highlander Folk School has
long been under attack because
of its unequivocal stand on in-
tegration, and because it open-
ly practiced integration before
the Supreme Court decision of
1954. Recently the Tennessee
legislature has asked for revo-
cation of its charter, charging
that the school violates a 1901
Tennessee law forbidding white
and Negro students to attend
classes together in private
schools.
"Highlander's position is much
the same as the one taken in
the platforms of both major po-
litical parties," Horton declar-
ed. "The main difference is
that we took that position twen-
ty-eight years ago, and the poli-




(UPI) — A terrorist tossed a
grenade into an outdoor cafe,
Sunday, killing a French sol-
dier and injuring another man.1
inportant Factor lit
avior--intoxkation
Intoxication is an important
factor in human behavior —
especially unusual human be-
havior.
The best way to describe
Intoxication physiologically is
to cell it "a condition of un-
usually dilated blood vessels."
Let us consider the drunk
driver for a moment.
When the drunk driver sees
danger he starts to put his
foot on the brake to press it
down. He does this by "mov-
ing certain muscles."
Actually he is not movingl
muscles. What he is doing ial
contracting certain muscles,1
pulling the ends of the muselea
closer together. Thus he pulls
his hand closer to his shoulder
by contracting his bicep mus-,
cle.
When the drunk driver starts
to put his foot on the brake he
is contracting certain muscles
in his leg. This is done by
contracting the thousands of
blood vessels in the muscle. (A
blood vessel is like an elastic
sack with one end open into the
blood stream. This elastic sack
contracts under certain condi-
tions, becoming smaller in size,
and forcing part of its contents
Into the blood stream. Under
other conditions the sack re-
laxes and dilates, and fluid is
permitted to enter from the
blood stream, increasing the
size of the blood vessel).
Under ordinary circumstances'
a driver contracts his blood,
vessels, and his muscle, quick.'
ly enough to avoid danger.
But when his blood vessels
are unusually dilated it takes'
longer to contract them, and by!
then danger is upon us.
The above seems to explain
why drunk drivers don't avoid'
driving dangers.
But there are other dangers',
besides driving dangers. Therei
are dangers from illness, from
change in weather, from fire
hazards, and many other:
events.
To explain why intoxicated
people suffer greatly from these
latter dangers we must ac-
quaint ourselves with Rus-
sian behaviorist psychology.
According to this psychology
we are more likely to have un-
pleasant opinions when our
blood vessels are tense, and
more likely to have pleasant
opinions when our blood vessels
are relaxed.
Thus when our blood vessels
are unusually relaxed, as in
intoxication, we are less likely
to have the unpleasant opinion
that there is danger lurking
about. And we are less lihely to
prepare ourselves against such
danger.
We usually consider intoxica-
tion as resulting from liquor.
But we have many other
forms of intoxication. We may
WMCT
(Costumed From Page 14) !
Cord to help stage a robbery.
Henry Fonda (as chief marshal
Simon Fry) suspects coercion
in "The Deal."
8:30 p.m., Project 20, Com-
munism inside Russia from its
beginning to its present situa-
tion, is studied in "Nightmare
in Red," as the fifth in the
chronological series of historcal
films.
9:30 p.m., Bold Venture, when
a bridegroom dies of poisoning
at his own wedding party, Slate
Shannon investigates. He learns
that a thug (and frustrated lov-
er) had done the job. The two
get into a vicious knife fight,
with Shannon winning in the
end. Dane Clark plays Shannon.
10:05 p.m., Gold Award Thea-
tre, "A Yank in London" stars
Rex Harrison, Anna Neggle,
Dean Jagger and Robert Mor-
ley in the moving story of every
American who has ever met,
wooed and loved the girl of his
heart.
be intoxicated by success, or
by flattery, or by promises, or
by any of a number of other
things. As in liquor intoxication
our blood vessels become re-
laxed and dilated. (There I
some difference. In liquor in-
toxication the blood vessel walls
become dilated because of the
vapor pressure of the alcohol.
It is a physical phenomenon,
and all the blood vessels in the
body are affected. In intoxica-
tion by success, flattery, prom-
ises, etc. the phenomenon is
psychosomatic. The majority of
those in the skin and large
muscles, are dilated, whereas
a minority of blood vessels,
those in our stomach, intestines,
and certain glands, are con-
tracted. But for the purposes
of avoiding danger being dis-
cussed here the difference is
only academic.)
When someone says, "His
head is turned by his success,.
it is not really his head that i
affected but his blood vessels.
As with the drunk person his
muscles are not well poised
for action. And his mind is not
alert to recognizing danger.
There are insects that stun
their victims into helplessness.
The condition is similar to an
extreme case of intoxication.
"33 Ways To
Meet WomenIt
A folio chock full of prac-




Sea 7762 - Chkags, Ill.
•
GO BY BUS ,:.______ • It's Convenient 1
R=— • Fast— 
1—a: • Safe
F- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM i==






7:00 P. M. — 9:00 P. M.










Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home Delivery Service
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!






ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender
I Name
Address
1 City State Phone
I anclerstaw4 this 16-pa ming. Memphis newspaper is publishee every Wednctsdcry
15c per copy. Thank You. 
I(NOTE: Bring et mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept. c/e Tri-State Defender,
236 S. Wellingten, Memphis, Tennessee).
PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
by newsboy each week to:
(Mgt, Priss)
and costs only
so
